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"HUNGARY'SPEOPLE AND TEE PROBLEM OF TEE GROWTH
 

=О HER POPULATION |

  

I. Size and constitution of the population.
mome<امنواوبسمادملا «oWa 

Size and dcnsity of population.

Fungary's territory, as is known, was soverely

mutilatcd by tho: Trcaty of Trianon. The pre-war arca of

the Kingdom of St. Stephen of 325,411 -squars kilometres was

reduced to 92,965-squaré kilometres and out of a population

of 20,886,467 persons, according to thc census of 1910, only

7,615,117 were left. Thus aftcr the pcacc treaty Hungary

retained only 24.6 per cent, of her arza and 36.5 per cent.

of her population. This ratio is but littlc modified if we

comparc ths remaining arce and pooulation with that of Hungary

proper instead of withthe whole Kingdom (taking into conside-

ration that Croatia-Slavoniga had a vry oxtonsivo linguistic,

cultural and -ccohomic autonomy). In this casc the above per-

centages amount to 2559 and 41.7, rsgpcctively.

According to .thc ccnsus-of 19210 thc density of tho

population of Hungary was 64,2per square km ; on thc Trianon

arca, squally on thc basis of the data of thc census of 1910,

it rose to 81,9, on account of thé density of ths population

in the remainingcentral arda being in general much higher

than on thc mostly mountainows border covorcd with forests.

.lorgovcr,. thc country's Capital,budapsst, numbering alrcady



at that time almost onc million inhabitants, thc popula-

tion of which was sustained by migrations from: former

historical Kungary, weighsd much more hcavily upon the

reduced arca than had been thc casc with rcgard Те the

historical territory. In the time immediately after the

war, us refugees from the dotechsd torritoris. came

strcaming in, thc population of thc remaining arca in-

crzascd to an sven greater extont Chan. that of the8

tcrritories, although cmigrations took place from the

mother country too, so that in spitc of the losscs causeû

by the war the ccnsus of 1920 counted 7,990,202 souls,

and taut of 1930 8,688,319 souls. The dcneity of population

thus ross to 85.8, and in 1930 to 9%. 4. Tho ostimated popu-

lation at the end of 1938 is over 9 millions (9,076,000),

and tha density of population 9741 capite per I, km.

As the majority of the population of Eungary up to the
of

A griculturo, this density is8present дау 15 engaged in

to o © considcred a very high ae. ая the more us in

svery ong of the Sele ing South-Eastcrn countrics the

average density of the population is considorably lower;

thus the estimatc for 1987in Rumania is 65.9, in Yugoslavia

61.0, in Bulgaria 60.6,nú in Grocce 52.5, It should Бе

noted hers as well us below that the arca reforrcd to is
——[[—[———[———ريو
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‚always that fixed by ths Treaty of Trianon. With regard to
poe

 

 

the territory rccovercd by Hungary in conformity with the

Vienna Lecision of November And, 1938 thers wes а fairly

.Actailcd consus on Decimbor и, 1958 th“ r°sults of which

hay. ulrcady boon subiiemad. As tho consus was c:rricê

through. almost zight ycars lat-r than the last on: on the

Trianon arca, and as thc tcrritory :nâ popul.tion of Hungary



incrzascd again in. March, 1939 by the addition of Carpatho-

Ruthenia where a census Wes held in the month of July of

the current year, there is no way of treating the total prese:

area, and, within the scope of this study, we shall have to

be content to take into consideration only the data of the

census of 1950 returned for the area fixed by the"Treaty of

A , ض

The average density of the nat tonal nopatation

(9344 in, 1930) naturally covers great extremes in the different

‚ parts of the .country, not to mention the fact that if we

take the municipalities apart, their density of populat ion is

several times as high as that of the counties. Thus, in the

municipal boroughs, that is to Say in the towns of the same

rank as the counties the density of population was on an

average 89,5, whereas in the counties which include else

towns it was 79,0. If we tuxe the Counties exclusive of the

towns the density of population of the total area of the

remaining communities is only 71.1, However, if we look at the

tewns separately we do not get quite an objective view, as the

towns usually increase their po ulations by attracting the

inhabitants of the districts around them; thus from the point

. of view of the demsity of population they are completely

interdependent with the territories surrounding them, This is

why in Table1 we have included the towns in the area of the

counties in which they are situatdd.

va
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1) For the sake of completeness.we give here the data of greater

Fungary: thepresent area of Hungary (August 1939) comprises
117,1 0 square kms, and according to the census of 1930
the population numbers 10,312,000 capita. Taking into con-
sideration the natural growth of the population this figure

has risen to atout 10,820,000. Consequently the density of
the population on the increased area is at any rate somewhat
lower than it was on the Trianon area: on the basis of the
returns of 1930 it was 87.9, whereas at present it is 92,5,



Taking first of all the three principal regions of

the country which are really only geographically determined;

Trans-Danubia, the Great Plain and the North, it will be seen

that, as to average density of population, the Great Plein

stands in the first place with 115.5, then comes theNorth

with 50.9, and only in the last place comes the Western Part

of the country, no -Dorubin. where the density of popula-

tion is 72,8. The comparison of thc date of the three large

regions 1a, however, not quite correct, as it must be

pemétbarat that the Capital with its inhebitents numb¿ring

more than one million sons is comprised in the Great Plein;

in fact the whole aecieneration of Budapest, Greater-Buda-

pest, counts 1,421,000 inhabitants, This oversize capital,

the 1160021605 oùmich we-e actually meant for prc-war

Groater Hungary, crcatly disturts the proportions of the
+ m : : ; a ,

density of population not only on the whole present arca,

M
m

but even more so if we take smaller districts apart. If w

consider the Great Plain exclusive of Budapest, its density

of nopulation is ely ba 40, and if we exclude the whole of

Greater Budapest the figure comes down to 82.7. There is no

doubt ino even so tine Great Plain has the highest density

of sapudation. 0 |

Ном, if we compare the fheufst of density of popula-

hion16 the Arferant counties, it will be apparent that the

most thinly populated —_— of the land is Ateuj-Torna lying

in the farthsst North, where the dcnsity of population per

square km. is only 54,5. kext comes a Trans-Danubian county,

‘Somogy, where Chaar 57.6 souls to a square kilometre.

The density of populationis between €0 and 70 (61.5) in the

county of Veszprém which is likewise in Trans-Dunubia, then



in Bihar lying in the Great Plain in the East (63.5), and

finally in the Trans-Dznubian county of Fejér, which is not fe.

from the Capital, the density of the population is only 65.8,

= in fact without the town of Székesfehérvar comprised in its

territory it is only 57,5, We srall point out below. the reasons

for this peculiarly low density of population, The most thinly

populated counties are in very different parts of the country,

and the same is true as regards the most densely populated

counties too. Quite remarkable is the rate of the density of

population of the countyof Pest the area of which is extremely

large in comparison to ths other counties, this being due to

the situation of the Capital, If we leuve Budapest out, the

density of population in the county of Pest is only 115.6, and

ifwe also exclude from our computation tne suburbs belonging

to Greater Budapest it comes down to. 62,5. The next most dense-

ly populated county is’ Csongrad where the rate is 99,4, but

here too is must бе remembered that the. second largest city o

the country, Szeged, is included in it, Inspite of the arca

of this city being very large (816 square kms. ), its density

of population is nevertheless 165.5. The density of population

of the county of Csongrad itself, excluding the towns of

Hodmeztivasarhely and Szeged 'corprise” in its territory, is

78:61 The density of population of the county of Sopron is

over 90, namely 94,44, = but here too without the town of

Sopron the rate is only 79i2. In the county of Borsod the

density figure of 90.6 is likzwiss raised by the thickly

populated town of miskolc, witnout which it is only 76.0.

apart from these there is only one county, the united

“Kumar om-Esztergon, where the density of population exceeds

90 (90.4). There is no town of importance in the county to



cause the greater density of popul:tion, and thus it can

te said’ thet actually this county, whsrc the accumulation

of the population is moztiy 6 to mining, is the most

densely populated.

It is certain that so far as density of population

is concérned no system may be sstäblished with regard to the

different parts of Hungary.” Thickly and thinly populated

arcas alternate side by side, ti. county averages hiding

grcat extremes within cach county. If wc sxamine the density

of population in the different districts, - for instancs in

the two ad joining districts Of Geuztas und Tatabanya in the

county of Komarom, - we shall find that the density of popu-

lation is almost twice ss high in the one as it is in the

other. Districts with a density of ponulation below 50 are

to be found in the contral perts of Trans-Danubia, in ths

region between the "Danube and the Tisza, on the borders

bey ónd the Tisza and in thc far Northern corner of the

country. At the samc time the most thickly populated districts

are in vary differant parts of the couñtry too, principally

in th: South-Eastern corner of the Groot Plein, then at the

juncture of the countids ‘of Pest, eves and Jisz-Nagykun-

Szolnok, further along thc Upper Tisza and finally in the

Western and South-E.storn parts of Trons-Dunubia. The reason

fer thedensity of population differing so widcly is best

explained by the occuvational distribution of the population,

the varying importance of mining, hundicrafts and industry

which give rise’ to a dense p.puletion. Further, not only

the quantity but also the quality of the cultivated soil is

of consequence, and finally $5 по small extont the

different types аз to size of Iundoû proportiss. The effects

,

of these factors will be treated further below.



Tt may be usceltainod fr.m the foregoing that in the

first place it is the presence vf towns which increases thc

density of population in the different parts of the country.

The principal example of this is Budupest itself, un agglomera-

tion too Егес% in proportion to thc present population of the

country, which tonsequently raiscs th- ârnsity of population of

th: county in which it li:s to 169,5, notwithstanding th:

fact that th: county is dispropurtionet-ly larg-r than th:

nere {it is Ywic- as lerg: =8 th” noxt larg:st county),

Without. ths Capital tho density of pupulation of th: county is

only 115.6, cxcluding morcov-r thc suburbs of Budupsst, €2.3.

We have scén thet in 211 th: countics wher: the dcnsity of

population is over 90, with the cxeopbion of Avmarom=Esztcrgom,

it is the larger towns which incrcasc thc ‘density of tha

population. On tho oth-r Lend in thosc countics which show the

Lowest density of popul:tion, likc Abcuj=Torná, Somugy, |

Voazpröm! Bihar, the towns have but small significance. It is

neccssary rotors to compute thc rotc of the density of

| of thc towns, taking into account only

of

popul:tion exclusive

the inhabitants of villages on tho onc side and the are:

cultivated land on the other. Nafur-11y thcsc figuss cannot

be comp. red with thc average Tutc of the density of population,

rea,
: there the total popuintion is combincd with the total &

combine thc totul villa opu-  wneress the ratcs stated hers

of villages, = assuming

 

1-tion with the are. of cultivated 1 nad

 

th:t tre inhebitunts of vill.ges «rè almost without exccption

enguged in agriculture, which, however, isnot entirely true

{see data inTulle 1). It mey h: ppen that on zccount of the

different beses of comp. risom, = «nd it actually does quite

often so hoppen, = the latter figures ure higher than the



rates of the avcrags dcnsity of population; we shall never-

theless give these rates which ars only to be considsred

as crudo figurcs,but at thc same time we sh:11 find = way

- Of comparing with the ârea of cultiv.ted 1: nd only the poupu-

lation engaged in agriculture; and not the total rural popu-

lation.

When looking at the data.iq question we see that

the highest density of population is to be found in the

„ИФ =

following counties: Koñarom-E,zterrom (114.7), Pest (112.1),

Borsod (109.2), Zala {101.6) and Nograd (101.1). It isappe-

rent for those scquainted with conditions there, that in

most of these cases there is no question of a great density

of agricultural population, but in all these counties with

the exception of Zala a great number of people oceupied in

mining and ‘industry, live sven in:ths rurál communities.

Among the rural population cf Komarom-Eszt-rgom, .Borsod and

Nograd there are mány enga; сё in mining, since the coal

mins§ of the dismembered country are mostly concentrated in

these three counties. The nigh rate in the county of Pest

is caused by the suburbs ‚of Budapest, a great many of which are

villages from the point of view of administration, though

they have, however, quite assumed the charactor of towns).

Only in the county of Zala is the density of the rural

population really high, and this - as we shall see - is

apparent :from.other data too, The density of the rural

population computed thus approaches 100 in two Western

counties also, in Sopron and Vas (99,0 and 94,4 respectively).

In these two counties, however, the industrial ponulation is

quite numerous even in the communities of a rural type and

there arc several large villages which arc almost like towns,



The density of the rural population appears to be decidedly

high in the counties of Heves and Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok where

it is over 90 per square kilometre. We find the lowest ratio:

in the œunty of Fejér whers it is only 66.9 and in that of

Bihar, wiers it is 67,8, Next comes Somogy with 71.7. As is

well known the countiës of Somvgy and Fojér are the home of

great landed properties, so the low density of population is

comprehensible there, which cannot be said to the same extent

of the county of Bihar, where consequent ly the density of

population is really low when compared to the cultivated

arca.» It may be found curious that in the county which has

the lowest average, that is to say in Abauj-Torna, where the

average density of population is only 54.5 and where, as’ there

are no towns, the whole population may be considered as rural,

the rate is fairly high when compared with the cultivated land.

namely B0.5. This is explained by the fact that there is e

‘comparatively large amount of woodland and various other kinds

of cultivation in the county other than areble land, The

situation is similar in the Trans-Danubian county of Veszprém

where there are many forests too. At any rate one gets a much

better idea of the density of the agricultural population when

compared with the oxtent of cultivated land. We shall return

to this: queätion later.

Whoever wishes to study intently the ‘constitution and

distribution of Hungary's p.pulation, cannot ¿verl.okK the

fact that the conditions of agglcmerat ion, especially on the

present area of Hungary, are .f quite a ‘special character and

different from the conditions in Western Europe. The largest
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part of the present area is the Plain lying to the East and

partly to the West of the Danube, the so-called Great Plain,

the inhabitants of which were more exposed than others to

the devastations of the Turks. Here thousands of small vil-

lages were destroyed during those 5wo hundred years, and

some eva only left in the North-Fastern corner of the Great

Plain, which was beyond the reach of Turkish rule (the

counties of Szabolcs and Szatmar). The Turks could more

casily overcome communities with a small number of inhabi-

tants, could more easily enslave them ang drive them away

than the citizens of larger places. For this reason the
»

populations of small villages ‘ook refuge in the towns, that

. 1 . <a E . . : .15 to say in larger agglomerations, increasing these, and

the confines of the deserted villages became merged with those

of the larger communities. This state of Yh ins Kept on even

after the rule of the Turks hat come to an and. But few

Salles sprang up in thé placeof the ones ALPanes: new

communities, which were mostly foreign settlements, only

came into being where, on the part of the Government,

Systematic colonisation ensued. These parts, however, do

not belong to Hungary at present, in fact the foreign

settlements made hato separation possible on the basis of
E

the Turkish occupation had
J

Hationality priñéiÿle: AËter

come to an and, the situation chan ged only inasmuch as the

torders of the densely populated communities of the Plain -

became by and by inhabited by people who had moved there

from the interior of the community. Dispersed hamlets and

groups of hamlets sprang р, so that nowadays in many

ingtances the half, or even more then the half of the

inhabitants of such populous communities do not live in
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the community itself, but on the outskirts, sometimes ten or

fifteen kilometres from the centre. This state of things

naturally hes very many drawbacks, but it would be excoadinaly

difficult to find a remedy for it now. Naturally the most

healthy solution, if it were possible, would be to form

separate villages out of the hamlets and groups of hamlets on

the outskirts, this, however. encounters great difficulties
0 *

ono of the farmsteads being dispersed. As, from the
> »

point of view of administration, these hamlets and groups of
f

hamlets form ‚roperly speaking one place together with the

mother community, there are at present, in Hungary in pa rticu-

lar, many rural communities which nave a very large number of

inhabitants, iccontine to tue comedo Of 193C there are as

many as 59 such "villages" in Hungary the population of which

exceeds 10,000 souls. It is true that tne suburbs of Budapest

which have the character of villages are comprised in these,

nevertheless most of them are settlements of agricultural

populations, and the number of inhabitants of some approaches

30,000. Thus, for instance #6%©8 nas 28,907 inhabitants,

Törökszentmiklos 26,503, Szarvas 25,561 and Oroshaza 24,926.

On the other hand anny the county omis there abe settlements

of a type quite similar to those mentioned here; they üiffer

from these communities only in that fromthe point of view of

administration they are of a municipal character. At the Lead

of the municipality there is not a sheriff or a MOLE. but a

mayor, and it is not subordinated to the district authorities

but is underthe immediate jurisdiction of the county . Such

towns are, to mention only a few: Csoner?ad, Kajdutöszörmény,

Jaszberény, Karcag, Kiskunfeelegyháza, Kiskunhalas, Mezitur,

,

NagyktürGs, etc. Of the municipal horouchs Eodmezuvasarhely



and Kecskemét may be reckoned here, since notwithstanding

their 60 - 60,000 inhabitants, they are really of the type

of villages, when considering the principal secretion of

their povulation.

These circumstances explain the fact that among

5,417 communities of Hungary to-éu; (taking towns and vil-

lages together) there are only 1,705, that is to say 49.9

per cent., with a number of inhabitznts below a thousand,

There are further 1,440 (4<.2 per cent.) with a population

between one and five rouke, 161 count five to ten tiousand

Souls, and not less than 109 communities have over 10,000

inhabitants, though’ amon; these there are only 52 towns (the

population of f.ur towns is below 10,000). Une naturally

obtains quite a different picture if one looks at the popu-

lation of the villages with their veriöns numbers of inhabi-

tants; here it will be found that only 10.9 per cent. of the

2populat ion tivo in villages nunbering less than a thousand

inmabitants. in the category between one and five thousand

there live 54.2 per cent., between five and ten thousand

12.4 per cent. and in communities of more than ten tnousand in-

habitants 42.5 per cent. So, those unaccuainted with con-

Gitions in Hungary may think that the urban population is

prevalent. Indeed, if we Lower he Limit of tie number of

inhabitants, the population of communities of over five

thousand persons amount to 55,9 per cent. of the country's

total population, whereas in agglomerations with municipal

administrative organisations there Live only 2,581,281 souls

which is 33.2 per cent. of the population, but in view of

all taat has been said above even these populations are not

altogether truly urban. The changes brought about in this
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respect by the dismembermentare apparent if we consider that

in pre-war Hungary only 33.8 per cent. of the population lived

in villages and towns with. a number of inhabitants over 5,000,

and at present, as we have already mentioned, this has risen

to 55.9 per cent. It is true, however, that since 1910 the more

populous villages have increased more rapidly; on the present

area, according to the census of 1910, 48.9 per cent. of the

country's population lived in communities numbering more than

five thousand inhabitants, and this has now increased to 55,9

per cent. The ‘concentration of the population in such large

agglomerations explains many striking phenomena, for instance

‘the fact of the Fungarians having steadily gained ground before

and after the war, of which we shall not speak at length here.

After the foregoing observations we shall now deal

with the urban population in the strict sense of the word, that

is to say with the population living in places which adminis-

tratively are towns. In Hungary there are juridically two

categories of towns: municipal boroughs and county towns, The

municipal boroughs are actually of the same rank as the

counties: their territory, even if surrounded by that of the

county, is quite independent of thecounty authorities, They

have just so much in common. that the centre, the seat of the

county is in the most cases the municipal borough lying within

its territory. There are only three such municipal boroughs out

of the eleven which are not at the same time the chief towns

of the respective counties, The county towns are placed under

the county authorities; their legal state is approximately the

same as that of a district. The sphere of authority of the

mayor is about the same as that of the chief high constable

of the district. On the Trianon area there are 45 such county
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towns; their number changes from time to time, as some

villages become town authorities; on the other hand, it also

happens that a ton becomes a village again if it-is inca-

pable of supporting the burdens incumbent on it. The, eleven

- municipal boroughs, including here also Budapest, the

Capital; contained according to the census of 1930,1,676,986

souls, and the 45 county towns. all together 1,204,265 souls;

thus the. total urban population amounts to 2,881,251 souls,

that is to say 33.2 per cent. of the country's population

The- post-war decade was not very good for the development

of the urban population, as over against an actual increase

of the population by 8.7 per gent. the urban population only

increased b. 9.3 per cent. which is not much more than the

average rate of the growth of the population, in fact hard-

ly more than that of villages (6:5 per cent. ). If we look

only at the administrative grouping, the accretion of the

population of the county towns .was. somewhat larger {10.0

per cent.), from 1920 to 1950, than that of the municipal

boroughs (8.8 рег cent. ); ‘in fact communities with over

10,000 inhabitants. show an ‘even greater increase of popu-

lation (12.5 ver cent. ) than ‘diny other ‘category of towns.

But ‘if we look at the data more closely ме find that the

greater increase of population of these lower categories -

is due to inclusion in them of the suburbs of Budapest, which,

whether of the character of towns or ‘of villages had a very

large increase of population. In. the following tabulation

we give a Iist of tiese towns and villages, as well as. the

data of the growth of povuiation without these communities

"algo {see table où ps 15),



Towns

Budafok
Kispest
Pestszenterzsébet

Rakospalota
Ujpest

Total:

County towns:
Total:

County towns
without the
suburbs of
Budapest:

Villages

Csepel
‘Pestszéntlärinc
Pestu jhely
Rakosszentmihaly
Sashalom

Total:

Tétal of villages
over 10,000

1920

15, 686
51,064
40,545
55,035
57,464

maiPDBOEDEE AEDESAA

197,792

1,094,824

897,032

13,589
11,777

7,696
9,225
6,225

48,712

746,512

Villages of 10,000
without the suburbs

of Budapest 6994 800

 

751,564

 

1930 Increase Ye

19,691 6,005 45.9
64,512 13,448 26,3
67,907 27,562 67.5
46 , 949 7,916 22.6
67,400 9, 956 17.3

262,459 64,667 02.7

1,204,265 109,441 10.0

941,806 44,774 5.0

22,901 9,312 €8.6
30,611 18, 654 159,6
11,340 3,444 43,6

11,792 5,567 69.4

90, 727 . 42,015 86,2

8444291 93,779 12.5

51,764 7.

It is apparent from this that, without the five county

towns in the vicinityof Budapest, the ten years increase of the

population of the other county towns was only 5.0 per cent,, and

that the villages with over 10,000 inhabitants, also excluding

the ones in the vicinity of Budapest, was only 7,4 per cent. It

is certain that the growth of the Capital did not stop after the

war, but it overlapped its administrative boundaries. From 1920

to 1930 Budapest together with her suburbs increased by 203,779

souls, that is to say by 16.7 per cent., sothat in itself it

accounts for about 30 per cent. of the country's increase
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in population, and in reality; even more than that, as the

influence of the development of Budapest can be pointed out

in her more distant environs. Thus, for instance looking

only at the communities with over 10,000 inhabitants, the

population of Soroksar which is in the vicinity of Budapest

but does not count as part of Greater Budapest, increased

within those ten - cara by 14,7 per cent, and that of Vecsés

by 56.4 per cents

It,is clear from the abovesuid that if we do not

count Budapest and the communities influenced by ner, the

population of the towns in Hungary strictly speaking did

not neede ¡even 10 "e same extent as that of the villages,

and consegaëntis in Hungary the urbanisation consists mainly

of an unhealthy concentration towards the Capital, which is

already t0Q.large forthe diminished. area of thie country.

The size of Budapest is completely out of proportion to that

of the Other towns too. There a o provincial sonires as

in most of the Western countries, wiiere the urban population

ie not sontred in the dapital, but apırt {ron tas Capital

ihere are other centres of the size of towns or even cities

of first rank. To some extent the situation in France 1s

similar to that in Hungary as, except for Paris, there are

no other towns of such size; the next largest town, Mar-

seilles, has only one fourth of the vopalas Lon of Paris

if we take the latter together withner suburbs. The lack

of proportion is still ereater in Найдагу; the next iargest

town after the Capital, Stage, has not even one tenth of

the population of Greater Budapest. Besides Szeged, Hungary has

only one more town withover 100,000 inhabitants, Debrecen,

but it is a great disadvantage for both towns that they lie
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near the Trianon frontier, and so are deprived of an important part

of their natural outlet, which certainly stands in the way of their

development. It is, however, the fate of several towns of the

present territory that the new frontier is drawn almost in their

immediate vicinity; such among the municipal boroughs for instance

is Sopron, and among the county towns Balassagyarmat, Esztergom,

Gyula, Komarom, Küszee, Mako, Salcotarjan, Satoral jeujhely. The

populations of three towns out of ihe nine enumerated here have

actually Зестейзой between the two last censuses, There was a normal

,

incremse of 11.6 oer cent. only in Sulzötar jan which was due to the

development of coal mining. As far as Komarom is concerned, it is

true that the increase in population was 26.€ per cent. bút this is

only due to thefact that the larger half of the town, Old Komarom,

lying on the ‘left side of the Danube, came into the. possession of

Czechoslovakia, and there was great migration into. the part of the

town which had been left to Hungary, from the part on the other side

of the river. Besides this, the town of Komar om developed into an

administrative centre. Therc is no doubt, however, that the popu-

lations, not only of some of the towns on the border, but also of

some in the interior of the country, decreased. Such are almost

- as land
й

without exception towns of an agricultural type where

cannot be increased - the agricultural pooulation was not able to

subsist any longer under thc present condi.ions of husbandry, end

they either migrate to other towns or else settle in rew villages,

On the other hand, indus:ry too is unsble to develop, as it should,

in these localities, because in tne most cases raw materials are

lacking. Moreover, it must be remembered that it is just in the

large agricultural towns of the Plein that thers has been a heavy

fall in the number of births; the balance of natural increase is

gra@uslly deterioratisg, which also helps to bring the development
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to. a standstill. Ve shall speak of this, further when

comparing the naturaland actual increases more in detail.

As we have. already mentionsd, when one speaks of

towns in Hungary,.only towns in the administrative senss

of the word are always to b © understood, - that is to say

communities which are juridically qualified as towns,

and the occupations’ of thelr inhabitants are to be left

out of consideration. Tas followin data show that an im-

portant part of the urban populstion is engaged in agri-

culture, the country's population being in tne majority

an agricultural one: out of 2,581,201 town „inhabitants

even in 1950 not less than 568,524 souls, that is to say

19.7 par cent. were enca.e0 in agriculture. Thus, almost

ons fifth of the urban population strictly speaking cannot

 

be considercd as townsfolk. Actually this8 is still

  

higher, because tre mass of day labourers not specified

mors -closely is made up for the mos: part, especially in
4

the towns of an agricultural stamp, of workers engagcel in

3

+

| À: ax * = zn wi th hal families герте-

agriculture, and they together wi th their familles ep

; Cay .2.D ре S * the po=-
sent 66,304 souls, that is tg вау Led per cont. Of the I

pulat ion. Thus many of them. have to be rec koned to the

a | S 3 A ai Noyes

agricultural population not.to mention the fairly Large

number of artisans and people of other occupations, who,

anart from their régular work, 0 farming or gardening

as well, sinée they possess à small piece of land. 1%

would be very difficult to ascertain their number, although

‚er cent. , however, shows
..crude dataare available. The 19.7

; LLLE ie не 8

only the average rate of the~agricultural population in th

towns. Much more significant is the. fact. that tho total

populist ion of towns in which at least two thirds of be,
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of the inhatitants are engaged in agriculture represents

146,277 persons; the inhabitants of towns wnere-the agricultura:
-

somuiat ion is in absolute majority, tut at the same time is

not as much as two things, total 326 414 souls) finally, in

“those towns where ths agricultural element has a relative

majority the total population: is 311,60€ souls. Summing up thesc

three categories in which ths sericultural population is in

absolute or relative majority, it will be found that the

population of towns of a decidedly agricultural type amounts

to 794,298 persons. Out of this population as many as 425,65(

‘are engaged in agriculture, and ‘the industrial population of

those towns accounts for only 220,835 persons. So in the

Western Buropcan sense of the word these communities would not

be considered as towns, although their inhabitants number

twenty, thirty or even sixty thousand, which accounts for their

being classified as towns, In contradistinction to the agri-

cultural peasants” towns thers ars others of the genuine town

“type where the agricultural vopulation is insignificant in

number; the population of thess - together with’ Budapest = 18

2,066,953 souls’, out of which only 142,874, that is to say not

even 7 per cent., arc sngagel in agriculture, whereas the

industrial population - inclusive of mining industry, of trade,

Banking and transport - amounts to 1,248,646 persons, thus

roughly to 60 per cent, of the population,

In order to cive-a- complete picture we shall sum up

the urban and rural population according to the two large

occupational groups, agriculture and industry:
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>wn or country Total Ou t CO, which

population Agricultural Industrial
number % Number 7

ms of an agri- an
tural type: 794,298 425,650 53.6 200,855 28.7
wns of an in- : 5

1strial type: 2,086,952 1464874 6.6 1,248,464 59.5

tal of towns: 2,881,251 568,544 19.7 1,469,481 51,0

‘ountry (villages), 5,807,068 3,330,869 67,7 1,556,751 25.0

‘ho whole. land 5,688,319 4,499,398 51.5 2,506,282 BR.

‘rom which Great-
‚r Budapest: xd 4814597 23,655 1.7 950,699 669

Accordingly 35.2 per cent. of the country's population

live in places which are towns in the administrative sense

of the word; but if ws take only the towns of an industrial

type the rate of the. town population is only 24.0 per cent,

At any rate there is a source of error in comparing the urban

population with the total population, as in the towns too

there lives a population of a non-industrial character. On

the other hand there is & fairly important industrial element

‚living not only in towns of an agricultural stamp, but in

villages too. Industry end trade occupies 23.0 per cent. of the

population :in the villages and if we acd to this all the rest

of the .population of an urban type, the intelligentsia,

retired officials and people of other occupations too, proper-

ly speaking about ,70 per cent. of the population in villages

may be regarded as an urban element. In any case we should

get a different picture if we were to pick out those, villages

where the industrial population is in the majority. Such are

especially the populous communities which are really the

suburbs of Budapest and which nevertheless are not towns in the
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administrative sense Of the word. So, for the sake of completc-

ness, we included in the table ábove the data on Greater Buda--

pest too. It is apparent that more than one third of the in-
sr———

 

dustrial population, that is to say of the population of
ausiriaglpopulation , . A e J + +

primarily an urban type, is concentrated in tho Capital itself.

In Hungary, therefore, ths industrial concentration is very

 

great; it is almost unsalutary, especially if we consider that
* %

themanufacturing industry is concentrated even to a greater

degree on the area of Greater Budapest. Wé shall deal with this

later und shall here simply mention the following: out of 1,959

industrial enterprises with a personnel of more, than twenty, ther

are, 1,217, and out of 235,564 workers employed by them not less

then 155,502, that is to say two-thirds, work, in Budapest, or

in its immediate vicinity, This excessive industrial concentra-

tion, although it has advantages, is nevertheless unhealthy and

in some cases even dangerous, For this reason a graduel decentra-

lisation of industry would be desirable.

In Hungary one can doubtless observe the phenomenon met

with all over the world of tke population aggregating in towns,

but with the difference that the Capital, and its immediate

surroundings which are within its. sphere, get too much of it,

The. following data are a proof of thisl
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Actual increase Natural increase Balance cf

or decrease (-) or decrease (-) migration

Numbers

counties 563,243"
Iunicip. boroughs 154,874
county towns 109,441
All the towns 444,515

Villages with
over 10,000 inh. 93,779
Villages with less
than 10,000 inh. 360,023 ا
All the villages 455,608

HUNGARY 696,117
Out of this Great-
er Budapest 203,779
The rest of the
country 494,338

16.7

7.6

Numbers % Numbers g

740,014 11.5 =176,771--- 2.8
52 ‚005 2.1 +102 ,869 + ©,7?
67.214 6.1 + 48,287 + 3,6
99,219 3.6 +145,096 + 5.5

86,225 1145 +: 7,554 + 1.0

586,575 12.7 -226,552 - 4.9

672 ‚ 800 12.6 -218,998 - 4,1

778,019 9.6 - 75,908 - 9

17,153 1.4 $186,626 415,5

754,866 1.1 260,528 — 5.9

: These figures show very ciearly the direction of inter-

migration. If we compare simply the counties with the municipal

boroughs, we find that th e counties lost roughly 177,000 capitu

. through migration out of which tie municipal boroughs gained

103,000 persons, and the other 74,000 streamed out of the country

"during the ten years. But within the counties themselves as weli.

the: county towns account for a gain of 42,000 capita through

inter-migration, 60 that the loss of all the villages amounts

to 219,000 souls which is more than 4 pér cent. of the populati or

But even as regards these, the larger communities have a small

excess through immigrction; consequently the loss of the smaller

communities through migration ie even greater than ihe above fig

and it is very near 5 per cent. After all that has been said

about the disproportionate development of Budapest and its

suburbs it cannot be surprising to see in the last figures

of the table that in spite of the country's population having

incurred a loss of almost 74,000 capita in the ten years through

emigration, Greater Budapest attracted almost 167,000 souls from

the other parts of the country, so that if we take the Capital
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apart, the loss of the total area of the country inclusive

of emigration abroad was over 260,000 cupita.

4e can by no means consider this course a «calthy

one. First of all beczuse the Capital hardly contributes to

tiie natural increase, ant secondly because it attracts more

than a quarter of the country's natural increase, and, once

there, the immigrant population bscomes sterile, Wo also+

see from the above table that between 1980 and 1930 there

was a heaithy «rowtn of poyulation only in the villages

where it amounted to 12.6 par ceat. during the ten years

whereas im the towns the natural increase was only 8

per cent. Even in the two different categories of towns one

can notice the differentpace of naturalincrease; the county

towns had a natural increass of 6.1 per cent. whersas the

municipal borowehs togetherwith Budapest had only 2,1 per cent

In, spite of the. fact that a ¿reat part of the excess of births

migrates from the villages to the. towns, thöfe is no such con-

siderable difference between the расе of actual growth, as

inter-migrations would make one suppose, just because the

respective rates of Natural increuse almost balance the differ-

Eence:.The villages increased all the same by £.5 per cent.,~

the towns in spite of the immigration only by 9.3 per cent.

à much greater contrast is seen if we compare Greater Budapest

with the rest of the country, as in the ten years the populat io.

ot the first increased by 16,7 per cent. and that of the latter

by T.4 per cent.

In pre-war Hungary internal migrations did not always

flow towards the towns, but therc were two other distinct

direetions of migrations as well. Since, for every administrative

centre, particulars of the place of. birth of the povulation were
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collacted, it is possible to computethc exchange of popu-

lation between the countics (and the municipal boroughs).

It is clear from these data that the direction of internal

ymigration -vas, generally speaking, from the North to the0

South, and it also followed the course of rivers, Thus,

Wea WHfrom Transylvania there were migrations from the East to€ 1m
m

the West, and towards the Groat Plain. Theres are data with

regard to the present territory too, tut naturally these are

only gathered from the remaining administrative centres ont

80 they are not comparable with the former data. As the present

ter: itory is approximately that part of the country towards

which internal migration had flowed from the Northern and

Eastern borders, on the samo territory a similar direction

of inter-migration is not-:so easily discerniblc now, especially

as the flight of thc masses from the dstached territories

has disturbed ths former direction of internal migration.

If we look at the difference btrou:ht about by migration in

the various administrative centres, that is to say simply

the difference between actual and natural growth, we sec

that apart from6 municipal boroughs there areonly twc

counties: Bacs-Bodrog and Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kiskun which in

the ten years had an excess of immigr-nts; the ten years

halance of all the others showed a loss through migration.Tas

*بلع In that part of the county of Bacs-Bodrog which had been left

to Hungary, the census of 1920 could not be held until some-

what later than elsewhere, on account of the then existing

Serbian occupation. Consequently, thc census was probably

not accurate, since many people who had fled during the occu-

pation later came back, this accounts for the excess of

immigrants and in ths case of the county of Pest an adequate
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explanation is to be found in the increase of the population

of the environs of the Capital. All the other counties without

exception incurred losses more or less through emigrations; some

of them lost the greatest part of the natural increase of their

population. Some Trans-DPanubian counties stand out particularly

in this respect,thus for instance the loss through migration of

tha county of Sopron was 9,8 per cent. of its population of 1920,

that of the county of Vas which is on the Western border too,

was. 2.2 per cent. Over and above ithe migration to the Capital,

a considerable number of people very probably emigrated abroad.

This is not so much the fact with regard to the county of Fejér

situated near the Capital; its 9.4 per cent. loss of population

was mostly absorbed ty the latter. The counties of former

emigrations lying on the Northern border, Abauj-Torna and

Zemplén, incurred even now quite large losses: in the first thc

population decreased throu.h emigration by 8.0 per cent. and in

the latter by 7.6 per cent, The similar fairly considerable loss

of povulation of the county of Hajdu is of a different, character;

there is a loss here of 7,2 per cent, but the greatest part of

this is absorbed b; the town.of Debrecen lying within its terri-

tory.

When comparing the figures of the natural and actual

increase of population in the different regions it is svident

that on the area of present Fungary, in spite of emigrations

having been comp:ratively wnimportant, there is a very great

fluctuation of the population which is not quite explained by

the aggregation in the towns. An important role is played hers

by the migration of landless agricultural labourers who go about

looking for work or “or land. The disproportionate distribution

f landed property which will have to be remedied, expiains to
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a large extent the fluctuation of ths population, and this

can te mitigated only by a'thoróugh land reform. The dis-

tribution of the population as to occupations, and within

this social conditions as wcll as the trend of their©

development, of which we shall speak later, will explain

to Soms extent thc problem of inter-migration.

Distribution by sexes.

According to the census of 1930, Hungary's popula-

tion of 8,685,310 souls was composed of 4,25C,110 males

and 4,428,209 females, Consequently, there are 1,044 females

to one thousand males. Thus, the excess of females was

important enough eleven years after the War, especially

when comparsa with conditions in the States” of tho Bal-

kans and of Fostern Europe. In most countries of Western

Europe, however, the preponderancc of females is considere

atly greater than ‘in Hungary, and even in some of the

counteiss which ‘had been neutral during the Great War the

case is the same. Such are c+. Norway and Switzerland

where the excess cf females cover males per 1,000

51 and 76 respectively. In the countrics which had taken.

part in the ‘Great Wur the excsss of males over females is

cvon to this day greater than in Hungary; novertheless where

there had been several censuses after ‘the Wer the excess

e
Of $ Dmales is noticeably diminishing. This is ths case in

Hungary too: in 1920 there were 1,061 females to a thousand

males and in 1930 there werc bnly 1,044.

The Excess of females, as far as territorial

distribution is concerned, is highest in the Great Plein,

namely 1,060, wich is due to the effect of Budapest,
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whereas in Trans-Danubia the rate is 1,013 females to a thousand

males. In this part of the country, indeed, there are six

counties where there are more men than women, These are the

counties of Fejér, Györ-Moson, Yomarom-Esztercom, Sopron, Vas

and Veszprém which are connected with one another. The reason

for the excess of males in these parts is due partly to the

fact of a large number of women moving into the towns, especial-

ly to Budapest, to become domestic seivants or factory workers.

On the other hand, in some counties the growth of mining

attracts male. workers, and this adds to the increasc of the

excess of men. As the towns absorb more women than men, in the

countics themselves without tre towns tho excess of women nows

adays is unimportant, and among the rural population there are

only 1,015 females to а thousand males; whereas in the towns the

figure. ie 1,106. The rate in the municipal boroughs = including

Budapest - reaches 1,146, and in Budapest itssif 1,169: In

„Greater Budapest the excess of the female population is smaller,

the rate being 1,154. If we consider that the surplus female

population rose from 1,088 to 1,107 in the towns whereas the

ratg in the villages decreased from 1,048 to 1,015, 1% is

apparent that during the last decaCe women have been flowing

into ths towns. Precisely on account of the difference in the

Girection and extent of home migration, the increase of the

two sexss was very different in tne various counties, For

cxample, in the county of Fe jér the number of males increased

by 6,704, that is to say by 6,1 per cent. within ten years, and

that of females ty only 567, which is only 0.5 per cent. In the

county of Sopron the increase of the number of males was 4,707,

which is 6.9 per cent., at the same time the number of females

fell ty 451 that is to say by 0,6 per cent. We find a certain
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explanation for thisin the fact that in the town of Sopron

thë number of females increased by 940, and that of males

decreased by 293. One could mention other examples too, So

lërge a surplus female population in the towns and its further

increases is also partly due to the provision of the Treaty

of Trianon 'by virtue of which even in 1930 Hungary was only

allowed to have a fixed number of soldicrs: the garrisons in

the various towns were consequently much smaller than before

the Great War, when the surplus female population in the

towns had been counterbalanced by ‘the large number of soldiers,

In Budapest, for instancs, ths ratio of females to males

before the War was only 1,070, and there were towns in which

there was an excess of men simply on account of ths large

number of soldiers. In fact in the municipal boroushs there

wars only 1,005 females to a thousand males, and in the

counties the rate was 1,021. The figuré reached well over

1,100 in some counties of Uppsr Hungary, which eitner parti-

cipatsd in the emigration to America or werc near the sca.

The Great War had a twofold influence on the figures

of sex-distribution. First of «ll hundreds of thousands of

mon were killed which considerably incrcascd the surplus of

women; on the other hand the war put an end to pro-war

cmigrations which had worked the same way, and consequently

reduced to some extent the surplus female population. This

is why the comparatively small excess of females on the

present territory 141910, which was 1,007 women to 2

“thousand meno was increased by the War to 1,062. But partly

on account of emigrations having come to a stop,and partly

Тосацьё of the excess of males in the risinggensration the

proportion sank again to 1,044. The fall wes also caused by
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the change in the nature of emigrations after the war, or

rather by the change in the composition of emigrants. 4s

America had put. restrictions on immigration, men had a smaller

chance of emigrating with a view to. finding work, and thus

women who went to join, in America their husbands who hag

previously emigrated, began to play a more important rôle. The

distribution by sexes of the losses ineurred- by emigration is a

sign of the same phenomenon.

Division it - Maltes: + Females Total

1920 Ee,S14,808 7,990,202
1930 4,250,110 4,436,209 8,688,319

Actual increase— ‘ 574,206 325,911 698,117
% 0 Tike i 9.7 ; : 7,9 8.7

Natural increase. + , 400,604. : 571,415 . 772,019
% 10.4 9.0 9.6

Balance of migration  -26,398 -47 ‚504 - 75,902
FES % + 3 - 0,7 | 4, - led м. 0.9

In the post-war decennium. there, wes:6 greater natural

increase in males: This is no novelty-as it occurred before the

War also} and it was the greater emigration of men which was

the cause of there, being finally no excess of males... But in the
a

 

decade after the War, out of the naturäl increase the loss of

msn by emigration was onl: 6,598 sols, whercas the loss in-     
curred by women was almost twice as much, namely 47,504. It is

therefore self-evident that males increased by 374,206 capita

and - females only by 323,911 capita, that is’ to say by 50,000

less than men, and the excess of females decreased accordingly

by this amount, It is to be expected that the. trend will con-

tinue, as the natural growth keeps on favouring men, and the

excess of females will decrease, In the future, in fact, it
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will do so 831258 quicker rate, because the agc=groups in

which, on account of the war. the excess of females is the.

groutest, will gradually Cie out and make place for the

younger age-groups where there is a smaller surplus of

fcmales, or cven an excess of males. At present (that is

to say in 1930) in some age groups there are very many

females in comparison to males. If we look at the quinquennial

ar c=groups we see clearly the devastating effect of the War.

Among those aged 25-29 the ratio of females is only 1,010,

in the next age-group of 30 to 34, which had taken part in

the. War, the ratieis. 1,073, in that of 35-39 it is 1,163,

and it is highest in the age-group of 40-44 where it rises

to 2,170. In the. next two quidanennial age-groups it

gradually diminishes to 1,125 -and 1,110, Thereaftcr the

devastations of the Great War are no longer noticeable, as

tho. ratio becomes normal, and ‘Tomales do not greatly out-

number the males. If we take the data of the 25 ; eùrs age*

“group between 3C:and 55 the number of females is about

158,000 higher than that of males. As luto as 1930 a shortage

of malos is ascertainablo, whichmay te accounted for ty

the War; tut the actual loss. of humun lives of the present

territory ofHungary incurred during the Grou.Warwes much

grouter, Ithas tobe rememberedthet,a. we havealready
seen, more females.emigrated after theWor than mules, and

that, if they had not emigrated, the difference between the

number of men and...omen would be greater in thesc age-groups

toc: On-the other hand after the foreign occupation. of the

so-called Succession Stutes many people and mostly men took

refúge on the present territory and-inercasod the number of

males in their respective age-croups. This may be un



cXplan-tion for the cxcess of females having diminished to

sucha degree during the ten years. In 1920, the cxcess of

females in the age-group of 20-45 was as much as 214,000 .which

shows much more clearly the effects of ths losses incurred by

tas War than the 1930 figures

Recont development, by which once may judge the future

trend, is marked in an interesting way by the proportion of

sexes in the youngest ags-groups. For thosc under 5 years of

age, there arce only 964, between 5 and 9 therc are 976, and

between 10 and 14 only 973 females to a thousanú males. In the

youngest age-groups therefore there is decidedly a surplus of

males. In the youngest afc-groups there is hardly any differ-

спсе between the towns and the country; the great surplus of

fomales in the towns begins with the age of 15. Whilst ir the

next quinquennial age-group, in that of 15 to 19, the rate of

the surplus female population of ths whole nation is only 1,017;

in the urban population it is as high as 1,136, because women

go to the towns as domestic servants generally at this age,

and consequently in the villages in the samc age group there is

a large surplus of males; there arc, indecd, only 961 females

a   to a thousand males. 2

 

s this

  

In the rural population it i

smallest proportion of femèles to males.group which shows the

  

On the othor hand in the towns the excess of fomales is greatost

not in this azo-group, but among those ageû 55 to 59 whore it

rises to 1,248, saturally in the towns an important role is

played t, the loss in the mals population by the War, Normally,

the groatest excess of females is in thc youngest productive

azc-groups. We leave out of consideration here the great surplus

of females which sets in with axe and which is explained by the

shorter lceneth of life of men and their earlier death, The



Year

1910
1910
1920
1950

A

excess of fomalos even in the oldcst agco-groups is much
LT :

larzer in the towns then in the villages.

Ass constitution of the population.

In tks following we shall sxaminc ths distribution

of the population by ages aná ws shell see the changes

brought about psrtly by the dismemberment of the country

and partly by the Great Wer, The distribution by ages of

the population of pre-war Hungary differed from that .

at present in that on the former territory the proport ion

of children was somewh.t larger, whereas the productive

age-croup as well as that of the old people was compant-

tively smaller. The divergence 1s due to thc greater pre-

valence of the urban populztion on the vos ining central

territory, to the decline iu tne birth-rate aud a longer

duration of life. The diverging trend of tne detached

territories and the central area was even more accen-

tuated after the Great War on account of a further fall in

the birth-rate and an increasing length of life.

Área... Juvenile roductive age Total Aged

age a over

Under .15 15-59 40-59 15-59 60 years

years. - years years years dt à

Rate per cent.

Kingdom of ' ;

Hungary 55,5 57.5 16,8 56,5 6.2

Present area 34.7 38.6.4 “186,7 + 5749 8,0

" " 50.6 41.3 19,1 60.4 9.0

Y 27.5 42.6 20.1 64.7 9.8

This table gives a clear picture of tie changes

whlch have occurred in the age distribution. It is apparent

from it, that the dismemberment of tre country hao somewhat

shifte@ the age constitution, the proport ivn of children



has decreased and the participation of the productive age-

groups has grown on account of the population's drawing nearer

the centre when in quest of work. On the other hand for the

very same reason the proportion of the ageû was somewhat smalle:

on the remaining territory, in spite of the longer duration of

life and a lower âeath-rate.

The decade of the Great wer had a strong repercussion on

the young; during the War the decline in the number cf births

reduced the proportion of children from “4.7 per cent. to

30.6 per cent., the difference accruing mostly to the productive

age-grouns and to a smaller extent to the grouo of the aged.

The trend continued in the last decennium; the percentage of

children sank to 27.5, that of the.productive age-group rose

Lo 64.7, and the proportion of the old people rose too, partly

on account of the longer duration of life, and partly because

the older age-groups are more saturated. On the present area

to-day, as compared with the wholie pre-war arca, the percentages

rate of the productive ages is 6.4 higher than it was in

Hungary before the War. The change û ubtless has an effect on

economic and social conditions. The trend which 1s observable

in Hungary is common to all the other countries of Europe.

a

Everywhere tkLe birth-rats is declining aad the duration of life

м ch thefoS reСincreasing, and for the time being quite iarge8

productive age. The censuses around 1940 will probably show a

change in this respect too, especially in 8 countries which

had been clossly affected by the War. The decline in births

during the War will by that time make itself felt in the pro-

ductive age-groups, and consequently it will decrease the numbe

of nersons in these age-g: oups, especially the younger ones. On

the other hand the number of births in most countries is falling
©
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off во rapidly that no increase in the number and proportion

of children is to be expectcd. In any case the ratio of old

people will increase most, and this will only by mitigated

by the fact that part of certain age-groups which had

suffered losses through the War wili by that time have

passed the age of 60.

Now, lat us see how the three large age-groups ars

constituted in the urban population on tre one hand, and

in the rural population on the other.

Juvenile Productive age-groups Total 01d people
under 15 15-39 40-59 15-59 over 60

ysars years years years years

Rate per cents

ry 50.4 40.6 19.0 59.6 10.0

Accordingly there is a great divergence in the age

constitution of the urban and rural ponulations. Productive

‘age=-sroups congregate in the towne, and thus reduce the pro-

portion of the children, which in the towns is low to begin

with on account of the far smaller birth-rate. At present

66.9 per cent. of the urban population belongs to the

productive age-groups out of which 4647 per cent. falls to

the younger group between 15 and 39. Over against this,

only 59.6 per cents of the rural population is of the

productive age-groups; and the proportion of children

attains mors than half of this figure, i.e. 30.4 per cent.,

whereas in the towns the rate is only 21.9 per cent. and it

does not exen reach one-third of the number of persons in

the productive age-groups. As the conditions of mortality

and the state of hygiene. are better in the towns than in

the villagse ons is apt to think that ther: are more old



people in the towns than in the country. But the great con-

centration of the productive age-groups reduces the proportion

Of theo aged in the towns, which is perhaps also enhanced by th

fact that some alter people, who Lave passed thc productive age,

retire to the country to spend their 016. асе thers.

We shall point out some veculiarities of the distri-

Ytution by ages, wrich arce especially apparent when studying0

the smaller quinquennial groups. Fror tnis point. of view, at

the census of 1950, the most remarkable was tine age-group

of 10 to 14, which only countcd 613,61C souls, although the

older agc-group of 15. to 19 nad €3 ‚186 souls, not to mention

the group of 5.16 9 which numbsred nsarly.. 900,000. 11 18

apparcnt that thers is a gap of almost 300,000 capita in the

population as this quinquennial group covers the wai-yçars,

in three Of which, namely 1:16, 1917 and 1918, births declined

+
to almost half of thcir normal rate. Tino effects of the War are

ب

discernible to sons cxtant ‘in the 15 to 19 group. As e (Ole

ssquence of the fall in births in 1915 thoy are also less

numerous than this older ass group of 20 to 24 years. From hore

on every guinguennial agc-group crows gradually smaller, which

318 in keeping with the natural orGer of things. Tie effects of

the War are visible here only in twœat, from ithe age-group of OOWa

to 34 onwará, ths number of males decrcases much morc rapidly

than that of females, because .ths men whe dicd in the war arc

missing from the different groups. The number of males and

females only begin to come ncarer to one another after the age

of about 60. Nevsrthcless, in accurdance with the rule that the

number of femalss is always highor in tha olâcr age-, roups,

the further we go, the greater 15 ths disparity in favour of

women.
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As far es the urban and rural poxilations arg con-

corned, apart from the piicnomena already mentioned; the

following may also be observed, The fall in the birth-rate

mich occurred in the War is not so conspicuous as regards

the age constitution of the urtan population as it is in

tic country. The data on the movement of population prove

that in spits of thc number of births in tic towns being

in general smaller tran in tic country in tüis years of

tie Wars there was not such a Leavy decline of births in

the towns, where a smaller proportion of t:c population was

in military service than in te country. The difference is

quite considerable; in ths towns in 1930 the group of the
| A+

5 to 9 yoars numbcrod 229,923 anû that of 10 to 14 years

‘177,975, whereas in the villag:s the former figure 15 667,970

and the latter only 435,635. In tre towns the difference

between the two figures a£ a percentazs of the first is

1
22.6, whereas in the villages it is much large: , namely

the time
e queeMa54.8. The comparison is of importance in that E

 

+
   heJarattain the productivethese ace-groups reduced bi

 

——age, which is already the case, recruiting from the

 

country will mot be as extensive eS it has been up till now

    

(since the decline of thc birth-rate was greater there than

in the towns), which may ave groet influence ‘on labour -market

conditions. We shall point cut two facts in order to show

the degrec of ag:regation of the population in its prime

in the towns. The ratio of the urtan population to the

rural population is almost as ons to two, but, between the

‘ages of 20 to 24, for i.stante, trerc are 305,365 persons

in the country as a-ainst 533,664 of the same age in the

towns, Thus the rural population of this category is not
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sven twice as much as the urban population of the same group,

on the other hand there are, s.g., three times as many children

under 5 years of age in the country (662,466) as in thc towns

(219,281). Such data taxen at random are the clearest evidence

of the difference in the ago distribution of tlic urban and rura.

population.

Conditions as to marriage.

The distribution of the pogulation as to marriags is

intimately connected with the distribution by ages. It is sslf-

evident that the gr-ater the number of children in a population,

the smaller the number of married couples, because there are

fewer of marriageable ages Naturally, there muy be other reasons

hers too, such as social and economic condi' $tans,a divergent

proportion of sexes and migration which ey =11 have an effect

on the number of marriages. The number cf widows depends on the

concitions of mortality, but also on the difference of age

between man aná wife. In gencrul, the greater the differences if

ass thc larger the ounber of widows will be, Married men are

usually older than their wives, and men do not as a rule live

as long as women do; .there arc consequently everywhere cone

sidarably mo. € widows trar widowers. The number of Givorceû

persons depends mostly on thc laws wnich rogulate divorces

Where divorce is made difficult by the law the number of

divorced persons is small; and ecavcrasly, wherc divorce is made

sasy, we find many divorced mer and women in the population,

According to the census of 1930 in Fungery 45.C per cent. of

the population, arc married, 6.9 per cent. widowed and 0.7 per

cent, legally divorced, the remaining 49,4 per cent. being

unmarricd. In.1920 the rates were.the following: the proportion



of the married was 40.5 per cent., that of the widowed 7.0

per cent., Of the divorced 0,4 per cent. and of the un-

married 52.1 per cent. Consequently the change in the last

decade seems at first glance to be favourabls as the rate

of married persons has increased considerably. The absolute

increase is great, hecause in 1920 married peoplc numtered

3,239,896, ana in 1930 this hal risen 10 5,739,653; i,o.

in the ten years treir number had increased by almost half

a million. Naturally ths atsolute and relative increase is

to Lo explained by the growing number and proportion of the

population of ths productive ages groups, but the situation

has improved even when considering valy the population over

lo. The improvement is shown by the following data:
+

Population over 15 years.

Ycar Bachelors Married Widowsd Divorced

. Bpinsters $
6 ( (

7 1 se de

Males

1920 54, 7 60.5 4, € 0.4
1930 34.2 61.2 4.0 0.6

Females

27.5 56.8 15.2 0.7
26.5 E747 14.6 1.2
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Accordingly the proportion of married people in the

population over 15 ycars incrcascâ amone the males as well

as among the females,: Lut not. to the extent indicated by the

above-data which do not take into account the distribution

1by ages. It is all the more remarkable that in 1950 there

wers relatively mores married pcopls than in 1920, becauss

there arc unceasing complaints tuat lifo is becoming mors

and morc difficult and thet young pcoplc have loss ehanoc



of getting married. The statistical data, do not confirm their

misgiving; not onl, in Hungary, but almost without exception

\

in all the European countries the proportion of the married

people over 15 years has increascd. A reason for this may bc

thet in the War a great number of marriages had failed to take

place on account of the absence of men at the war or made

prisoners, and up till 1920 it was not posuible to affect all

these marriages. The lack vf marriages Was however made up

for in the course of tre next decennium, In any case, there is

no doubt that in this respect the situation was better in 1950
TA

than ten years eerlier. It is worthwhile to examine the

= 11f
= inequestion in Hungary according to smaller age~-groups also,

баба arc as follows:

Ags group Percantage of marricd

males fomales :

of the ages given ir the first column
1920 19% 1920 1930

10.2 9.0

5715 5945

78.0 79:4

75:27 74.6

68.6 67.1

29.6 59.6

N
S
2

1519 years 0.9
20-29 " 40,1
50-59 " 62.56
40-49 " 90.4
50-59 9 £6.8
over 60 " 7420

©
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During the last decennium no doubt the proportion of

tUmarried people &id not incros»e in cvery ago group: The mo

important difference is seen in the agc+group of males between

the ages of 20 and 29; of which in 1920 40,1 por cent, мего

married, whereas in 1930 thc rate w.s 38.2 per cent, Here are

seen the difficulties in the way of marriage after the war, the

ese group containing thc larcest number of men who had been to

O to 39, showed a much better propor-Othe War, namely that of

tion in 1950 than in 1920. À grest number of these men made

marriages which had been put off durin: ths War, and as thelr
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wives belonged for the most part to younrer age-groups, to that

of the 20 to 25 years ola, in this group ws ses a similer

rise in the proportion of marricd women. The fall in the

rate of marricd women in thc age-group of 40 to 49 is

remarkable and is to bes explained by the fact that a great

number of women who rad lost their hustands in thc War in the

ten ysars haú reached this age-group and conscquently reduced

tno proportion of married women.

In general the number of widows increased grc.tly

as a consequence of tae War, tut as some married again,

and others died, the number of widows was gradually reduccd

to its normal size.

T::c greatest increase was in the number of the die

vorcod. In 1980 the nuaber of divorced men and women was

only 29,134, and in 1930 it w:s 37,066. This is a

phenomenon met with all over Europe: in general the number

of tho divorced is, increasin. everywhere,

We should also like tp point out the differences

which are, to be Seen with regard to marriaze in the towns

and in the country. Taking both sexes together there were

Bachelors Married Widowed أ
v,insters

Rate per cen

in towns 49,7 41.8 7
in villages 49.2 43.7 Er T

Q

e
r
a

حت
لح

There 18 а ce tain contradiction in these data with

regard to ages; one would expect, in particular, the rate

cf bachelors and spinsters to te hishier in tre villages than

arried people lower, because3in the towns, and the rate of :

as we nave already Seen, the youngest age-groups are much
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better represented in the country. In spite of this we find

a higher proportion of bachelors and spinsters in the towns

and a Lower rate of married people, which proves that in the

urban population there is a much smaller proportion of married

people, partly on account of the more advanced age for marriages

than in the country. Tesse particulars could, therefore, te

made quite shear only if we were to compare the ages with the

conditions as to marriage in tíe towns un the one hand and in

the country on the other: but we cannot enter into such details

here, |

We have also to sce wrat proportion af the populat ion

whichhas ponciné 8 certain age does not get married at all.

As it may be assumed that persons “ver 50 who have nct married

formerly will very rarely do so after the age of 50, we mst

examine the рорсолчосо vf ta ¿halore and spinsters among the men

and women over 50. In Hungary, on tie basis of the census of

1930, the rate was 3.8 for men and 4.9 for wumen. This means tha

in Hungary only 5.8 per cent. of the males und4.9per cent,of

the females do not get married at all, That is to sayevery
—نم

    

             

 

twentieth woman does not get married. In reality tuese rates are
emo a

٠

    

somewhat lower as it does appen that msrriages sre concluded

after the aze of 50, On the other Laud these figures are in-

fluenced by the fact that the mortality rate among the married i.

decidedly lower than among the unmarried, which is also proved

by the data on the movement of population. There is no doubt,

however, that in Hungary the marria:e rate is exceptionally

favourable in comparison with other European countries, Only in

the States in the Balkans and the East are conditions tetter

tan in Eungery. (There sre no dat: available for Rumania,

but there too tho rates cre probably lower. E.g in Yugoslavia



3.7 per cent. and in Bulgaria 1.8 per cent. of men over

O50 arc tachelora, In Greece the rate is higher (5.7 per

cent. ), but thers the women are better off in this respect,

ES only 2.2 per cent. do not get married. It is interesting

that in the three Balkan States for which data are uvailable

the rates are lower for tomates thin for males, which means

trat the women have à better chance of getting mzrried than

men, owing to the excess of males over femelles. At any rate,

conditions are best in Bulgaria where only 1.€ per cent. of

males and 0.9 per cent. of females over 50 do not live in

wedlock. Accordingly among Bulgarian women, only every

110th does not get married. The great differences in the

Ie countries in this respect ‚ro shown by the other

xtreme, Seg. Ture where 24.8 per cont, of males over 50

are 8till unmarried. There is an equally Ligh rate in Northern

Irsland and in Finland where it reaches almost <0 per cent,

In most of the tountrice the situation of wome, is' still4

R ع

worse: there are over20 Der CERO. انغامةال 4only in the

country just meritioned, but also in Sweden und Scotland, and

the rate in Norway ndFinland is ne:rly 20 per cent. Con-

seguently in those cauntries approxir.tely every fifth woman

is left without a husband. If therc wera по emigration, the

number of married men and marrisd womer would be equal, but

emigration across frontiers disturbs the balance, and in many

cases the unity of the family is upset. As the emizration of

men is usually greuter than that of women, th: Lumber of married

women is generally врезкаhigher than that of married men.

It is interesting to compare the d=ta from the last two
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Year Number of m:rricd Balunes in favour
males females of females

1920 1,595,529 1,645,977 + 48,448
1950 1,860,207 1,879,506 + 19,319

The talence in favour of females wus 48,448 which wes

reduced to 19,319 during tre ten year period. The reason for

this is the circumstance =lrezdy mentioned that, in the decade

after the Wor, many more women than men emigrated, and, as we

we have seen, they were mostly merried women who emigrated to

America to join their husbands who bud gone out before them.

We have seen from the foregoing thät judging from the

number of married malos and fem.les the number of families is

about 1,880,000. The numberof murrie people naturally docs

not coincide with tiis figure «s there ure households where the

head of the family is not & married man or voman, but may be

widowed, divorced or unmarried. C: the other hand there are

families, murried couples with their childrer, who do not form

3 separate household, tut live with their parents or in ths hous:

of some other relatives. Nevertkcless the majority of fumilics

form separzte houscholds. From thc point of view of civil con-

dition the popul:tion of 8,562,792 c.pita livirg in private

dwellingsis distributed in tie following way: there are

2,091,794 headsof families, 5,953,976 members of f-milies,

164,825 domestic serv nts, 171,660 pe-sons who rent beds only,

160,538 others non-specified living in households («porentices,

zussts, etc.). This constitution of Louscholds may be considcrec

healthy in so fur :s the proportion of persons not belonging to

the family only amounts to 6.4 ner cent., and,'if we dedutt the

per cent. Therd is : very great
B

doméstic servunts, only to 2

differcnce, however, tctween thc constitution of the fumilies

"of the urban end the rural popul. tion. In the towns, str.necrs
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togother with the domestic servants mount to 11.5 per cent. ,

whoreas the proportion is 5.4 per cent, in the country. From

these date; the averuge number of persons in « f.mily mey Le

ascertained. In the whole country there sre 4.1 people on an

everage in s family! the proportion rises to 4.2 in the vile

£668, but In the towns it is only 3.9:=

From the point of view of religions, t.e population of

Hungary of to-dey is fairly mized altiicugh not to. the same

extont as before the peace of Triunon. At that time, there

were on Hungarian territory large numbers of Greek Orientals,

aad the proportion of the Greek-Cutholics was also con-

sidcrable., At present, thet is to say in 1930, 64.9 per cent,

of the population are Roran Catholics .nd 2.5 per cent. Greek

Catholics. Consequently the Catholics form more then two

thirds of the country's population, whereas in 1910 on her

rea before her mutil:tion the agaregatc r. te of the Roman

amd Greek Catholics wos 61,8 psr cont. As the ms jority of

the Fungcrisns (two-trirds), wers left vn tíc vresent terri-

tory, eng lerge p:rt of them telong to the Reformed Church,

this denominstion gerew consider.bly i:: importance on the

present «ren: Before te Wor the Reformed Church only counted

12.6 por cent. .of the popul:tion, today tie rte is 20:9

per cents The rate of the other Pretest nt Church, the

Iutherun, his not changed and on the present territory bout

6.1 por cont. of the populstion telon, to it. Qu the other

hand the Greek Oricntals who in 1914 h:à represented 14.3

per ‘cent, have become quite an urimportant minority ond

amount only to 0,5 per cent. of the ponul tion vf the present
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territory. The situation of the Jews has changed inasmuch as

their . proportion has risen in comparison to the pre-war area

owing to the situation of Budapest. Their rate before the Ver

was 4.5 per cent. and at present it is still 5.1 per cent., in

spite of their numbers decreasing rapidly as we shall see below.

The distribution by religions of the urban and rural

population is fairly divergent principally on account of the

different religions being very unetuelly represented in the

various occupations, and so in the towns those denominations

are predominant whose followers are engaged in urban occupa-

tions on a larger scale, such as industry, trade or professional

occupations. As the Jews show the greatest extremes in this

respect their participation in the urban population determines
+

t +1e proportion of the Christian population also. Tue situation

is as follows: whereas the Jews ассоци$ for only 2.1 per cent.

of tke rural population, their proportion in the towns is ll.2

per cent, Compared with this the ratio of all the Christian

denominations is much smaller in the towns than in the country.

The difference is shown by the followin; tabulation:

  

Denomination: Rate per cent, by denominations
in towns in villages in the

; e whole
country

Roman Catholic 61,5 66.7 6449
Graek Catholic 1.3 р.б 2.5

Reformed 19.9 21.5 20,9
Lutheran 5,6 6.4 6. 1

Greek Oriental 0.4 0.5 2,5
Jewish 11.2 Pal Bel
Unspecified and unknown 0.3 0.2 0.2

Total: 100,0 120.0 100,0

Apart from the Jews the comparatively grsatest differ-

ence vetweer the two rates is to be found among the Greek Cutho-

lics. They are not townsfolk at all.



The following noteworthy changes have occurred during

the ten years: looking at the national figures we see that

“the number of Greek Orientals has decreased from 50,918

to 59,859. The heavy fall is to be explained by the fact

that a part of the Rumanians and Serbians, who are Greek

Orientals, left the present territory for Rumania and Yugo-

slavias

Similarly emigrations reduced the number of Jews,

In 1920 they numbered 473,355 and ten years later cnly

444,567 souls, Consequently the decrease is very near

29 thousand. It is e fact that the natural increase of the

Jews at the present day is extremely small, - during the

ten years it hardly reached 0.5 per cent, ,, - but even this

surplus was nullified by the Jews' getting baptized, which

in the ten years caused as much loss to the Jews as their

gain through natural increase, Consequently the ectual

decrease is almost wholly due to emigrations to the West

and to America.

The decrease in the number of Jews is equally

apparent in the towns and in the country: in the towns their

rate fell from 13.0 pet cent: to 11.2 per cent. and in the

country from 214 per cent. to 2.:1 per cent., in Fudarest

primer from 2542 per cents to 2043 per cent: and in Greater

budapest from 19:8 per cents to 1643 par cent. It is

interesting that in spite of the great decline in these

rates a larger percentage of the country's Jews live on the

area of Greater Pudapest than ten years ago. Ir we take into

account the part played by Budapest in the economic life

Of the country, especially in trade and industry, and if

we seg that more than the half of the Jews of the whole
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ecuntry are collected in tkc Capital and its surroundings,

we may guess the decisive role of the Jews in the economic

life of Hungary, tut we shall speak of this later.

Distribution of the population by occupations.

The economic structure of a country may test te seen

by the distribution of the population according to the principa

groups of occupations and within these groups by the conditions

as :to occupations. The latter not only throws light upon the

economic situation but also gives a vivié picture of the socia.

conditions. Luckily Hungary has detailed statistics of occupa-

tions which have long teen worked out and which come up to the

international requirements, and, as they exist for several

decades back, they not only give detailedinformation of the

quite recent situation, but also throw light upon the course

„cf development. The table below shows the distribution by

principal groups:of occupations according to the last two

censuses:

$ Total population

Number of persons Rate per cent,

1920 1930 -: 1990 1930

Agriculture 4,454,241 4,499, 593: 55,7 51,5
Mining and smelting +

industries 117,655 115,041; 1,5 1.5
Manufacturing industry 1,524 ,755 14885257: 19,1 21:7
Commerce and banking 407.321 469,059: 5,1 5414
Transport 556, 032 58,875: 4,4 a 20
Mining, industry and trade :
. together 5,406,361 2,806,232: 30,1 Oded
Civil service and pro- :
fessional occupations 072,460 434,782: 4.7 Bal
Defence 184 , 708 72,541; 1,6 0,8
Day-labourers non-specified 97,783 122,928: 1,2 1,4
Domestic servants 175, 652 197,179; 2,2 Bai
Retired, capitalists, etc. 197,095 360,901: 245 4,7
Miscellaneous and unknown ;
occupations : , 161,908 194,953; 2.0 ul

 

 

Total: 7.990.202 8,688,319:100.0 100.



‘This table proves in thé first ‘Place that “thé greatést part

of the population of Hungary of to-day is engaged in agri-

ulture: nevertheless her industrial population has become

very considerable also, amounting to almost one-third of the

total population. It is also clear from this tabulatior that

agriculture is no longer able to absort the surplus popula-

tion, which for the most part finds an occupation in industry.

This trend is noticeable not only in the last ten years,

but has been apparent during the former decades too. It Is

sufficient to mention the fact that in 1900 the rate of the

agricultural population on the present area was 60,8 per

cent. and thirty years later 51.8 per cent.; during the‘ same

period the rate of the industrial population rose from 24.8

per cent. to 32.3 per cent. The absolute-increase is still

more interesting. Whereas the agricultural population during

the 30 years increased by only 334 thousand: souls, the growth

of the industrial 'popúlation was 1,103,000, The other urban

occupations, that of the intelligentsia, the retired and

the capitalists, show a considerable increase too. The trend

was somewhat slowed down, only during the decennium of the

War ‚when the dgvelopment of the towns was brought to a
Ls EN AAE 4 . a

standstill, as the difficulties of obtaining food induced

anal
VE DL E to move out of the. towns into. villages. Moreover,

the industrislization no only procecús at а quicker pace

ón tht present grea thaw it aid on the historic territory,

tut the dismemberment also increased considerably the pro-

port ión of the industrial population. In 1910, on the

territory of the old Ki.gdom of Hungary, the rate of the

agricultural population was 64.5 per cent. and that of the

industrial population 23,6 per cent, Over against this,
+
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at the same time, on the territory which was to be left to

Hungary, only 55.9 per cent. of the population were engaged

in agriculture, and the rate of the industrial population

reached 29.9 per ‘cent. T.: great industrial concentration was

taséd on the economic unit of the entirety of the Kingdom of

Hungary and it drew its resources, not only raw materials but

latour too, to a large extent from the detacned territories,

Naturally, on the territory which was left to Hungary the con-

centration became excessivé, although not so much absolutely,

because it was torn from the possibilities of its further

development... -Mutilated Hungary, consequently, had to make an

enormous effort tò te able to keep up her industry which under

the ‘changed circumstances was ovérsized, but absolute ly

necessary in order to provide for the excess of agricultural

population. This is apparent from the above data also, as. in

the pogt-war dec&de agriculture was able to absorb only 45

thousand souls, and 60 per cent. of the increase of population

settled in industry and added to the ranks of the intelligentsia

An increase of the group -of the retired and the capitalists,

ate. ty 164,000 Eupita is a sad item-of Hungary's occupational

statistics. In this group, it is not the capitalists, housc-

ownsrs and people of independentmeans that figure with the

largest numbers, but the retired, whose numters increased .s0

grcatly, because Government officials and employces, such as

railway employees, post office clerks, etc, Lad. fled in Large

masses- from the detached territories, and the diminished

Hungary had to provide them with pensions, In fact in order to

be atle to tear the burden she was compelled to dismiss a part

of the officials of the territory that wes left her. Out of the

mass of 360,901 persons  belonging to-the oceupational group
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of the retired, the capitalists, etc. not Less than 507,096

arc supported by the State ax by public ponporations, or are

tac members of the families of such. It de superf luous to

e. plain at length what an influence such a dead weight has

economically, and it is increased by the fact that a great

part of the retired are in the prime of lifes,

When specifying further the different groups of

industry and trade, industry naturally stands out itself with

the highest number; it gives a living to 1,883,257 souls,

- 21.7 рег cent. „$ the népuission. A. ter it come trade

and banking with 469,009 souls; consequently 5.4 per cent.
4

Qst a livelihood0 >of ths population are cmployed in trade or

therefrom. Transport is represented by 55€ ,575 souls viz,

+9 per cent. The number of persons employ<d in mining is

comparatively mala in Hungary amounting to only 115,041;

The dismemberment brought about Ey the Treatyof Trianon was

of no great consequence herg, so that the mining pooulation

got somewhat larger than it had been on the detached

territory. This, however, is decentive, because only a
»

large part qf our coal-mines were left, whereas the i

incomparably morc valuatle gold, silver, salt, etc. mings

Were all lost. In conformity with the Treaty of Tria::...

it was only possible to maintain an army of a certain

size, and even that not on the basis of universal con-

scription. The number of soldiers and persons supported

by them consequently decreased considerably. This cir-

cumstance had an effect on nstional economy as a section of

the population which under normal conditions would have been

in military service had to te maintained by some branch of

economie life. It is not impossible that this circumstance
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too added to the inflation of the day-latourers! group wich is

‘

of an uncertain character. The fact is all the more remarkable.

because this occupational division, made into a separate group

simply on account of the lack of economic specification, figure

in the preceding decades in oceupational statistice with

gradually decreasing numbers. The fluctuation of the number of

domestic servants is an interesting phenomenon too, In the de-

‘cennium previous to the War their number increased somewhat but

their rate fell. In fhe War decade their number was considerably

reduced, «by almost.40 thousand, - because a great number of

the domestic servants engaged*in the towns went back to their

viliages to dere the place نذل men. After thie War, economic

. "a

recovery attracted thom Emck +0 the towns,So that the Haute
A

of domestie servants-dgain increásed::: :

The constitution of the urban and rural population according
Eh N A WE «ею Ge de an “UN لح EN ED te GE YE сти SWS Чен ww WE Se e e DE e de > wy A SS Se “e

AN We have already spoken of the grea difference between

the distribution of occupations among ine urban and rural

populations. We mentioned therethat in the towns in Hungary

not less than 19,7 per cent: of the population are occupied in

agriculture and their industrial and commercial population

|

amounts to 51,0 per cent. In the country, that is to say in the

villages, the rates of the two main occupat ional groups are

67.7 and 23.4 per cent. respectively, Consequently the two

occupat ional groups which give an urban orra stamp are not
+ +

at all exclusive in one or other ofhe twoArtercñt groups

of communities. There are gate large numbers of people engaged
У

in agriculture living in the towns, In the Ero population,
+ +

TT $

on the other hand, the number of persons vecupied by industry
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and trade is even more eonsiderable. Nevertheless there is

a marked tendency hers and thers to industrialise, and the

greater the density of tre population, the higher its

standard of living. The trend may te ascertained in both

towns and villages. The table telow shows an interesting

conformity to tnis rule:

Of the total population engaged in

‘agriculture industry and trade

rate per cent.

1920. ” 1930. ‚ 1920 1930

Municipal boroughs 12.4 11.5 .0 55.4

County towns 36.0 5440 45 , € 44,8

Communities with over” вв

10,000 inhabitants | 59.0 5245 29.6 55,4

Communities with less ض
than 10,000 inhabitants 74.4 i 1 ABB: 21,5

Therefore, in general, the smaller the community,

the higher the agricultural population and the smuiier. the

share of the industrial and commercialWy The

data agree in this also that the rôle of agriculture has

timiniahos in each category without excepti on, but industry

and trade have not gained in scope in every category. In

the municipal boroughs, for example, the rate of trade and

industry fell; it rose but little in the county towns, and

it increased relatively mu ch only in the villages. So it may

te said that the villages had a tendency to become urban ض

   

4

at a faster rate than the towns already saturated with

 

industrial and commercial populations. The reason for this

 

remarkable phenomenon is that the group of the retired

increased particularly fast in the towns, from 4.5 per

cent. to 7,5 per Gent., whersas in the villages it rose
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only from 1.5 to 2.5 per Cent. It is а fact, howevar, that if

we look at the absolute increase in industry and trade in the

intercensal period we find the suprising result that in the

towns the industrial and commercial population of 1,346,42€

capita rose within the ten years only to 1,469,981, At the

same time the industrial and commercial population of 1,059, 933

capita found in the villages rose to 1,336,251. Accordingly, in

the towns the much larger industrial and commercial population

increased by only 125 thousand, and at the same time the smaller

industrial and commercial population of the villages added to

its number 277 taousand ¢upita. This phenomenon is not much

modificd if we ‘consider apart the communities belonging to

Greater Budapest. All thesc figuss show that the industrializa-

tion of our rural communities is progressing rapidly,

There are also very great differences es to the urban

and rural distribution of-thc other occupational groups. The

various groups of industry and trade naturally siiow lower rates

in the rural communities than in shor towns with the exception

of thc group of the mining and smelting industrics whieh are

only represented by 0,4 per cent. in thc towns, as opgosed to

1.8 per cents in the villages, Un the: other hand 10,8 por cent,

of the urban populaticn is engaged in commercc, while in the

villages the rate is only 2,7 per cent. There is a similar

contrast between towns and villggcs with respect to the.

propertion of intelligentsia, The civil service and professional

group takes up 9.5 per cent, of the urban population, and

figures with only z.8 psr cent, in the country. It is

interesting to observe how very similar are the rates of the

rods of commerce and banking on the one hand and the civil

service and professional group on thc other, in the different
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roups of towns and villages.’ This is seen by thc table.

DE Lov $

Division Percentage of population

: in commerce and in civil service

7 banking and free professions

Municipal boroughs 15.2 110

County towns 7.0 E 7.5

Communities with over
10,000 inhabitants eT 4,0

Communities with less

than 10,000 inhabitants 2.4 OZe

Even the gradual fall in the rates is similar too,

hich shows that the two occlpatiénal groups in the urban

population ad just themselves to one another. Óther-oecupa-

tional groups too which have not yet teen-mentioned, oecur

to a much higher degree in the urtan tian in the raral -po-

pulation, the rates in the towns being twice and even three

times as high as in the villages.

Earners and dependents:

According to the census of 1930, dut of the total

portion, there were 3,999,242 earners and 4,689,077,

dependents. Consequently there are 117 dependents to 100

sarners. From the economic point of view the number of earners

is important, but one cannot leave out of consideration the
+ 5

Nr + 4 + + ik Wi ie a : i

mass of dependante”wo altnough they*do" not activelytake

part in production, are a thargs upon it or on the branch

of production in whith their supporter iss vecupied.‘ With-

ut doubt the more members Of a familyrhave tó te kept by

an sarner the greater the effort he must make’ for. the

maintenance of the family, and this is of no small importance

from the point of view ofnational economy also.

.

Production
+
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had to adapt itself not only to the number and requirements

5f the sarners but also to thuse kept by them as the latter

increase also the number of consumers,

Generally spcaking the nurter of dependents decreases

2

as compared to the number of sarners to the same degree us do

thc number of births, and together with this the number of

children in the families. The number of dependents 1s princi-

pally determined by the number of children. Nevertheless the

effect is gensrally not manifest for the dependents, for the

reason that the definition of the sarners and the dependents is

not so precise and exact as is that for instance of a man or

a woman. The rates my be considerably modified as regaras the

agricultural population tb; .reckoning to a larger or smaller

extent among the carners or among the dependents the female

relations assisting in the work of the farm. This is the case

in Hungary and for. this very reason we ses that in 1900 on the

present area thers wers 130 dependents to one hundred earners,

in 1910 there wers 136, then in 1920 much less, 115, finally

in. 1950 the rate rose again to 117. If we look at the rates in

the principal groups of .occusation it wili be scen that the

irregularity is almost exclusively found in agriculture where we

meet with even greater fluctuations in the proportions. In

1900, there were. 141 dependents to one hundred earners (taking

the present urea), in 1910 there were 185, in 1920 the propor-

tion was 109, and in 19530: 131, We. see herc that the greatest

change odeurred from 1910 to 1920, which is principally explaine.

by the fact that in the decennium of the war it was necessary

to have recourse to female latour to, make up for men. „omen

had to be engaged in agriculture who formerly had only done

‘household work and who consequently had figured as dependents,
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Thus, principally for this reason, the number of carners

increased. In 1950 there was no longer such great need for

fomale labour, and the number of women gainfully employel

in agriculture consequently fell from 636,685 to 471,079.

But it We take the other largest occupational group,

industry and trade, there we sce that the proportions of the

exrners tothe dependents is fairly invariable. In industry

and trade. in 1900 there were 139 ácpendentse to one hundred

cirners, in 1910 there were136, in 1920: 135 and in 1930:

123. We find à greater fall only in the last decennium,

If we leave agriculture out of consideration and take the °

other occupations together the rates are the following:

117, 117, 117, 113, Qmitting agriculture, the rats of the.

dependents shows a decrease only in thè lastdecennium.

This is in contradiction to ‘the above for the number of

children in families detreused even tefore 1920 which would

have justified an earlier Tall in the proportion of dependents’

‘Besides the fall in thé number of children trere is u steudy

increuse in the emplcymént "of “females for oroductive work

which raises the number of earners; nevertreless the propor-

tion of dependents remained on its former level for a good

while, which may te explained by the longer duration of life end

consequently an increase in the number of the aged, a phenomenon

which keeps raising the number of dependents,

We have to point out: án interesting phenomenon met

With in the group of mining and smelting industries and in that

of defemeo. In these two Occupational groups, in contra-

iistinetion to the others, the numter of dependents keeps

increasing to a much greater extent thet that of earners.

As regards the first the ratio of dependents to the gainfully



cmployed rose within thirty yeurs from 169 to 227, and as tc

the army from 15 to "7. As far as mining is concerned this

phenomenon may te explained Ty the fact that Leing a growing

branch of industry it absorbed first soung workers who founded

families only later. lioreover, the families of miners are known

to have many children, and the female members nave hardly a

chance of finding a living in the same branch of occupation.

According to the last Census, as against 34,707 males gainfully

omployed in mining the number of females was only 475, With

the army, in general, tne number of dependents is small, which

is partly due to ‘the age of the earners and also to the fact

<that in the times of universal conscription there were restric-

tions on soldiers! marrying. The restrictions were relaxed

later, and the number of married soldiers increased together

with the number of those supnorted by them.

As the numter of female earners in the various occupu-

tional groups has a strong influence on the total number of

carners it will not be uninteresting to show also the sex con-

stitution of the population gainfully engaged according to the

two last censuses, so as to te atle to observe the changes which

have come atout.



Principal
occupational

groups

Agriculture
(Mining and

smelting

Industry

Commerce and
banxing

Transport

Industry and
commerce
together

Civil service and

professional

occupations

Defence

Day-labourers

non-specified

Retired and
capitalists

Domestic servants
Miscellaneous and

unknown occupa-

tions

earners

 

Total

percentage rate per
of actual cent. of

males female increase or females

decrease in therefrom

both sexes

1920 1930 1920 1930 1920 1930 1920 1930

1,494,403 1,360,372 632.285 471,079 4,4 25.5 29.7 23.2

38,756 34,707 1,362 475 „10,4 «65.1 3.4 1.4

547,322 714,183 152,535 172,495 50.5 50.4 19.5 19.5

135,187 159,744 48, 549 56 , 339 6 16 25. 25.0

105, 533 104, 421 12,044 8,868 i 26 10.2 7.3

828,808 1,023,055 194,290 238,175 23.7 22.6 18.0 18.9

114,969 136,768 52,762 29,104 18 12.0 21.5 3.2

88, 139 41,056 — — 55 - =

24,237 40,056 25,881 20,990 55,3 «18.0 51.6 34.4

45,190 97,074 55,764 72,416 1 54.7 54,5 42.7

10,414 10,139 145,478 166,848 14,7 95.5 94.2

20,939 24,438 23,155 37,786 16.7 63.1 52.5 50.7

2,625,089 932, 864 1,127,815 ‚ 056, 378 5.4 30.0 28.7
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This table gives en interesting picture as to the

degree of employing females in the different occupat ional

groups and the various tranches of economy. ‚In the whole coun-

try 26.7 per cent..of the earnersare females which is more than

one fourth. Ten years earlier, the ratio was 30.1 per cent., the

fall - as we have already pointed out - was mainly brought

atout by the decrease in agriculture of female earners. In 1920

r cent. vf- the carners. werc. females, whereastenahere 29,7 y

years later the rate was only 23.3 If we sum.up all the other

tranches of occupations. harâly any changes will be seen, as the

rate of female sarners fell from 30.5 ner cent. to only 50,5

per cent.

AS u final result, the numter of: male earners rose

during the tenyears in ques tion by 507,765, that 18 to Say ty

11.7 per cent., on the other hand the number of female earners

ecreased during the same period by 61,237 which 18 5,4 „ег

cent, The decrease in agriculture itself numbered 1€1,20€,

consequently in the other occupational groups the number

of- female sarners increased roughly ty a hundred thousand.
» f

ladustry itself participated
A

“alt 40,158, next the number of

domestic se:vants increasedconsideratly, namely ty 21,370,

the number of females af the group of the retircá, capitalists,

Etc. 1086 by 18,652, finally the highest relative increase of

female aarners was reached “¿in the group of miscellaneous

occupations by 63,1 nércent. the absolute increase teing quite

considerable (14,611). B, these details we only wished to prove

that the ‘fall in the number of female. earners covers great

extremes the principal ‘reason for which: is not only to be found

in that the later census. put more séldom,. female relations

of cultivators assisting in thd work among the gainfully employed
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tut is also to be ascribed to the fact that there was less

need of fcmale labour in agriculture and consequently large

numbers of women endeavoured to find work in other occupa-

tional tranches (industry, domestic work, etc.). Women's,

“congregating in urban areas is interdependent with this

phenomenon,

Conditions as to occupation. The social situation.

a20eMAURdrames mateare ا ee0 4

From the point vf view of sucial. conditions and

sucial equilibrium it is important to eXamine how far the

“curnérs may te considered independent and how far us em-

ployed, and again among the latter what proportions are

officials doing 'intellectuël work on the ons hand and

workers congas ed ‘im physical labour on the other, On this

point Fungary's datu cannot te considered favuuratle.

‘The population of garners in Hungary is distributed as to

condttions of occuvation in the following way, not taking

into account the various occubations: a

“2

“Numbers | rate per cent.

Independent ض 1,225,443 + 30,7 |

Assisting member | ض

of Tumily | 554,971 13.9

Official E 255,055" 1 6.8.

Worker , 1,968,793 Ma

eeeeeeeeeeee

Total 3,999,242 100.0

It is apparent from this tatulation that the

working class amounts to almost 50 percent, ot ‘the total

number of earners, in fact if we add to the workers the

‘gassistin; members of their families the rate will riso
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to 62.0 per cent. Or the other hand the proportion of ine

devendent earners (landowners. independent handicrafts and me-

nantes. tusinessmen, profes-ionals, retired, capitalists,

etc.) only comes up to "0.7 er cent. of the earning populati vu”

Fven ifwe reckon the ‘assisting membersof families the rate

is only si. 6 per cent. Finally the officials whe like the

Kers are in a dependent position too number 6.3 per cent.

a «

There is no"aoutt that ive“social ‘structure of the population

ؤ is not sufficiently healthy, Pos number ofpeople whose

reat.”111حجب depends tipon others is too

Nevertheless during the lust ten years in this respect

conditions have deciged1y improved as on the tâsis of the

same computation the rate of independent earners was only 26,7

 per cent.,that of those assisting membersof their families

15.7 per cent., of officials 5.9 per cent.‘and of latourers

51,7 рег cent, The apparent ly favourable change was brought

atout ty the land reform which greatly incréased thd number

of landedpeasants. It is a fact that in agriculture in ten

ears the number of Independent earners increased from 556,912

to 699, 862 souls,me change, however, was actually nót so

favouratle, because daña the hunter of the quite small, the

so~called awarf-landowners стем to a greater extent, There

were thus in meri culture:
: i in 1920 ‚аа 1950

landowners of over 10 ced. acres 162,631 194,225

" "5.50, 10: 1 " is 27,95€ 151,005

" 1 $05 " " | 165,356 294,795
" " less tnan:. 1 cad, acre 29,505 25,115

It is thus clear: that the.greatest increase is to bo

found -in the ranks of the landowners of 1 to 5 cadastral acres

which is due to the land-reform carried through towards the

middle of the decennium, The splitting up of lended estates
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and the increase in number of independent smell holders

is continuing ever since and the fresh land-reform which

711 start now on a larger scale will certai nly greatly

aid to the number of independent persons.

‘The situation is quite different with regurd to

industry. Herc within the last ten vears concentration

has teen progressing at a era€paca, In 1920 in industry

proper there were still 218,702 independent earners, and

in 1930 there were only 204,564, At the same time the ‘Humber

gv ار

of industrial labourers rose from 425,656 to 626, 085, that

is to say by almost 50 per cent., Hotto mention the fact

met the increase in the numbers of industrial employees

is still greater; during the ten years their number rose

from 25, 872 to 43,356. As he manufacturing industry is

mainly concentrated in the towns.‘naturally conditions are

much more patriarchic in the country, Over against 114, 814

independent artisans there are only 244, 442 industrial wor-

kers, whereas in the towns the respective figures are

£9,750 independent artisans and 581,645 industrialworkers.

"Margover.. in the towns the numter of independent artisans

decreaced by almost 13 thousand in the last ten “ears and

in the country there was only a fell of 1200,

If we merely look at the situation from the point of

view of social equilitrium, conditióna “are certainly better

in the sphere of commerce and banking, as here against

£3,995 independent earners the number of persons employed

is only 74,391 not counting officials of whom there is a

large number, namely 57,865 (of this 17,467 are occupied

in banking), thus the social classes are the test talanced

here.
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Dur ing the last ten
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Industrial concentration

decreasing number of independent

number of workers and employees,

comparing the number of firms to

‚ears the num

considerably decreased which may

the number of independent earners

industrial enterprises in Hungary

fallen to 264,772. But if we comp

according to the number of person

following picture:
*

NuIndustrial enterprises

1940

No assistant . 164,512
l assistant 40,683

‚ à assistants 18,055
5 to 5 assistants 14,963
6 to 10 assistants. 4 ,274-
11 to 20 assistants 1,824
Over 2) assistants 1,054: .

Total 245,883
#4

Accordingly there was g f

industrial enterprises wherc.noa

other categories all increased in

comparatively the greatest in the.

working: with more than 20 assista

statistics define as belonging to

: The trend is even merg clearly ex:

But toe trend of industrial. enter

isthe test shown by the followin

of persons employed in industrial

personnel of less than 20 rose in

is not only shown by the

earners and the rise in the

but is also evident when

the number of persons employed

ber of industrial firms has

be inferred from the fall in

. In 1920 there were 245,883

and in 1930 the number had

are She number of enterprises

8 ‘employed, we get the

mbers Rate per cent,
1930, 1920 1930

‹ 135., 824 66,9 60.5
43,843 16.6 19.5

: 20,141 7,4 9,0
16,418 6.1 7.3
4, 628: 1.7 2.0

2,009 0.7 0.9
4,959 0,6 0.8

о

с

боноеиоееечнньаневанньенье т.

اااا

ا

224,772 10040 100.0

all onlyin the number of

ssistant was employed, the

number. The increase was

category of enterprises

nts which the Hungarian

the manufacturing industries.

pressed by giving the ratios.

prises towards centralisation

g figures: whereas the number

enterprises working with a

ten years from 188,529 to
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only 206,203, the number of workers and employees of enter-

prises of the manufacturing industries leaped from1

to 233,864.

As regards the industrial concentration there are

the following divergences between the towns and the country:

the number of industrial enterprises decreased in the towns

by 11.7 per cent., and in the country only by 5.9 per cent.,

moreover the rate of enterprises not employing assistants

decreased to a much larger extent in the towns than in the

villages, viz. from 63.9 per cent. to 55.1 per cent, whereas

in the country it fell from 69.5 per cent. to 64,7 per cent.

The rate of enterprises belonging to the manufasturing

industries is 1.6 per cent. in the towns and only 0.3 per

centsin the country. Factoriesare mostly situated in towns

which is apparent from the, following: out of 1959 enterprises

of thé manufacturing industries as shown by the sensus returns

of 1950 not less than 163§were in towns andonly 321 in

villages.Ou the area of Greater Budapest itself there are

14817 factories out of 1959. These figures are sufficient to

prove the unhealthy, charecterof industrial concentration in

Hungary. Moreover, in the last ten years the tendency was

accentuated as in 1920 of 1554 enterprises returned as

belonging to the manufacturing industries only 863 wers

situated on the area of Greater Budapest, that is to say

55,5 рог cent. of the factories only, whereas in 1930

there were more than 62.1 per cent. Out of the numberof workers

and employees engaged in the manufacturing industriestwo

thirds are employed by factories situated on the area of

Greater Budapest. The relatively highnumber of workers

in the capital and the other towns is the main cause of
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the social classes being much less well balanced in the towns

than in the villages. In the towns this is somewhat mitigated

by the onsiderably higher proportion of the intelligentsia,

à
gp ب

A comparison shows the following:

Social group Distribution of carners

. o rate per cent.

in towns in the country in general

Citizens (inde-
pendent and as-

sisting members

of the family) 30.1 Bla? *: 44,6

Intelligentsia : ;
(officials) 12,6 2.7 6,5

Workers (pers. ,

sonnel of as- ::

sistants) 57,5 44,6 49.1
A , y * > T . 4 . » 1 :

Total . 100,0 + .. .. 200.0 100.0

The above tenis throws a vivid light uponthe enormous

differences between the urban and rural 000121853 as to

social conditions. In the -towns the inéependent element, the

middle class, is only 30,1 per cent. of the population of

earners, whereas there are almost twice as many labourers, -

57.5 рег cents; on the other hand in the country if we reckon

relations helping in the work to the independent element

it prevails over tue class of labourers without any possessions

whatsoever. Between the two principal social classes there is

the intelligentsia the numbers of which are almost five time

as high in the towns as in ‚the villages, and which thus
PRET) a, “ 2 hs г , %

mitigateto a certain extent the great disproportionality

between the numbers of the bourgeois ie anû the labourers.

Naturally if there were only an urtan element in the towns and

only a rural one in the country, which as we have seen is not
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the case, the contrast would be still greater between the

social classes in the towns. Even so one sees that for

instance the ratio of the bourgeoisie in Budapest is only

21 ner cent. over against 59.8 per cent. of labourers, and

in the suburbs of Budapest the situation is still worse:

as against a middle class element of 1945 per cents there

is a mass of labourers of 69.3 per cent. There are thus

three and a half times as many physical workers as persons

of the middle class possessing some fortune or other and

together with it some independence, An

1 Te great contrast is somewhat miticared by the

circumstance that taking the total population aná refkoning

also the dependents the ratio is'a little more favourable

Tor the bourgeoisiewhichon account of agesupports more

persons than does the class of labourers consisting of

much youriger elements which very often have no families,

Occupat ions and age constitution,

When examining the conditions of occupation and

social conditions we cannbt leave out of consideration the

age constitution of the population. In economic life the

productivity of ths population depends greatly on the age

groups to which the persons engaged in production belongs

It varies ‘according to the number of the young ‘and the

aged whose working capacity cannot be compared with that

of people in full possession of their energy. The relevant

data by principal groups ofoccupation are to be found in

table Ve We shall répeat here too the national figures

senarately for males and for females:
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Earners
males females

Age group numbers percentage numbers percentag

Under 15 years 59,324 2.0 36,515 Dad

15-19 years 348,976 1143 229,6€9 21.5

20-59 years 2,163,783 73.8 671,676 €3.,0

Aver 60 years 560,783 12 43 178,718 12.1

Total 2,908, 864 100.0 06,078" 100.0

. ١ 2 The less productive age-groups take part to a com-

paratively smaller degree in the work of product ion. Males.

ot +. RSE 4

under 15 and over 60 figure with only 14.5 per cent,, and

females:of the éume gnougs ef reduced activity with15,5 per

cent. Thus, there is tut a small difference here between male

and female earners. The data on the two sexes differ rather

in that the proportion of females pnd 15-19, whose working

capacity is not Suite ‘developed, is relatively twiceas high.

But if we take into consideration Bhat”a large part of them

do hèusework which is not SO A]a in agricultural

work they are mostly reckoned as essisting members of the

femily, we cannot esteem that such a high rate of the young

female carners as dangerous, The eater evil is the relative-

Ly Ria number of young women working in LACS LES who for the

most part have to attend to machines, 14 8 not necessary to

go into details as {о the dangers for morals and health of

such work and its detrimental effect on the future generation

Partiy from this point of view, and partly with regard to

the changes in the BEE constitution it will not te uninteres-

a 72040 oi +

ting to compare on the basis of the two lust censuses the

distritutien by ages of male and female earners:
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: Earners

males - females

1920 1930 increase 15940 1930 increase

or de- or de-

crease in a crease in

numbers 7 . numbers :

129,155 59,522 -69,833 -54.1 61,198 56,515 -44,885 -55.2

363,240 348,976 -14,264 - 3. 9 257, 795 229,669 -28,124 -10.9

1,826,113 2,163,765 +357,670 +16.5 679,152 671,676 - 7,476 - 1.1

506,591 360,785 -54,192 +17,7 109,470 126,718 +19,246 +5

——oooo———.——.;——Ñzo—.eÑ———;r——]];ve

 

Total 2,625,099 2,932,864 +507,765 +11,7 1127615 1066578.-60,237 + 5.5

We have seen from the aforesaid that the number of

female earners decropsed quite considerably on account of

female relations assisting in the work of the farmnot having

been returned this time as 651 as actually there was

less need for them than ten years earlier; this was the main

reason for the fall in the number of female carners in evsry

age group with the except ion of the oldest. It is all the

more remarkable that the number of female carners over sixty

years of age rose considesatiy, but not only that of females

but of males too. A higher average age of the population is

expressed by the ausber <of earners; the population of carners

has decidedly become older, The changs shown by these figures

is partly detrimental to production, as among the carners there

is a great number of ola people at present, but it means an

Inprovenant es far as the numter of extremely young

workers has decreased to a great extent. This was not only

caused by the fact that both boys and siria under 15 are

not being engaged in agriculture, tut greatly by the circumstance
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too that at the last census the youngest group of sarners

comprised children born in decrsased numbers during the years

of the War, who as we know are only half as many as those of

the preceding and succeeding age groups. This incident has bu:

a siight effect on the age group of 15 to 19 (with the excep-

tion of those aged 15) so the decreuse in the number of earners

is of groater consequence here: But the imprbvement is only a

semis ong або ment ion again the most strenuous work,in

1920 there were only 27,465 females of 15-19 years. working in

industry, whereas in 1930 there were 40,605. It is but a poor

consolation that the number of girls under 15 years fell in the

ten years from 5,387 to 2,958 es this is merely caused by the

general decrease in the number of girls of this age; on the

other hand the number of domestic.servants under the age of 15

fell from 14,172 to 6,134; thus the decrease was much more

considerable here than in the incomparably more strenuous and

dangerous factory works

With regard to the employment of youths in industry

there has been a much greater improvement .in the last ten years

than in the case of girls. In industry, namely, in 1920, there

were 22,612 youths under 15 years returned as earners; naturally

the majority of them were apprentices. Ten years later the

figure fell to 8,988, which was a much heavier fall than tis

general decrease of this age group would have justified, Tris

proves on the one hand that of late there is greater care ta-

km to prevent the young from being overworked, on the other

hand apprentices are first given a better schooling and they

are only engaged as apsrentices after having gone through eight

classes of the slementary school or four classes of the seconda.

school.
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Industrial development.
wtanاسياهدهيلجا

In the foregoing we have already shown that during

tie last ten years, from 1920 to 1950, industry had developed

quite exceptionally. Trepopulation belonging to industry

(reckoning at the same time earners and depenc eats) increased

by 358,502 capita; thus out of the natural increase of

658,117 souls more than thehalf was absorted by industry.

 

The agricultural povulat ion, the peasants went over in

great masses to industrial production. As it is to Le

expected that the course of development will continue

and because as long as no essential change oceurs ir

the distribution of landed property Chore is no other way

of providing for the surplus populat ion, it will be worthwhile

to note which branches of industry are developing most, and

consequently where surplus latour Coes find an occupation.

In the Hungarian statistics there are 14 sub-divisions of

industry proper. In the table below we give the figures as

regards the earners in the different groups of industry at

the time of the two last censuses:
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Sutdivision of Earners Actual increas.
industry * oo or decrcase

numbers % numters % numbers 9
1920 : 1930 1920-1951

Iron and metal ETA | -
industry 94 ‚452 14.1 103,170 11,8 ٠ 8 De

Machine and
ship-tuilding
industry BE,212 12.9 98,112 11.2 11,900 13.8

Stone, earth,
clay and glass
indus try 7,8658 2.7 50,565 3,5 12,675 70.8

Wood and bone |
industry 43,700 6.5 59,605 с. 8 15,905 36.4

Tsather,btristle,
hair and feather
industry 11,600 1.7 13,851 16 2,251 19,4
Textile indus-
try 16,177 2.7 53,242 6.1 35,068 192.9

Clothing in-
dustry 180,774 27.0 206,228 23.6 25,454 14.1

Paper industry 3,498 0.5 6,668 0.8 3,170 90,€
Food and luxury rel ;
industry 74,869 11,2 9¢,993 11.1 22,124 29.5
Chemicals . 12,240 1.8 -.: 15,039 dos”? 2,997 24,5

Building. indus-
try : 64,906 9.7 118,373 12,9 47,465 73.1
Printing indus-
try and art : E
works 15,241 2.5 19,205 2,2 - “4414 27.5
Hotel, restau- : |
rant and café
industry 44 , 52€ 6.6 49.279 … 5.6 4,953 a.»

Miscellaneous
and non-spaci-
fied industries 2,465 0.3 9,227 1,1 6,934 292.6

 

Total 670,230 100.0 : 874,005 -100,0 203,775 30.4

Looking first at the data cf the year 1930 we can

ascertain that the clothing industry is the most populous in-

dustry in Hungary and in itself occupies 206,222 persons

out of the 874,005 employed or working in industry. Thus almost

 

one fourth of the total industrial earners belong to the clothinc

.

industry. Next comes the tuilding industry with 112,573 earners
ee

(12.9 per cent. ). The numter of persons working in the iron and

metal industry is over one hundred thousand, and almust one
*

hundred thousand are engaged in the machine and ship-tuilding
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industry. The number of persons working in the food and

luxury industries is atout the same too, On the other hand

the numter of persons engaged in the leather, kristle, hair

and feather, chemicals, printing industries and art works

does not even reach twenty thousand. The smallest number

of workérs is employed су the paper industry, namely only

6,667. A similanly small number of earners, whose proportion

is neverthelose rapidly increasing, telong to "miscelluanécua®

industries where meehanics and handicrafts non-specified are

‘ranged too.

AS for the development of ho “last ten years, apart

from the: group of miscellaneous industries just mentioned

 

the largest growth is to be found in the ranks of the textile

workers whose wanker hasteen trebled inthe last ten years

it having leaped from 18,177 to 55,242, ahd so it attained.

therelativel reatest increase. Numerically the number  

of workers of the tuilding industry increased even more,

ty 47,465. These two groups of industry in themselves account

‚for more than 40 per cent. of the development in industry,

The growth of the textile industrym to deliterate

measures of pretegtionism, whereasthe increase in the numter

of workers of the building industry is partly delusive, because

in 1920 tuildíng activity was almost at a standstill and in

the toom in 1930 the building industry had sufficient work too.

„The. numter of workers of the paper industry increased very

much relatively (90,6 per cent.) although in numbers the

growth is small. There was a very considerable increase in

the stone, earth, etc. industries which was to some extent

due to the- development of building industry. The. number of iron

and metal workers increased the least of all (only 8,738) on
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account of the loss of the ‘iron ‘mines of the detached terri-

tories. The comparatively modest development of the clothing anc

restaurant industries is conceivable as these industries are

«enerally interdependent with the growth of the population, and

that as we have seen was even smaller than the normal,

The yearly statistics of he manufactur ing industries

may give information as to the extent of their development since

1950. According to the statistics of the manufactur ing induse

tries (its own definition does not quite cover that of the

census andit differs principally thers in from the latter that

it does not include the building industry) the number of all

persons employed ty it, inclusive of officials, was as follows:

 

males “+. 7, females en total

"1980 ge اناجما LME ب 46655

1937 “251,894 ,i-::.! . 104,950: dee a. DA, 044

e
t

Te
Tn

Increase 59.852, SD

pate. per conte es Sr rete

“ Qonsequently the manufacturing industries are developing

in the present decade even more rapidly than they did in the

previous one. According to the census returns the number of

persons working in’ ‘the manufacturing industriesincreased by

35,2 per cent. (60,665 souls) and since then in seven years

by 56.5 per cent, which means that more-‘than 90,000 workers

have been absorbed by the manufacturing industries. The number

of female factory workers increased still more than that of

the males, because textile industry developed the most (it

employs women for the most part and raised the number of

its workers from 47,383 to 78,462 in seven years (out of the

latter figure 45,576 are females).
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Doubtless the next censuswill show an sven’ more

considerable growth than did that of theyear 1930.

The pole of women in occupations.
ae Get we om we en on one ива Mol wos SNS SW Sie Oho WE e de GED GND qe JU GHD Ele Ce E e e يح

Wehavespoken of the role ofwomen ‘already above and

e have ascertained that the number of female earners has

decreased within the last ten years be cause this time female

relatives assisting in agriculture were partly considered

as belonging to the household and consequently as dependents.

This uncertainty ofco mputing the female agricultural popu-

lation as earners or dependents is of consequence as to the

total number of female -earners. In the other branches of

‘aconomy anû occupational groups the participation of females

is much more constant and defined. As.we have seen in

Table V the participation Of womeninouTs quite
=

insignificant, and in transport also, They have quite an

‘important share in “the work of comerte and banking, and

naturally the greatest part of domestic servants (96 per

cent. }.are women. ‘Apart from agriculture the majority of

female earners is employed in industry; .in -industry proper

out of 874,005 earners there are 168,778 females. It is

therefore worthwhile to see in which branches, vf industry

tm

.—..يم
fomales find an, occupation: | te :

-. we ‘ Eu + a.” E ; “>
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Sutdivision of industry female earners rate per cent. of the
number cf earners in
the different groups

of industry

 

120 1950 1920 1930

ir ‘and metal industry 4,224 3,829 4.5 a.
machine, etc. industry 5,038 . 6,235 5.5 6.4
Sto2ns, earth, clay т
sic. industry... 24938... 84139 16.4 10.3

Wood and tons industry 1.838 * 1,884 252 "5.8
Leather, tristle,

etc. industry 1,962 5,045 LÉ. 9 22.0
Textile industry 8,184 2,07 45.0 54.5
Clothing industry 63, 806 69,785 35.3 33.8
Paper industry 1,748 3,3% 50.0 51,0
Food industries and

luxuries 11,809 15,503 15,5 16.4
Chemical industry 3,255 3,394 DE, E 22.5
Building industry 1,304 1,257 2.0 1.1
Printing industry |

and art wcrks 2, 152 5,135 24,6 RC
Hotel, restaurant | 4 on

atc. industry .. 18,001 19,550 40, € 39.7
Miscellaneous and : e
non-specified industries 814 3,108 54, 4 99.5

Total : + 228,665 166,778© 15,5

We see that the majority of females engaged in ine

dustry, (more than 40 per cent.) in keeping with their incli-

nation work in the cothing industry, and lately in the rapid-

ly developing textile industry, In these twu groups theme

selves there ars well mich one hundred thvusand females em-

ployed. The hotel and restaurant industries are als. such as

women have a taste for and théy vccupy 19,590 females; further

the food and luxuries industry which’ gives a livelihood to

: 15,903 female earners; numerically there are the least females

working in the tuilding industry, further in the wood and tone

industry where their numter des not even attain two thousand,

y - if we look at the numter of femules in the varivus

gruvups of industry in this respect too the textile industries

come first where not less than 54.5 per cent. .f the workers

arc women. Similarly many females are employed (51.0 per cent.)
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in the paper industry which, however, occupies the least workers

of all, then comes the hotel, restaurant, etc, Industry with

59.7 раз cent., further the clothing industry which has the most

workers with 35.8 per cent. female labour. Against this e.g.

in the iron and metal industry 3.7, in the wood and bone in-

dustry 3.2, finally in the buildingindustry only 1.1 per cent.

are female workers. These 000751005 either reouire Soca

bodily strength, or else their Labour" conditions Tror instance

work ‘in the open’) are not conducive to the weakes female con-:

stitution. For the rest if. we sum up “all the groups of industry,

however, thers have been quite considerable changes. In fact the

number of the groups of industry is larger in which female

labour has been thrust back. In the stone, овен, etc, indus-

tries the fali in the rate of female labour is especially con-
tone ew AAA

spicuous. It fell from 16.4 per cent. to 10.3 per cent, al-

though the number of female workers has increased. The most

remarkable ‘change on behalf of women is seen in the textile

industry where their rats leaped from 45,0 per cent. to 54.5

“percent. Besides having devsloped the most this traneh of

industry hadin the decenniu after the War a much greater

attraction for female latour than for male workers. We have

spoken above of the development which has taken place since.

Religion and occupation.

The censuses in Hungary always laid stress on the returns

as to the religious constitution of the population. This is not

‘only necessary from the point of view of science, education and

administration, but for the reason too that in historie

Fúngary certain religions were connected with une nationality or

thc other; it was not indifferent, and is not indifferent to-day
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cither how the followers of the various religions are distri

tuted in the different districts of the country; further their

dcvslopment, their cultural and economic position is of con-

sequence too. The latter may be inferred from the distribution

cf the followers of the various religions by occupations, and

fur this reason Hungarian statistics make a point of finding

mt the interdeperidence. With the aid of the data at our disposal

one may ascertain several decades Lack. that the Christian

rcligions as regards the various occupations do not show impor-

tant deviations fromtheir national rates, that is to say on a

whole they are evenly distrituted in the different occupations.

The only religion which is in striking c.ntrast to the others

is the Jewish one. Its followers, as. is well known, come from

a distinct race and although at least as far as the language

is concerned they try tor adapt themselves in every country to

the ruling nationality, they nevertheless differ from them

greatly in customs and morals, and that 38 just why it is

interesting to note the occupations they are engaged in, It is

necessary to look into this question just in Hungary, because

the Jews who amount to unly 5 per cent, of the population, play

an important role in some of the occupational groups which is

quite out of keeping with taecir number; and for the most part

in occupations and svcial groups which mean financial and

intellectual power cconomically and svcially; consequently théy

assure much greater importance and influence to thc Jews than

would be their due on the basis of their proportion to the

total population,

Before showing with the aid of statistical data the role

of the Jews we should like to say a few words as to the

different ratios of the fnristian denominations represented



in the various occupations, at least as far as it is worth-

mile, as the differences are not too great. It is true that

the participation of the Christian religions and the deviation

of the retes from the national one depends in the first placo

sn tho extent in which the Jews are engagod in the occupation

in question. The fact that the Roman Catholics for instance,

who number almost two thirds of the country's total population,

figure with only 40 per cent. in commerce is brought about Ly

the Jews' having tre relative majority in this occupation. On

the other hand Among the miners well over 80 per cent, are

Catholics. It should be noted too thet the Protestants play

à much more important role in agriculture than in industrial

and comercial occupations (there arc particularly few Protestant

miners); morsover, the returns show ав regards sgriculture

that there is a much better distribution of “landed property

among the Protestant population han for instunce among the

cu a E O

Roman Catholics; 1 are more small holders among them and

less farm hands endletourers. The Lutherans have a similar

position, of whom there is a ver: hieh proportion in the

intellectusl classes. Apart from this one point the Christian

denominations are proportionally distributed in all the

cccupetions. > |

"AB ferss tne distribution of the Jews by the
: o я

different oceupations is concerned, the following tatulat ion

will give a picture of it:
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Occupational Barners who are Jews
division

Numters rate per cent. rate per cent. of
in occupational Jewish earners in

 

division the several occu-
pat ions

Agriculture 5,786 0.5 2.7

Mining and
smelting 268 0.8 0.1

Industry 75,841 8.3 34, 7

banking 90,040 | 40.0 42.5

Transport 4,127 Das? ; 1,9

Industry and
commerce 168,276 13,3 79.0

Civil service

professions. 17,356 - - BedA. a 8.1

Defence 154. | 0.4 e e DA

Day.-latourers e APR Ан
unspecified 880 1, 4 0.4

Retired, capi-
talists, etc.15,420 9,1 Tal.

Domestic |
Servants 1,821 1.0 0,6

Miscellaneous 3,544 547 +7

Total - 215,235 Ses 3. 100,0

Thesereturns show to what an extent the Jews con-

glomerate in certain occupations, Faking the whole country,

only 31.5 per cent. of the poeltin is engaged in industry

and commerce, and at the same time the rate with regard to

theJews is 79.0 per cent. out of whi ch 42.5 per cent, are

engaged in commerce. As regards the agricultural population

which is in the majority in the country, the rate of the Jews

is only 2.7 per cent, There are especially many of them in
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the ranks of the intelligentsia, further in the group of8

wre retired and the capitalists,

If we look at the proportions of the Jews in the

v:rious occupations compared with the total number of earn-

ers of,the respective groups an even more vivid light is

thrown upon their role than by the акоме mentioned rates,

Here we find the disconcerting fact that up to 40,0 per

„nd Lanking arc in the “hands of the Jews.
+.a—i——e —

 

cont. of commerce
e

    

aнео сы

But this is only the national average. and there are places

where 78-80 per cent. of trade is in.the hands of the Jews,

And what mokès thesitustion still mure unfavourable from

the point of view of the, Christian masses .is thefag>t that

in every occupationel group the Jews are socislly much

are more independent earnerse, В Ba

 

tetter.balanceê, namely therc

 

and officials among them,than latourers, and thus not only

financially tut socially t00 they are in à TUE better positicn.

There is & very greut number of thon in theranks of the

intelligentsia too. Almpst 9 per cent, of the civil servants

14 professionals ure Jews, and here too they find a living

+

in free professions which are much more suitcd for making

- a . » :: . : . „je = 3

u fortune, c.g. physicians, cngineers, lawyers, For instance

sven in 1950 49.2 per cept. of the private engineers were

Jows. A few data ure Shimactioristie of their financial

12ndowners with estates over1

situ tion: 9, 7 per Bons of the

one thousend cad. «Cres ure Jews, 15.4 per cent. of the

owners of middle sized estates from 200 to 1,000 cad, acres,

42,8 per cent. of the lessces of large estutos und 38.4 регe x

nent. of those of middle sized estutes belong to the Jewish

faith. Gencr:lly speuking, 10.6 per cent. of the estates

which are not tied, that is to say more

a : -

ver 50 cud, zeres
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than half a million of cad. acres are owned by followers

of the Jewish religion. Out of the whole area of land

more than 800 thousand cad, acres may be considered as Jewish

property.

These conditions which changed but little with the fel

in the number of the Jews, induced the Hungarian Government

to prevent, within certain limits, the Jews from gaining furthe:

ground, all the more as ‘their excessive influence in the State

as well as in social,’ economic and cultural life brought atout

by their financial situation was found in certain respects

harmful and dangerous for the interests of the country. These

legal measures whichare being executedat present will, it is

hoped, change conditions for the good -of Christian Hungarians.

II, Movement of population.

 

The natural movement of population.

Previous to the War the natural movement of the popu-

laticn was fairly healthy in Hungary; though it was character-

1904 ty a high birth-rate accompanied by a hieh rate of infant

mortality, nevertheless the balance of the two factors, the

natural increase fluctuated in the decennium previous to the

War between 11-12 per thousand, in fact in 1912 it reached 13.

The Great War here too us in the countries which had taken

part in the War, upset normal conditions, The number of birtns

‘decreased as from 1915 and in the next three rears it fell to

less than the half of the normal rate, To this was added the

actual loss of lives in thé War which amounted to about 3 per

cent. of the population, so that in the decade of the War there

was haraly any natural increase whatsoever, Prior to the War

on the present area of Hungary the conditions of the movement
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of population were somewhat more favcurable than on the

historic arca. The number of births was small, but the death rat”

was even lower, so that the rate of natural increase was higher

than on the detached territory.

Since the Great War, however, the conditions of the

population movement deteriorated c.onsideratly in Hungary. The

tirth-rate did not reach its pre-war level even in the first

years of peace (in 1914 it was 54.5 per thousand and in 1921

only 31.8), and ever since then it has considerably decreased,

so that in 1938 it hardly reached 20 per thousand. The absolute

decrease is still more alarming: in 1914 there were 270 thousand

children born alive on the present area; in 1938 there were

only 180 thousand, although the numter. of marriages hardly change?

In this respect there is nothing amiss, in fact is seems that all

the marriages which had teen put off during the War have since

teen made up for. In spite of this the numt-r and rate of live-

births decreases almost incessantly, which would not mean absolute

danger for the growth of the porulation if it had been possible

t. reduce the mortality rate to the same extent. However, this

did not happen; before the Great War the mortality rate had been

22 per thousand which fell to only 14 per thousand in 1938,

so that the natural increase whish prior to the War was almost

12 per thousand fluctuates at present only around 6.

We have seen, as to the age distribution, that the

youngest age-groups of the population are less numerous than

10 or 20 years ago; therefore it is protable that a smaller

number will become adult, which means that a decrease of the

population is bound to take place as soon as the younger and

decreasing age-groups take the place of the older and more

numerous ones. With the present birth-rate it would then be



possible to attain a more favourable growth and to assure the

future only if infant and juvenile mortality could be reduced

to suck a degree that the rising age-groups would grow up in

greater numbers in spite of the fall in the number of births.

No doutt in the last two decades there has been a great ime

provement with regard to infant mortality; tefore the War the

infant mortality was around 20 per cent.; the rate has now de-

creased to 13, altrough there are irregularities (as in some

ycars there were heavy relapses). But it is very nigh even NOW

and is a great impediment to theaaN and development

of the new generat ion. The fact that the average rate of general

mortality is so high (14 per thousand] in comparison to Western

countries is primarily dus to the still fairly great infant

mortality. The example of Holland seems almost unattainable by

Hungary. Holland has a similar birth=rate to that of Hungary and

the average mortality rate is aly 8-9; further; infant murtali-

ty does not even reach 4 per cent. The example of Holland “shows

that even with a birth-rate of 20 per Tn a hermas natural

increase say Le attained, The conditions of the population

movement in Hungary are mot favourable in comparison to the

Balkan states either. In these countries too the birth-rate has

decidedly decreased, but is far from the low point which it has

reached in Hungary. Although their mortality rate is higher too,

the natural increase nevertheless almost always exceeds 10 per

thousand which is aaouctbity the case with Yugoslavia, Moreover,

with the exception of Rumania, their infant mortality is hardly

higher than that of Hungary, which makes a normal natural

increase possible as their tirth-rate is at present still

favourables
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In order to see clearly the conditions and develop-

ment of all the facturs of tue natural movement of p>pula-

tion, we shall speakbriefi} »f the number >f marriages.

Its fluctuation has hardly any influence more on the mumter

of births. We have seen that the marriages which had failed

to take place during the Great War, have, so to speak,

almost without excorhioi‘teen cuntracted Since, nevértheless

a similar increase of tirths did not follow, which - we

miet admit - would not have been physically possitle, ‘as‘ the

sterile years lived ty a part of married women during the-

War AA be made up fur. The crude marriage rate reckoned

per thousand souls was not worse in thé post-warperio than

tefore the War. In unmütilated Hungary in the first quin-

quennial period after the turn of the century on the average

of the years 1901-05, there were €,7 marriages per’ 1000

inhabitants, and the Average ofthe years 1906-1910 was

«1. After the War the rates were the £ollowing in 1921-25

“e

on an average 10.0, in 1926-30 9, 1, and 1951-55 the mean

vale vas45 per |+оцени The last rate was influenced

ty the يبا crisis, and to some’extant also by the fact

that pérsons born in the War bad reached the marriageable

age. Rent, on account of the scomonte improvement,

the number of marriages has been increasing again, but

probably this state will not fast long, gs the persons born

in decreased numbers during the War will gradually all attain

the merriasreable aie Accordingly the marriage-rate has haräly

changed when compared to pre-war conditions, so that the‘

number of existing لل tadking into account also the

marriages dissolved by divorce or dsath, shows a very healthy

increase, which is alsc seen by the fact that the‘ number of
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pecple ‘living a married ‘life has increased too. According to

the census of 1930 there were roughly 1880 thousand marriages

in dismembzred Hungary. This figure increased yearly in the

average of the years 1931-35 ty 22,700, in 1956 by 25,000, and

in 1937 t; as much as 27,300. Consequently marriages which have

соте to an end are rapidly and extensively made up for, and

nevertheless the number of births is falling almost uninter-

ruptedly. It is thus apparent that there is no connection between

thé number >f marriages and the ‘number of births, , because the

   

average fertility cf marriages. is steadily declining, There 1s

no physiological ground for this,but itis caused bypsychological

mot ives, which, however, have economic reas ns too,

It is beyond the scope of this study to enter into

details as regarús the natural increase and decrease of the

population, as for instance sex preportions at birth, still-

tirths, illegitimate births, the age of parents and of persuns

about to marry, age, sex and civil condition of the dead, cause

of death, etc. These factors, however, cannot Le neglected if

we.wish to getan insight ‘into the complete structure. of the

population movement itself. But as we have a practical ot ject

in view here, ‘we only wish ty. discuss the divergence in the

population movement in the different regions uf the country,

lookingat the geographical units on the ¿ne hand and at the

urban and rural population оп the other. We shall give the

following data: In the year 1937 when the national marriage

rate was 8.9, the marriage rate was the highest in the adminis-

trätive districts of the-Great Plain, mainly on account of the

influence of Budapest, In the Capital, where there is an ex-

reptionally large number of persons of the productive and cun-

sequently marrigeable age, the number of marriages was always
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far above the nationalaverage. In 1957 the rate Was e.g. 12.0

and so the region of theGreat Plain figureswith 9.4 per

thousand over against 8.1 in Trans-Danubia. Here the rates

are the lowest: in the counties of Sopron and Vas lying in

‚the counties of the Great Plain Csongred and Hajdu where the

marriage rate per thousand is 9,3 and 9.2 respectively. AS

é

far as the disparity between the towns and the country is

concerned, the marriage rate was. 10,2 in the municipal
man

toroughs, 6.7 in.thecountry towns and 6.4 in the villages.

faking all the towns together the marriage rate is 9.9

   

against 8.4 per thousand in, the. country.

The situation is quite different with regard to live

births, which is a fresh proof of the fact that marriages

are of no import, or of small consequence as to the number

yf tirths. In the above mentioned year, in the country, the

rate of live. tirths was 21.6 per thousand, in the county

boroughs it was only 18.4 and in the municipal boroughs it

was as low as 16,8 (in the Capital itself it was 15.2, which

is the lowest rate in the whole cuuntry). If we take the two

that iscategories Of towns together, the rate is only 17.5,   

  

oints luwer than in the rural districts. At

present unfortunately the situation is such that there is not

ne county where the birth-rate exceeds 30. It is highest in

the North-Zastern counties of Szabolcs and Szatmar, Bereg

where in 1937 the rate of live births was 29.7, and 29.4

respectively. Hore the rate of increase is fairly good, but

there are unmistakable signs of deterioration, e.g. in 1930

the tirth-rate of these two counties was as high as 37.6

| and 35.8 respectively. Apart from the above mentioned

counties, the tirth-rate is over 25 only in the adjeining



ccunties of Hajdu, Semplén and Abauj-Torna, and ‘consequently

herc a fairly healthy increase can te perceived. But there is

one municipal torough, Kecskemét,. which even at the present day

has a live-birth rate of 25.5. On the other hand some of the

counties of the Plain end of Trans-Danubia have a very poor

rate to show. The three counties lying in the corner of the Janub:

and the Drave play principally a sa. role in this respect; in

the county of Baranya the birth-rate has come down to 16,8, and

in Somogy and Tolna it is hardlymore than 18. Next comes the

neightouring county of Bacs-Bodorg lying between the Danube und

the Tisza where the rate cf live births has fallen to 17. In

these counties the danger is neutralised.The death-ratenot

teing low enough, the natural increase fluctuates between only

2-3 per thousand. an

As f:r aus the death rate is concerned, hers too the

towns take the lewd, in as much us in the villages the mortality

is 13,8, in the county torvughs 14.2, in the municipal borcuughs

13.5. Thus the average for the.towns is 15.0, which is much

higher th-n the dezth rte in the country. This, however, does

not convey a true picture af the situ-tiun, as many people from

the country die in the town hospitalsand their inclusion raises

tho desth-rste of the towns, If we were to exclude them from the

&с: д of the towns, protatly the des h-rate in the towns would be

lower than in the country. In Budupest itself over 3000 persons

die ye-rly who have their domicile elsewhere. In generël there

сте по such great differences between the desth-rates as tetween

ths tirth-rates, Even in the counties where families with one

child are the rule, the mortality rate is about the same as the

n:tionul average. The counties which heve the lowest mortality

rots are Györ, the united county of Moson und the negghtouring



er of Komarom and Eszteraon With 12.2 "and 12.5 per thousand

re 098010 ل7 ‘The morts:lity rate of‘the County of Pest is Cole

wiht ive ly Low too (12.5). This, however, is a fictitious number

end is mainly due to the fact that a large part of the inhab-

itants of the towns and villages surrounding Budapest die in
e

its hospitals. We find the highest mortality in the united

est of Szatmar and Bores tut even there it 'reaehes only

“1610. On the other hand In some of the miaicipal tefoughe

(Dies, Székesfehérvar and Baja) the mortality rate rises above

17, mainly on accai of the strangers dying in their hospitals.

4 It may te gathered from the aforesaid that on escount of

the different local conditions the natural increase as well

as tirth- and mortality rites show fairly largeextrêmes in

different parts эк the country. The comparisbn of the three

great regions dors "ot Say much as there are great divergences

within them too. As far as the urtan and rural c.nditions are

softerned the situation of the towns in this respect is in-

comparably worse than that of rural communities. In the country

in 1937 the rate of natural increase was 7,6 per thousand.

whereas in the towns it was only 2.5, that is to say less than

a third of the former! There is a difference between’ the two

categories of outs tva; the county towns were ableto reach

a natural increase of 4.2 per thousand whereas tne municipal

tor.ughs have anincrease of ‘only 1.5 per thousand.’ Of these

towns, as we have already mentioned, it is only KecsKemét

which has an increase whi ch may te said to ce normal (9.9).

Tue year's balance vf the growth jf population of Budapest,

and even more so of Baja, showed a loss. As far as the counties

are concerned those in the North-East haveà fairly good:

Ls

n~rzase >f over 10. On the ¿ther hand the counties lying
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in the South-Eastern corner of Trans-Danutia, as well as the

county of Bacs-Bodorg in the. Great Plain have very. poor con-

dit ions to show in tris respect; hers ins yearly natural in-

crease is only 2-3 ver thousand.

There is no doubt that with the present rate of in-

creasethe level of the population cannot te maintained for a

long while, not because the incrsase of 50 thousand capita would

not, be- enough to maintain the status quo, but because the rising

generations step in with ever decreasing numbers. It is

mathematically certain that by the time the generation born now

in consideratly decreased nuxbers attains a higher age-group,

a Tall in the number of the population will have set in, If

the country could have -the same slow, rate .f natural increase,

due not to ths fall in the number. 1 >irths, but to the high

rate. of mortality, then a slow growth -ftne population would be

assured, The exceptiunally large fall in the birth rate is the

cause of all ths troutle and every endeav:ur vf Hungarian popu-

lation policy should aim at stopping the fall, As the greatest

part“cf the tirths are legitimate, we shall nave ta look at the

‘date on the fertility vf marriages. Hungarian statistics have

full details at their disposal on the question. .

Fertility of marriages.

The fertility of marriages may te measured and ascer-

tained in several ways: At censuses the question may te put as

to the nurter uf children born to married women; the number of

children living, together with the age of the husband and the

year of marriage; the returns may te cunsidered in connection

with religion, nationality, occupation, etc. The other method

is to put the same questions at the death uf married wonen,
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The advantages and disadvantages of toth methods are well

known. The most important advantage in getting returns of

the stationary population is that the total number of

merried women are enumerated; the drawback of this method

is that the marriages in question are not those which havr

come to a close. This source of error can, however, be

eliminated to some-extent by combining marriage má age, In

the case of collecting the data at the death of the persons

the returns refer to marriages which have: come to an end,

tut ‘the cases comprise only a small proportien of actually

existing marriages, and thus cne can get a true picture

of conditions only on the basis of returns systematically

collected during a great numter of years. Hungarian

statistics have made use of both possibilities and, with".

regard to the population movement, still do so at present.

We do not wish to give the data in full detail |

and we shall only give the principal results. At the census

of 1920 the &verage number of children born to 100 married

womeh was 362. In 1930 the rate was only 327, so even during

the ten years there was an apparent fall in the fertility

of merriages. There are returns combined with religions tou

from which it appears that the highest fertility is tote

found with the Greek Catholics (396), and.the lowest with

the Jews (240). The fall is also the. heaviest with the

Jews as compare@ with 1920 when their fertility rate toc

attained 297, althoughit was the lowest of all denominations.

“It may be. interesting to give in detail the fertility

rate of marriages according to vccupations:



Occupatio al division Number of children index uf 1930

torn in wedlcck per if 1920 = 100

100 married women

  

1920 1930

Agriculture 406 378 95

Vining and smelting — 354 357 101

Industry 507 7.56 E

commerce and banking 279 250 64

Transport 14 274 67

Industry and commerce

together 505 265 87

Civil Service and pro-

fessivnal vecupations 206 225 88

Defence, etc. 152 176 116

Latourers, unspecified 569 565 98

Retired, capitalists, -

etc, 363 348 96

Domestic servants 225 $ 206 92

Miscellanecus and. un-
known bccupations ٠ 501 275 | 9l

In general 362 327 90

This makes it clear what an important regenerative role

is played ty agriculture, that is to say by the peasants, in

the increase of nati.nal population. Against the nat ional

uverage of B27 the agricultural population has a marriage

‘fertility of 378 which still means an average Jf nearly four

children per family. We find a similarly high rate only with

the group of unspecified day-labtiurers (363) and with miners

(357). The rate of the retired, the capitalists, etc, is a

fairly good one (348), on the other hand it is very low with

commerce (283) and civil service (225). Tne group of domestic

servants and that ofdefence show stili lower rates, but there

are quite specialreasons for it in these cases 25 quite

different ages play a role here, and the rates are therefore nos

conclusive. |

As far as the change in the rate during the ten years

is concerned, apart: from defence, we see a small improvement
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only with regard to mining. In occupational groups there

is more or less everywhere a decline. The rate of commerce

fell most, which is clearly dus to the fall in the fertility

rats of the Jews, who are for the most part engaged in com-

merce. It is somewhat reassuring that the marriage fertility

‚f the peasants, Who are the sustainers of the nation, has

declined less than that of other occupational groups.

Returns combined with the ages of married women and

the duration »£ marriages give an interesting. picture of the

fertility of married women at different ages, as well as

of the fertility of marriages of differentduration. The

rates are naturally the higher the older the women are and

the longer the duration of the marriages. According to the

above method of computation the fertility of married women

over60 is 548, and of marriages of a duration of over 20

years it is 499. The highest rate is found when combining

the two: 561. This figure stands not only for the. fertility

of ‘marriages terminated tut ‘represents also considerably

better conditions of a distant past. The now existing mar-

riages of people in’the prime of life will certainly not

show ‘such a high raté even ‘though they reach the above

mentioned: category.

As to the importance of agriculture in regenerating

5  the nation we shall mention the fact that although only 55.

per cent. of marriedwomenbelong to agriculture nevertheless

theygive birth

  

- on account of their greater fertilit
—]——o——    

 

to61.7 per cent. of children. Further, whereas 17.1 per

cont. of the total marriages were completely unfruitful,

that is to say no child was torn, at the same time the rate

for ‘agriculture is only 12.3 per cent.
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Marriage fertitity Statistics alsc take into account

the number >f children alive at the time of the census as com-

pared with the total number of children born. Naturally such

returns, as well as returns on the number of children born,

have only an informative value as several other circumstances

influence their development, Thus, if statistics show that at

the same time of the census of 1930 there were 221 living chil-

dren to 100 existing marriages, Which means that only 67.4 per

cent. of the total number of children born were alive, the

probable mortality of children will not be apparent, as women

of vary different agss and marriages of varibus durations are

included here. This rateis clearly lower than the üctuel rate,

If, indecd, only 221 children were likely to Le torn in a

hundrod marriages, that Le tosay by 100 married men -and 100

4

married women, a 16par cent. increase of the populat ion could

te expected only after а whole generation had come and gone,

that is to sayafter 25-30 years. Even under present conditions,

however, such an increass Зе complebeá mich soonér. Anyhow,

the rate showing the atility to maintain children which is

indicated by the proportion of children living to tho total

number of children torn, deplays interesting differences

according to religions and occupations. We Shall rive only two

instances: as to Jews the paté le 78,5against the national

average of 67,4 per cent, and among the occupations the rate

of agriculture is only 65,5 per cent. Ontheother hand, apart

from defence, the rate ie very high for intellectual

voeupat long: 75.3, and for comience, 74.6 per cent. Thus, the

limits of a morc fav.urable infant and juvenile mortality rate

can already te seen here.
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As far as the territorial distritution of surviving

ce: ildren is concerned the highest rates are not in the North-

Fastern counties where tre most children are born, but in

the much more cultured N;rth: Western cvunties of Györ, Moson,

S pron and Vas.

The other method of ascertaining the fertility of

murriages is to learn from married women by means of a

death questionnaire the number of children torn to the

deceased and how many have survived As the marriages in

question have come to a close and in the majority of cases the

w‚men Gie at an advanced age, thenumber of children per

1100 married women will be decidedly higher than the fer-

tility rate ascertained at a census. Moreover, this rate

has hardly changed in the c.urse e several decennia

during which particulars have teen C.llecteû, previ. us to

the War in the average vf the years 1909-1912 it was 40€

per hundred marriages, in 1921 it was 386, and even up to

e

‚ 1938 14 had only fallente 384. Thus, even in twenty ears

the fall in the rate was not c.nsideratls., This may be

explainedty the fact that evenréce ly such terminated

marriages are teing с.nsidered as had teen made before the

Great War ‚when birih- control was not so extensively prac-

tised as it is Loney. The largest part of the marriages

in question have a duration sf over 20 years, “and, if we

ет up marriages according bo their duration, it will te

interestingto see which are the a rriuges where the”

fertility has declined the Most. Ore following table wall
w 1)

Live à god idea -f this:

  

—|]

اسس

MTTo
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1) See further a very thoruugh study ty Icuis Thirring in

the Hungarian Statistical Review, year 1939, p. 667.
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rages of the Average number per 100 Jf children Бога in mar-

rs in wich tha :. : riages -f a duration of

1arriager -were
terminated less than: 5-9 years 10-19 years Over 20

5 years years

1919-1922 82 204 341 508

1923-1925 104 ; 188 325 508

1926-1928 93 208 304 502

1929-1932 91 199 282 495

Itis apparent that in the ccurse of time the rate had

changed considerably only with regard to the marriages cf ©

duration of 10-19 years, whereas it has hardly varied for the

categories of the longest or of à short duration. As to mar-

riages of short duration, conditions have nut changed for the

reason that the first child as well as the second are brought

in to the world just as tefure. Marriages >f a duration of over

20years have the same rate Jf fertility as formerly, because

even though they only come to a close now they originate from

a more prolific period. There is''aheavy fall in the fertllity

of only thuse marriages which were made 10-19 years ago and

“which could have teen fruitful if the parents had not teen

influenced ty the ideas uf modern times. It is interesting that

the rite af wholly sterile marriages is almost the same now as

the rate ascertained for the ab.ve mentioned categories, namely

17,6 per cents

— As far as the fertility rate in connection with occupa-

tions is concerned the prólificacy of the agricultural popula-

tion is proved ty the above method tio. Fur instance in 1932

against the national averagè of 584 the fertility rate in agri-

culture was 421, and according to these data tou it is the

trading and the professional classes that show the lowest rates,

namely 298 and 289 respectively. The results of the two

different methods of collecting data light up the very same

phenomena.
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Another way of zscertsining the fertility ofy e y
à

mary .ages is ty draw a parallel“ between the number sf tirths

per ycar and the number of wymen of à productive age (see

Totle XIV). This method toocan Lo applied only at the time.

of censuses, because it is only at such moments that the

number of married women by age groups18 available, The

‚method, however, does not indicate the general fertility

of marriages, but only the protacle number of births per

year and per married woman.

At thetime of the census of 1930 the number of

married: women of 15-50 years was 1,442,370, and in the

averages of the years 1950-51 they gave life to 193,959

children. Censequently there.are 154 „irths per 1000 married

women in this age group, which means that approximasely only

“every soventh married woman has a child every year. This
mao

  

‘rate is very low, especially if we consider that in the

averages of the years 1920-21the rate was ulmost 188. Thus,

within ten years the fertility decreased consideratly.

Naturally, according to the ages of women eere are great

differences with regard to the probable numter of births.

whereas the fertility rate of married women under 20 is

544,7, in the next age-group of 20-24 years 297.5, with

married women of 25-29 it is 195.4, with those aged

20-59 the rate is 11.7, and finally the probatle fertility

of women aged 40-49 is only 19.6. Above the age of 40 only

atbut every fiftieth married woman is likely to bring a child

into the world.

It is interesting to compare how the rates ty age-

roups have changed in ten years:
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Age group Legitimate Decrease in rate

live births per 1000 in numbers per cent,
married women in the

averages of the years

 

1920-21 1930-51

15-19 years 354.8 544,7 20.1 2.8

20-24 7" 389.6 . 297,5 92,5 25.7
25-29  " 281.0 195.4 85.6 30.5
30-59...” 154.1 111.7 42.4 27.5
40-49 29.5 19.6 9,9 3315

15-49 years 187.8 134.5 53,5 284

This table gives a very sad picture of the exeeedingly

heavy fall in the marriage fertility. We see that taers is a

fall in the fertility rate in every age group, even in the

youngest. If there were a decline in the fertility of the

older age groups alone and not of the youngest ones, one could

suppose that a complete abstention frombringing children into

the world Yasnot cons about and that the first and the second

child will be born just as before, But at present the fall in

the fertility rate ofmarried women of 20-24 is relatively

not much lower than that of the older age-groups, which seems

to mean that in many modern marriages no chiidren are wanted at

all,

ие may examine the probable fertility rate of married

women in connection with occupations. The order of the rates is

atout the same as that of the fertility rates shown by the

census returns and by the particulars of population movement,

As against a national average of 158,2 (always computed per

1000 married women of 15-49 years) the rate of the women of

the agricultural population is lo5.2, Therate of the wives

of miners and vf day-latourers of various branches is even

somewhat higher, viz. 167.3 and 166.8 respectively. The
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_ largest occupational gruup after agriculture - industry -

nas a rate of only 127.7, transport 116.6, trade and

tunking figure only 82.9. The last is only half of the

rate of agriculture. But the rate of the civil service

croup and professional occupations - 1, ©. Of the in-

telligentsia - is still lower and amounts to only 80.9.

This is alarmingly low as it means that amungthe married
À

women of the intclligentsia of a productive age there is

yoarky the probability of only everytwelfth bringing:a

child into the world.

Natural increase.

The size of the population upon which power end

ften economia strength and wealth depend, 18 certainly

assured first and foremost by the natural increase, that

is to say by the excess of births over deaths. Such an

excess undouttedly still exists in Hungary, which is

‚apparent from the foregoing, but in figures it is only

the half of what it used to te. The natural increase of

about 50 thousand capita in recent yours wili certainly

assure for some time the size of the population as at |

present it doubtless means an increase in numbers, but it

trings about a gradual ageingof the population. The troutle

is, as we have already mentioned, that there is an absolute

decrease in the number of tirths, to such an extent that

cven under the most favouratle conditions as to infant and

juvenile mortality the rising age-groups keep stepping in

in ever decreasing numters. By the time these decreasing

age-groupS grow up or, at least will form the ma jority of

the population, it is & mathematical certainty that the
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decrease of the population will have set in. This mathematical

certainty is, however, no certainty: it would only be that if

+

changes occur in the present state of things, that is to

£say if there is a continued decline in the number of births,

which cannot te foretold. If statistics could reach back some

centpries it would surely tecome evident that there were such

periods in thepast also perhaps for generations, when ona

account of calamities wrought by the elements or by an enemy,

reasons: wealth and luxur;, the©or simply for the opposit

tirth-rate declined for some time, and, when conditions changed,

it rose again. Political changes, the opening up of new pogsie

bilities of earning, verhaps radical governmental :seasures

could essentially change the present phase through which the

world seems tu bc passing. The, could menos 3it in the different
4 a ‘ : a e

countries or clse in general. U» till now it has teen believed

that state intervention could hardly haves an influence on the

birth-rate, rut ths example of. Germany has shown that by a

purposcful policy, by promoting marriag:s and ty giving sub-

stantial rewards for bringing childron into the world, con-

siderable results may Le attained. Thc coxamplc of Germany is

being followed by Italy but it is not possible as yet to sec

tti:c results therc.

Just tecause wo do nut bslicvs that thc conditions

of the population movement could not be improved, wc do not

wish to prophesy as to the increase of the population of Hui ary

in 30, 40 эт fifty yetär5. Such prophecios did not come tFue

of olâ either, which is apparent when cumparing present con-

ditions with predictions (sce Malthus). Thus, it is no gvod

uscless to prophesy.
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It is uncertain to infer, on the basis of the natural

increase, the future growth of the population, for the reason

that the population is dependent not only on the natural in-

creuse within a certain region or country, but also on migra-

tions. There have been awd are reions, in fact whole sountries,

where the total natural incrzase was lost throweh emigrätions.

Previous tó the Great War when emigrationto America,

which had not yet put restrictions on imicration, was possible,

there Was a very strong tendency to emigrate in Fugary also,

“which rendered null a considerable part of the natural inercase.

For instance, in the. first decads of the century, when this

movement had reached its climax, the Kingdom of Hungary lost

through emigration no fewer than 646,540 souls, - 5.3 per cent.

of her population. Actually the emigration was still grester,

for other data prove that at the Same time there was imMi-

gration into the country too. No duubt the present central arca

was less affected by emigration than the other regions of the

country which ty; virtue of the Treaty of Trianon wore subjected

to foreign rule. After theGreat War America put restrictions on

immisration: Consequently the loss to Hungary through emigration

in the postewar decade was only 73,908 souls which is only 0.9

рег cent. of the population in the year 1920. The data on emigra-

tion of the years since the census show that there has been an

even greater fall in the number of emisrants, all the more

tecduse the United States nave kept gradually reducing the.

“immigration quota. According to t-c data available from 1951

to 1937 the emigrants: from Hungary. nurtercd only 7,734. During

the same period the number of re-migrations which câme to the
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knowledges of the Hunzarian authoritics, was of the same order.

983%-1937 they amounted to 6,256, so that, accurd-— 5 c
r ه
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to smigrstion statistics, emigration was balanced by immi-

eration. In fact, as the number of imrigrants (15,897) is

nisher than that of emisrants, in the present decennium we
eeарA pe i

 

actually have to recxon with an cxcoss of immigrations. At any
AglaALA مااادسحييل SN se ومولعل ATI

    

rate only the census of 1940 will decide the questiiun, since

the emigration and immiration statistics only ive general

information; tut they cannot te quite reliable.

AS far as the country of smisreution is concerned,

41America still comes first, but tesides the United States Canada

Among tno European countries, Franceلاملplays an important role.

and Bel. ium were distin.-uished for lar.e numbers up t111 1950,

but, since then, this emigration has almost completely stopped, 9 Е `{

and has given place to cousideratle re-immigration, Formerly

+the great majority of emigrants, Lcfors restriction nad been put

n immigrations to Amcrica, vers agricultural latourers. Recently

only 10-13 per cent. Xf the emigrants arc agriculturists, the

majority being made up of mechanics and handicrafts, of the

intelligentsia as well as persons of other occupations and women

who emigrate in order to join their husbards. On the other hand

it has long been olscrved that agriculture is represented to a

smaller doegres among rc-immigrants than among emigrants, because

a great number of agriculturists become industrial workers or

:iners in the new country. As far as the immigrants are concerned

there are a remarkably large number of minors among them under

the age of 20. As to cecupations they mostly belong to the

intelligentsia; students and governesses figure in large numbers,0
3

7
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but quite a large number of Bulgarian gardeners flow in as

well.

.

Beg. Quit OT 2,065 foreisnera Who ad immigrated in

1937.385 had come from Bulgaria and theso arc almost with-

out exception gardeners.

These data can give information only as to the balance

of the population in tho current decennium. In a previous

chapter ws have spoken in detail of theactual growth of the

population in the decennium after the Var; we examined also

internal nigrstions and especially the role played by the

towns in this movement. We shall state once part hare that

the loss to Hungary resulting from emigr:tion is incomparably

smaller than it was tefore the war. Internal migration,

however, - which is not only a question of urban ag-regation -

much more oxtensiv= than in pie=war days. This was partly
1 ;

brought atout by the masses of refugees who naturally did not

+

sattle down in the places where they first arrived. The muti-

lation of tne country stimulated internal migration in another

way too: in as much as it severely aftfecteé the economic life

of the population, it dsprivec а greal many people of their

livelihood, or else forced them to lock for fresh means of

carnine their living which the; could do only by changing thelr

residence. The returns of the census of 1930 on the places

of cirth gccordins to com.unities snow the extent of the mover

mont as overywhers therc was u heavy fall in the number of

persons torn in the place itself, whereas the number of those

torn in other villages, or even in other counties incrcascd.

These returns prove that & large part of the ponulation,
mm

residencesstimated to amount to about one seventh, changed
————]—————ense >—a ene

 

———

 

in the course of the last decennium.
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Alrcady when we «poke of the distribution ty religions

and the conditions of increase in the several denominations, we

mentioned that in the space of time Letween 1920 and 1930 the

hooviest losses by emigration wers incurred by the Jews. Out of

a loss of 73 thousand capita no fewer than 27 thousand were

migration of Jews since the census of 1950 may Le
1.4

calculated on the basis of migration statistics, which, however,

05
a£ we have already mentioned have only an informatory value.

Sines the last census the Jews have no doubt again incurred hoca-

vic? losses Ly emigration than the other denominations, as

they continue ‘to figure in larger proportions among the

1emigrants than among the re-imrigrants. llorcovor "only
(

mallm
n

‘umbers of them immigrats from abrôaë, as-tue authorities arc

now reluctant to give Jews a permit to settle. Since 1931 thc

Jews figure with thc following numbers among “the emigrants,

4and re-immigrants:> 3 p
s

г
у ts © + + 0 fr

Year Total Proportion of Jews
in numbers per cent.

Erigrants

1951-57 7754 2,295 29.6

Red immnmigranis

1952-57 8,256 756 8.9

Inn igrar:ts

1951-37 13,817 616 4.4

According to these figures, as against 2,293 emigrant

Jows, there arcs 736 re-immigrants and 616 im:igrants. Con-

scquently, durin; the seven years in question, the Jows incurrcod
8 è y 1 $©.

a loss by emigration of at least 941 capita (2,295-1; 352), Ever
»
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since then asan effect of the two Acts concerning Jews,

tacy have certainly. emigrated in much greater numbers.

As a consequence of migrations which meant ة loss

for the country, in the post-war decennium the actual

increase in the population amounted to 698,117, that is

to say 6.7 per cent. Thus, out of a natural increase of

772,019 souls (9.8 per cent.), in the space of the decade

75,902 souls » tkat is to say 0.9 per cent. of the popu-

lation - were lost. Considering this in comparison to

nre-war conditions there has been a heavy fall in the natural

increase; the actual increase itself was gu its good as the

losses by cmigration were much smaller than before. Never-

theless the present area the population of which had con-

siderably increased in former times also by internal

migrations, could not attain a growth of population similar

to that tefore the War, aftsr the surrounding regions had

teen torn away from it. Previous to the War, with the

exceotion of the year 1870, when there was an epidemic of

cholera, the population of the Trianon area in every ten

ycars attained an increase well in excess of 10 per cent.

Over against this on the outskirts thes actual increase was

incomparatly smaller as not only emigration but also migra-

tion towards the centre of the country reduced the popula-

tion. Those who wish to be thoroughly acquainted with the

"onôitions of the growth of population should never forgct

the extent ofthe fluctuation of the population at home.

The following data are convincing:
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Area 18€9 1910 Actual increase 18€9-191C
in numbers per cent.

Hurgary

without Croutia-

Slavonia) 13,579,129 18,264,535 4,685,404 34.5

Or>

Trignon area 5,014,205 7,615,117 2,€00,914 51,8

Détached area 8,564 ‚926 10,649 ‚416 2,084,490 24,5

Accordingly, before the Gre t War in 41 years, the

opulat ion of the arca left by the Treat   

  

of Trianon incrcasc

 

    

 

51.8 DST cont whereas the © ulation of the detached

territories did not increase halfasmuch relatively, namely

ty only 24.3 per cent. The territory situated in the centre,

the population of which was considerably smaller in 1869 than

that of the detached area, had a much greater absolute increas

in population than. the detached torritories. Cunsequently its

participation in the country's population rose from 36,9 per

cent. to 41.7 psr cent, (without counting the autonomous

provinces). And as for the ‚most part Hungarian ‚was spoken on

this area, the proportion of the Hungarians had naturally to

increase eomsiderably for this simple mathematical reason, The

incrsase in the ratio of tnc Hungarians during this period in

historic Hungary is about in keeping with the proportional in-

creass which the central territory itself attained through it:

considerably greater growth of population. This circumstance

should not be left out of consideration, because through the

         e that the preponderancemers knowledge of the fact the char

 

of the Hungarians is the result of artificial or forced

 

  mseyarizing is refuted.

The post-war incrsuse in population of the Trianon are

although it did not attain the pre-war proportions, cannot te

considered unfavourable, especially if we look at the
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corresponding data for other Furopeen countries; since 1980,

however, the actual increase in the country's population is

‚much smaller, in spite of emigr.:tion ‘having almost completely

stopped, in fact there is very probably an excesos of, immigra-

.tion over emigration. Consequently we have to reckon with

-

id

the fact that since 1930 the whole natural increase has been’

‘retained in the country. As in the years 1931-32 the natural

increasc was roughly 450 thousand capita for the end of 1938

the population of the Trianon area may be estimated at

9,138,000 souls. To this must be added the strip of land in

Upper Hungary recovered by virtue of the Vienna Decision,

and which. according to the census held in December, 1938 has

a population of 1,041,000 souls, Further, Carpetho-Ruthenia

Was mecovereú in March and April, 1959, and at the census

there in July 1939 the population wes estimated to Lg € 40

thousand persons. So the Trianon area together with the

territories recovered has at present a populction of about

10,820,000 souls. In the space of the eight years which havc

gone by since the lgst census the increase in thepopulation

of the Trianon area was 450 thousand capita, that is to say

5.2 per cent. If this rate continues till the census of 1940,

the result of the 10 years! increase will be €.5 per cent.

which is consiâeratly lower than that of. the former decennium.

There is no doubt, however, that the inhabitants of the

territories newly recovered, especially those of Carpatho-

Ruthenia, are more prolific than the inhabitants of the

Trianon area, If we reckon the whole of the present territory,

the increase in population will, therefore, certainly te

somewhat higher.<
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The question of overpopulation.

The average density of the population of Hungary of

to-day, - of rather of the area fixed by the peace of Trianon, -

was 93.4 per square km. in 1930, This rate rose by the end of

1938 on the Trianon area to 97,2, On the other hand if we in-

clude the rscovered territories too, as these are more thinly

populated, the density of population on the increased area is

2.4 (10,820,000 inhatitants per 117,160 square kms. ). As the

density of the. population of Europe is 46.4 per square km that

د1 Hungary at present is almost wm as high as this average.

If we à) not take Soviet-Russia 10% consideration, the density

vf populetion of the (ther parts of Europe is even then only

72,5, and the density of population vf Hungary exceeds. cone

siderebly even this average. On the other hand os thers ars

countries in Furope where thé rete is much higher than in

Hungery. That of Belgium and Holland is well over 200, and that

‚tf Great Britain also is very near to this figure. It is well

over 100 in Germany, -Italy and Switzerland, whereas the Nor-

thern cuuntries, with the exception of. Denmark ere exceedingly

thinly populated. As far as the Danube States are concerned,

their density of population is between 60 and 70; it is there-

fore about the same as the density of pooulatiun Of pre-war

historic Hungary.

If we merely look at the possibilities of the various

countrics as regards the development of their populations, and

if we take es а standard simply the average density of populs-

tion, it can te ascertained that the Danube States may attain

a 50 per cent. i.crease in their populations tefore their den-

sity of population will reach that of Hungary. Neither the
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density of population, nor the number of inhzbitants depend

only on the extent Jf the ‘areu, because in this case the

inhabitants of Belgium and Holland would not te able to find

à living on the present territory, whersas for instance the

population of the latter continues to increase considerekbly.

There are conseguently no signs of over-populstion. There is

aابا relative over-ponulation in so faras the land which they

havo at their disposal cannot provide their inhabitants with

food-stuffs. But if a country has colonies, the area and

population of these sneue be added to the area and population

of the other county when computing the density of population.

It would become apparent then that Belgium and Holland ars really

thinly populated countrics; the density of population of the first

is only 8.5 und of the latter 35.5. à country which grows mure

£so0-mtufrs than is necessary for the Auuxisnéent of her people,

‘can by no means bs considered аз over-populated, sven ir the
;

number of souls per square kilometre seems to be a high one,

The density of population varies very Much within a

country also: this, however, is > no importance nowadays

under the present conditions of transport which enable a uni-

form distritution of fcod-stuffs, The same is true of countries

which seem to te overpopulated, but which have colonics.

A country msy Le considered over-populated, when, even

hou the focd-stuffs ño sufficient for the inhabtitants,

the agricultural population is toc numerous in proportion to

the extent of cultivated land. Hers the over-population is

visible in th=t the agricultural population dces not increise,

tut ths surplus populction of agriculture gradually passes

over to industry, This is vartly the case in Hungary.
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In the first part of this study we spoke of the pro-

portion in the several counties of the non-urban vo ulation to

thes extent of cultivable land. These rates, however, do not

quite express the density of the agricultural poralation, Тесаць

e as we have elready mentioned tefore «nd have also proved by

facts » there is a fairly large nonmagri cultural element in. the

rural pöpul=tion $90. Hence, if ve wish tu see clearly the den-

sity of the agricultural population, we must compare the agri-

cultural poraletiad with the whols grea of cultivable land, and

in the first place‘only with the area which is meant for pro-

viding the population with fucästuffs. Taking thus into cons

sideration areble land, gardens ‘and vineyards, - the cultivable

area of Fungary is 5,944,000 hectares and tno population engaged
, | 1

in agriculture numbers 4,499,593 souls. If we: compare the agri-

culturalpopulstipn with the cree serving to grow food-stuffs

we shall find that there are 74 persons occupied, ör making a

living from agriculture per 100 hectares (1 Aduaro km); But if

we only look st the number of persons cultivating the land, thct

is to sey the number of ezrners, we can only reckcn 2,051,500;

ind the rate of these per 100 hecteres is only 3415. This rate

is better suited fcr.internstiunel comparison, because in the

various Countries the population of dependents is returned as a

global figure and not by octupations. We have made a tabulation

on this basis of the European countries which we find worth

quoting:
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Arca of cultivated land compared with size of population

>>antry Cultivated area

(aratle land,
gardens, vine-
yards)
1000 hectares

Germany
Greut

Britain
Belgium
Bulgaria
Donmark
Spain
Esthonia
Finland
France

Grecce
Hungery -
Irish Free

State
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Norway
Netherlands
Poland
Sweden

Switzerland

Yugoslavia

21,204

5,601
1,269
3,76%
2,625

20,497
1,048
2,288
24,555
1,932
5,914

1,813
15,868
1,948
2, 750

790
997

19,102
3,762

512
7,10

Agricultural
population vf

carners

9,762,400

1,380,900
613,600

2,464,400
474,600

4,537,800
410,200

1,107,500
8,199, 900
1,475,700
2,031,500

€77 ,900
E,063, 300

: 703,600 '
1,088,800
412 , 500
€55,200

10,2€9, 900
1,058,400
413,300

4,839,700

Year of “Number of

census

1945

1921
1920
1926
1921.
1920
1922
1930
1926
1928
1950

1986
1930
1950
1925
1930
1930
1921:
1920
1930
1921

agricultur-

ists gain-
fully em-
ployed per
100 ha of
cultivated

land

46,0

о, 7

4845

65,5
18.1

2241

39.1

4844

353 7

76.5

4:5

44,5
50.5
38,6
394€
52.2
E5.7
53.8

28.1
80.7
62.8

gainfully cngaged in agriculture in the several European countries.

Genera
densit;

Of pon. -
lation

per
square

km.

133.1

179,€
245.2
5342
76,0
42 + 2
25.5
0.7

73.3%
47, 7
95,9

45.6
132. 9
29,0
38, 7
8,7

231,4
70,0
13,2
98, 7
55.9

The defect of this tabulation is unly that it was not

drawn up for exactly the same years, nor are the returns on

the cultivated area from the same years either, tut only from

years close to each J.ther. This circumstance, however, dues not

impair the value of the deta which give sufficient information.

Tt is striking in the table that the density of the agriculture)

population has almost nothing to do with the density of the

total population. There are countries where the average density

>f the population is very high, and nevertheless in the

itsclf the proportion of the agriculturel population to

country

the area
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of cultivated land is very small. Or, ceonverssly, thinly

inhabited countries have a too numerous agriculturel populati.:

compared to the cultivated area. If we look at the density of

only the agricultural pogulation the rate we find in Hungary |:

low, and there are lower rates only in Great Britain, in Den-

mark, Spain, Sweden and France (there is only a very small

difference tetween the last three). It is interesting that

Denmark has the lowest density of agricultural population. Ker:

in Comparison to the other Furopean cuuntries the peasants woul

have ample room to expand. We find the highest density of agri-

cultural populaticn in Switzerland and in Greece} in both

countries the density of the agricultural poouletion is more

than twice as hich as in Hungary. The second is, however, thin-

ly populated and it is interesting that the agricultural pypu-

lation seems to be crowded in the other twc Balkan States too,

in Bulgaria and i: Yugoslavia, althoughthe average density of

0018100 r these countries is not high, The rate of Hulland,

which is a very populous country, is ver 60, berons the neigt

touring and also very populous Belgium is better off in this

respect. It is interesting how similar conditionsare in Ger-

many and Italy. The average density of population is about the

same in both countries and the situation of the agricultural

population is also absut the same. In Germany there are 46,0

and in Italy 50.5 persuns engaged in agriculture per 100 hec-

tares. It is a pity that the date for Rumania arc missing, as

up to the present day this country has not published its census

returns with regard to occupations. As, however, her data on

cultivated land are available, one may infer that the density

of her agricultural population is about 40-44, thus certainly

higher than that of Hungary.
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$y There are many reasons for the density of ths agri-

cultural population being SO different in the various coun-

trics of Euroys, - probably the distribution of landed proper-

tics teing the principal one. Where the landed properties

are divided up the density of the agricultural population is

undoubtedly much higher than where there are large estates,

tut climate, the quality of the soil, intensive or extensive

methods of cultivating the land and other circumstances too

may be of influence. It is certain that in Hungary the pro-

portions of ciltivated land to the total area is about the

nighest.in the whole of Europe, and as we nave seen, the agri-
4

cultural population is small in comparison to the area of

cannot 7 эмег-
   

cultivated land. Thus   eak of an

 

in Hungary one

population of agriculture, in spite of the fact that the census

returns say. almost the reverse.Sith a better distribution of

the landed property, as we have proved, the double of the

present agricultural population could get settled and find a

living. Phe present Government are considering the question,

us it is a healthy state of things if the peasantry, Which is

the backbone of the nation and which serves to the greatest

-

extent the growth and the development of the country's

population, retains its own occupation as far as 052118 ,

and if only a small part of the surplus population intreades

the industrial population, - the growth oí which with the

soreading of culture and with WET|cdnsumpt Lon is
+

naturally also necessary.
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HUNGARY'S PEOPLE AND TEEPROBLEM OF THE GROWTH  

 OF HER POPULATION
AIA

I. Size and constitution of thepopulation.
a

Size and density of population.
Gno يانااديني -qu e e e de qe eu Ue de UE Uh ae WS dle Ue dee E ía e de de e de

Fungary's territory, as is known, was scoverely

q

mutilatcd by the” Treaty of Trianon. fhe pre-war area of

the Kingdom of St. Stephen of 535 413 ‘aaûaps kilometres was

reduced to 92,965 square kilometres and out of a population

of 20,886,467 persons, according to thc census of 1910, only

7,615,117 were Tre.de"after the peacc treaty Hungary

retained only 24.6 percent. of her arca and 36.5 per cent.

of her population. This paris is but little modified if we

comparc ths remaining arce and pooulation with that of Hungary

proper instead ofa whole Kingdom (taking into conside-

ration that Croatia~Slavonia had a very extensive linguistic,

cultural ana ecohumie entengmy}. In this casc the above per-

contagss amount to 5:49 ant 4147, regpcctively.

According to the Sensus of 1910the ‘density of the

population of Hungary Was 6418var Square km“; on the Trianon

arca, squally on the basis of the data of thé census of 1910;

it rose to 81,9, ой account of thc density of thc population

in the remaining central Ares being in ecneral much higher

than on thc mostly mount ainóus bordcr covorcd with forests,

-foreover, the country's Capital,Budapsest, numbcring alrcady
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at that time almost onc million inhabitants, the popula-

tion of which was sustannes вуmigrations from former

historical Hungary, wcighsd much more hcavily upon the

r-duced arca than had been thc cass with regard to the

historical territory. In tho time immediately after the

war, “us refugees from the dctuchcd torritories camc

strcaming in, thc population of thc remaining arca in-

crzascd to an sven greater exuont than that of thc cedod

tcrritories, although cmigrations took place from the

mother country too, so that in spito of the losses causoû

ty .the war the ccnsus of 1940 countcd 7,990,202 souls,

and taut of 1930 8,688,519 souls. Tho Geer of population

‚thus rose to 85.8,. and in 1930 to 90.4. Thc cstimated popu-

lation at the end of 1938 is over 9 millions (9,076,000),

and the density of population 97:1 capita per square km.

As thc majority of thc population of Hungary up to the

prcscnt day is engaged in egriculturc, this density is

to bc considorcd a very high one, all the more us in

cvery ons of the neighbouring South-Eastcrn countrics the

average density of the population is considorably lomen.

thus .thc estimatc for 1937 in Rumania is 65.9, in Yugoslavia

61.0, in Bulgaria 60.5, andin Greece 52.5. It should be

notcd hers as wedt 45 below thut the arca rcforrcû to is

always that fixed by the ~Ireet;of Trianon. With rcgard to

the territory, rccovercd by. Hungary in conformity with the

Vienna liccision of November 2nd , 1938 there мов a fairly

dctailcd consus on D:comber 15th, 1938 th: r:sults of which

hove olrcedy been publishod. As tho Consus was cerrisû

throughalmost cight ycars lat-r than th- last on: on the

Trisnon arca, and as thc tcrritory :nû populution of Hungary



incroascd again in March, 1939 by the addition of Carpatho-

Ruthenia where a census was held in the month of July of

the current year, there is no way of treating the total prese:

area, and, within the scope of this study, we shall have to

be content to take into consideration only the data of the

census of 1900. returned for the area fixed by the"Treaty of

Aira) td : “ih bite,

‘The average density of the,national population

(93.4 in 1930) naturally :.covers great extremes in the different

parts ‘of the: country, nòt to mention the fact that if we

take the municipalities apart, their density of population is

several times as high as that of the counties. Thus, in the

municipal boroughs, that :is to say in the towns of the same

ragk as the counties the Gensity.of population was on en

average 89.5, whereas rin the counties which include alse

towns it was 79,0. If we.take the .counties exclusive of the

towns the densityof population of the total area of the

remaining communities ís only 7l.l. However, if we look at the

tewns separately we do. not get quite an objective view, as the

towns usually.increass their po-:ulations by attracting the

inhabitants of the districts. around them;. thus from the point

of view of the demsity of population they are completely

* interdependent with the territories surrounding them, This is

why in Table 1 we! have included .the towns in the: area of the

counties in. which they are situated: .

; i 4 ; .
“x . 4 7 я
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e .1) For. the. sake of completeness we. give here the data of greate:
Fungary: the present area of Fungary (August 1939) comprises
117,1: 0 square kms, and according: to the census of 1930
the population numbers 10,312,000 capita. Taking into con-

. sideration the natural growth of the population this figure
has risen to about 10,820,000. Consequently the density of

+ - the population on the increased:ares ig at. apyrate somewhat
lower than it was on the Trianon area: on the basis of the
returns of 1930 it was 87.9, whereas at present it is 92.5.



Tgking first of all the 'three principdl regions of

the country which are really’ only geographically determined:

Trans-Danubia, the Great Plain and the North, it will be seen

that, as to averagedensity of po.ulation, the Great’ Plein

stands in the first plaée with 115,5, then comes the North

“with*60.9, and onty in the last pluce comes the Western Part

of the country, Trans-Danubia, where the denatig of popula-

tion is 72.8. The comparison of the date of the three large

regions is, howev-r, not quite correct, as it must be’

rememberéd that the Capital with its inhabitants numbering

more than one ‘million souls is comprised ‘in the Great Plein;

in fact the whole agglomeration of Budapest, Grceater-Buda-

peat, counts” 1,423,000 inhatitants. This oversize capital,

the dimensions of which were actually meant for pre-wam

Cradter Hungary, croatly disturbs the proportions of the

density of population not only on thé whole présent area,

buteven morc ‘so if we take smaller districts apart. If we

consider the Great Plain ‘exclusive of Budapest, its density

of ‘population is‘only 92.0, and if we exclude the whole of

Greater Budapest‘ the figure comes down to 82.7. There is no

doubt that even so the Great Plein has the highest density

of population. ض

Now, if wecompare the figures of density of popula-

tion in the different counties, it will be apparent that the

most thinly populated county of the lend is Ateuj-Torna lying

in the- farthest North, where the. density of population per

„Square km. 18 only 54,5. Next comes a Trans-Danubian county,

Somogy, where there ar 57.6 souls to a square kilometre.

The density of populationis’ between €0 and 70 (61.5) in the

"county of Veszprém which is likewise in Trans-Dunubia, then
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in Bihar lying in the Great Plain in the East (63.5), and

finally in: the Trans-Danubian county of Fejér, which is not f=

from the Capital, the density of the population is only 65.8,

- in fact without the town of Székesfehérvar comprised in its

territory it is only 57.5. we srall point out below the reasons

for this peculiarly low density. of population. The most thinly

populated counties are in very different parts of the country,

and. the same is true as regards the most densely populated

counties too. Quite remarkable is the rate of the density of

population of the county.of Pest the area of which is extremely

large in comparison to the other counties, this being due to

the situation of the Capital. If we leave Budapest out, the

density of population in:the ‘county of Pest is only 115.6, and

if we also exclude from .ourcomputation ths suburbs belonging

to Greater Budapest it. .comes down to. 62.5, . The next most dense-

ly populated county. is. Csongrád where the rate is 99,4, but

here too is muct be remembered that the second largest city of

the country, Szeged, is ineludad in it. In spite of the area

of this city. being very large (816 square kms. ), its density

of- population is nevertheless 165.5, The density of population

of the county of Csongrad itself, excluding the towns of

HodmezBvasarhely and Szeged cosprised in. its territory, is

78,8, Thc density of population of the county of Sopron is

over 90, namely 9.4, = but here too without the town of

Sopron the rate is only. 79,2. In the county of Borsod the

density figure of 90.6 is likewiss raised by the thickiy

populated town of miskole, without which it is only 76.0.

Apart fromthssc-thergis onlyrone county, theunited

Kumarom-Esztergom, where the density of population exceeds

90 (90.4). There is no. town:of importance in the county to



cause the greater donsity of populstion, and thus it can

te said that actually this county, wherc the accumulátion

of the population is mostly duc to mining, is the most

+donsely populated.

It is cortain that so far ais density of population

is concerned no system may be ¿stablishcd with regard to the

different parts of Hungary. Thicklyv and thinly populated

areas alternate side by side, the county averages hiding

groat extremes within cach county. If we zxamine the density

of population in the different districts, + för instancé in

the two adjoining districts of Gouztæs unû Tatabanya in the

county of Komárom, - we shall find that the density Of popu-

lation is almost twice us high in the one as it is in the

oth5f. Districts with s density of poyulation below 50 are

to be found in the ¿ohtral perte of Trans-Danubia, in ths

region between ths Danube na” the Tisza, on the borders

beyond’ the Tisza and in thà fêr Northern corner of thé

country. At the samc time the most thickly populated districts

are in very differant parts of the country too, principally

in the South-Eastern cornsr óf the Grc.t Plain, then at the

Juncturc of the counties bf Pest, leaves and Jisz-Nagykun-

Szolnok, further along ths Uppcr Tisza and finally in the

Western and South-E.stcrn” parto of Trins-Danubiá. The reason

fer the density of population differing so widcly is best

explained by the occusational distribution of the population,

the varying importance of mining), hundicrafts and industry

Dwhich give rise to a dense p.puletion. “Further, not only

the quantity but also the quality о? the cultivated soil is

of consequence, ad finally tv nu small extent the

different types as to size of8 propörtics, The effects

of these factors will bé treated further bslow.



It may be uscertaincd гоп. the forcgoing that in the

first place it is the presence vf towns whichincreases the

density of population in ths dufferchi pente of the country,

The principal example of this is Budupest itself, un agglomera-

tion too great in sroboftion to she present soputsiten of the

country, which‘ tonsequontly rafsrs th- donsity of population of

th: connty in which it li-s to 159.3, retwithseunding th-

fact the t th: county is dispropcrtion:t: 1y largr than th:

othe rs (it is wie. as 1-180 cs th: n:xt larg-st county).

Without th: Cupit: 1 the density of puoulat ion of th: county is

only 115.6, cxcluding morcov:r thc suburbs of Budapest, €2.3.

We havc scen thet in all the; antics where thc dcnsity of

population is over 90, with the toasting of 10800101071555 5180

it is the larger towns nich incrouss thc density of ths

population. On the other hand in hay me8 which show the

lowest density of popultion, like Abeuj=Turns, Somogy,

Voszprém, Bihar, thc towns havc but small significance. It is

necessary therefore to. compute in: rato of the density of

popul-tion exclusive of thc towns, taking into account only

the inhabitents of villuges on the oncside and the are: of

cultivated land on the other; Netur:1ly thosc figues cannot

be comp:red with thc avercge rut: of the density of popul=tion,

as there the total popui-tion is combined With the total arca,
as

   

ا

   nowhereus the ratcs stated herc combi thc Bote l village

cd ©: nd of villeges, + ussuming

 

1: tion with the ure. of gultivat

th:t tie inhebitunts of villuges ere almost without excoption

enguged in agriculture, which, however, is not entirely true

(sce data in Tıble. 1). It my h.ppen thut on _ccount of the

different bases of comp. rison,- «nd it cotucl1y does quite

often so heppen, - the lattcr figures ure higher than the



rates of the average density of population; we shall never-

theless give those rates which are only to be considered

as crude figures, but at thc same timc we shell find © way

. of comparing with the area of cultiv.ted 1: nd only the pupu-

lation engascd in agriculture, and not the total rural popu-

lation.

When looking at the data ia question we see that

the highest density of population is to be found in the

following counties: Komarom-E.zterrom (114,7), Pest (133.1),

Borsod (109.3). Zala {101.6) and Nograd (101.1). It is appe-

rent for those acquainted with conditions there, tnat in

most of these cases there is no question of a great density

of agricultural population, but in all these counties with

the exception of Zala a creat numbsr, of people vccupied in

mining and industry, live svenin the rural communities.

" Among the rural. population of Komarom-Eszt-rgom, Borsod and

Nograd there are many enga: eú in mining, since the coal

mines of the dismgmbered country are mostly concentrated in

thess three counties. The high rate in the county of Pest

is caused by the- suburbs of Budapest, a great many of which are

villages from the point of view of administration, though

they have, however, quite assumed the charact.r of towns).

Only in the county of Zala is tie density of the rural

population really high, and this - as we shall see - is

apparent from ‚ther data too, The density of the rural

population computed Vans apurcatidos200 in two Western

counties also, in Sopron and Vas (99,0 and 94.4 respectively).

In these two counties, however, the industrial povulation is

quite numerous even in the communities of a rural type and

there are several large villages which arc almost like towns.



The density of the rural populationappears to be decidedly

high in the counties of Heves and Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok where

it is over- 90 per square kilometre. We find the lowsst ratio:

in the ow unty of Fc jér whers it is only 66.9 and in that of

Bihar, where it is 67,8, Next comes Somogy with 71.7. As is

well known the counties of Somvgy and Fojér are the home of

great landed properties, so ths low density of population is

comprchensible there, which cannot be said to the same extent

of the county of Bihar,where consequently the density of

population is really low when compared to the cultivated

area. It may be found curious that in the county which has

the lowest average, that is to say in Abauj-Torns, where the

average density of population is only 54.5 and where, as there

are no towns, the whole: population may be considered as rural,

the rate is” fairly high when compared with the cultivated land.

namely 80.5. This is explained by the fact that there is a

comparatively large amount of woodland and various other kinds

of cultivatibn in the county cther than areble land, The

situation is simildr in the Trans-Danubian county of Veszprém

where there arce many forests too. At any rate one gets a much

better idea of the density of the agricultural population when

cempareú with the oxtent ef cultivated land. We shall return

to this:questfon later,

Urban and rural aggl.merations ofthe oopulation
we wo am on wn. re de dle de de HS lb e e e — o 2 de AN MN dp deE qu has.e e de do de mo e me e e Ge BE oh Ge Te we Se on сен ايا

Whoever wishes to study intently the constitution and

distribution of Hungary's population, cannot .verl.ok the

fact that the conditions of agglemeration, especially on the

present area of Hungary, are ¿f quite a special character and

different from the conditions in Western Europe.’ The largest
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part of the present area is the Plain lying to the East and

partly to the West of the Danube, the so-called Great. Plain,

the inhabitants of which were more exposed than others to

the devastations of the Turks, Here thousands of small vil-

lages were destroyed during thoss «wo hundred years, and

some were onlyleft in the North-Fastern corner of the Great

Plain, which was beyond the reach of Turkish rule (the

counties of Szabolcs and Szatmar). The Turks could more

easily overcome communities with a small number of inhabi-

tants, could more easily enslave them and drive them away

than the citizens of larger places. For this reason the

populations of small villages ‘ook refuge in the towns, that

is to say in larger agglomerations, increasing these, and

the confines of the deserted villages became merged with those

of the larger communities. This state ofthings kept on even

after the rule of the Turks had come to an .‚andı But few

villages sprang up in the place of the ones destroyed; new

communities, which were mostly foreign settlgments, only

came into being where, on the part of the Government,

systematic colonisation ensued. These parts, however, do

not belong to Hungary at present, in fact the foreign

settlements made. their separation possible on.the basis of

nationality principle. After the Turkishoccupation had

come to un and, the situation changed only inasmuch as the

borders of. the densely populated communities of. the Plain,

became by and by inhabited by people who had moved there

from the interior of the community. Dispersed hamlets and

groups of hamlets sprang up, so.that nowadays in many

instances the half, or even more. than the half of the

inhætitants of such populous communities do not live in
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the community itself, but on the outskirts, sometimes ten or

fifteen kilometrés from the centre. This state of things

naturally has very many drawbacks, but it would be exceedingl;

difficult to find a remedy for it now. Naturally the most

healthy solution, if it were possible, would be to form

separate villages out of the hamlets and groups of hamlets on

the outskirts; this, however, encounters great difficulties

on account of the farmsteads being dispersed. As, from the

point ¢f viéw of administration, thesz hamlets end groups of

“hamlets form ‚roperly speaking one place together with the

mothercommunity, there are at present, in Hungary in mrticu-

lar, many rural communities which nave a very large number of

inhabitants, According to tune census of 1930 there are as

many as 59 such "villages" in Hungary the population of which

exceeds 10,000 souls. It is true that the suburbs of Budapest

“which have the chiracter of villages are comprised in these,

nevertheless most of them are settlements of agrisuitural

populations, and the number of inhabitants of some approaches

30,000. Thus, for instance Békés has 28,907 ihhabitdnts,

Törökszentmiklos 26,503, Szarvas 25,561 and Oroshaza 24,926.

On the other hand among the county towns there’ are settlements

of a type quite similar to those mentioned here; they differ

from these communities only in that from the point of view of

administration they are of a municipal character. At the Lead

of the municipality there is hot a sheriff or a notary, but a

mayor, and it is not subordinated to the district authorities

but is under ‘the immediate Jurisdictionof the county . Such

towns are, to mention only a few: Codngrad, Ha jdutdsz8rmény,

Jaszberény, Karcag, Kiskunfélegyhaza, Kiskunhalas, Mezitur,

MT» TA

Nacvk8rUs, etc. Of the municipal borcughs EodmezUuvasarhely
ES 3 p e



and Kecskemét may be reckoned here, since notwithstanding

their 60 - 80,000 inhabitants, they are really of the type

of villages, when considering the principal occupation of

their povulation.

These circumstances explain the fact that among

0,417 communities of Hungary to-da; (taking towns andvil-

lages together) there are only 1,705, that is to say 49,9

per cent., with a number of inhabitentes below a thousand,

There are further 1,440 (46.2 per cent.) with a population

between one and five thousand, 161 сиди five to ten tiousand

souls, and not less than 109 communities have over 10,000

inhabitants, though among these there are only 52 towns (the

population of four towns is below 10,000). une naturally

obtains quite a different picture if one looks at the popu-

lation of the villages with their various numbers of inhabi-

tants; here it will be found that only 10.9 par cent, of the

population Live In villages numbering less than a thousand

imhobitants, in the categor; between one and five thousand

there jive 4.2 per cent. , between five and ten thousand

12.4 per cent. and in communities of more than ten thousand in-
À : ,

habitants 42.5 per cent. So, those unacquainted with con-

Gitions in Hungary may think that the urban pooulation is

prevalent. Inäsed, if we lower the limit of tie number of

inhabitants, the population of communities of over five

thousand persons amount to 55,9 per cent. of the country's

total pnooulation, whereas in agglomerations with municipal

administrative organisations there live only 2,681,251 souls

which is 55.2 per cent. of the population, but in view of

all that has teen said above eventhese populations are not
4

altogether truly urban. The changes brought about in this
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respect ty the dismemberment are apparent if we consider that

in pre-war Hungary only 35.8 per cent. of the population livec

in villages and towns with a number of inhabitants over 5,000

and at present, as we have already mentioned, this has risen

to 55.9 per cent. It is true, however, that since 1910 the mo::

populous villages have increased more rapidly; on the present

area, according to the census of 1910, 48.9 per cent, of the

country's population lived in communities numbering more than

‚five thousand inhabitants, and this has now increased to 55.9

per cent. The concentration of the population in such large

agglomerations explains many striking phenomena, for instance

“the fact of ‘the Hungarians having steadily gained ground before

. and after the war, of which we shall not speak at length here,

After the foregoing observations we shall now deal

with the urban population in the strict sense of the word, that

is to say with the population living in places which adminis-

tratively are towns. In Hungery there are Juridically MD

categories of towns: municipal boroughs and county towns. The

municipal boroughs are actually of the same rank as the

counties: their territory, even if surrounded by that of the

county, is quite independent of hé county authorities, They

have just so much in common thet the centre, the seat of the

county is in the most cases the municipal horeñali lying within

its territory. There are only three such municipal boroughs out

of the eleven which are not at the same time the chief towns

of the respective counties, The county towns are placed under

the county authorities; their legal state is approximately the

same as that of a district. The sphere of authority of the

mayor is about the same as that of the chief high constable

of the district. On the Trianon area there are 45 Such county
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towns; their number changes from time to time, as some

villages become town authorities; on the other hand, it also

happens that a torn becomes a village again.if it is inca-

pable of supporting the burdens incumbent .on it. The. eleven

municipal ‘boroughs, including here also Budapest, the

Capital, contained according to the census of 1930,1,676,986

souls, and the 45 county towns all together 1,204,565 souls;

thus the total urban population amcuats to 2,881,251 souls,

that is to ‘say 33.2 per cent. of the country's population

The.Wost=uar decade was not very good for the development

of the urban population, as over against an actual increase

of the population by 8,7 per sent. the urban population only

increased b 9,5 per cent. which is not much more than the

average rate of the growth-of the population, in fact hard-

ly more than that of villages (6.5 per cent. ), If we look

only at the administrative grouping, the accretion of the

population of the countytowns. was somewhat larger (10.0

per cent.), from 1920 to 1930, -than that of the municipal

boroughs (8,8 per cent.); -in fact communities with over

10,000 inhabitants. show an even greater increase of popu-

lation (12,5 per cent.) than any other category of towns,

But if we look at the date more closely we find that the

greater increase of population.of these lower categories

is due to inclusion in them of the suburbs of Budapest, which,

whether of the character of towns or of villages had a very

¡arge increase of population, ‘In the following tatulation

we Bive a list of tnese towns and villages, as well as the

data of the growth of population without these communities

&lso (see table on р. 15).
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Towns 1920 1930 Increase %

Budafok 13,666 19,691- - 6,005 45.9
Kispest 51,064 64,512 13,448 26,5
Pestszenterzsébet . 40,545 67,907 27,562 67.5

Rakospalotu 35,035 42,949 7,916 22.6
Ujpest 57,464; 67,400 9, 956 17.5

Total: 197, 792 262,459 64,667 52.7

County towns:
Total: 1,094,824 1,204,265 109,441 10.0

County towns
without the
suburbs of

  

 

Budapest: 897,032 941,806 44, 774 5.0

Villages

Csepel | 9,069 22,901 9,312 68.6
‘Pestszentlërinc 11,777 30,611 18,834 159,8
Pestu jhely … | 7,696. 11,340 3,444 43.6
Rakosszentmihaly 9,685 14,083 4,858 52.7

Sashalom — ; 16,225 - 11,798 22 15; 567. 69.4

Total: 48,713 90, 727 48,015 66,2

Total of villages
over 10,000 7464512 842,291 95,779 12.5

Villages of 10,000
without the suburbs
of Budapest | 699,800. ... 151456: .. 51,764 Go:

It. is apparent from. this that, without the five county

towns in the vicinity of Budapest, the ten years increase of the

population of the other county towns was only 5.0 per cent,, and

that the villages with over 10,000 inhabitants, also excluding

the ones in the vicinity of Budapest, was only 7.4 per cent. It

is certain that the growth of the Capital did not stop after the

war, but it overlapped its administrative boundaries. From 1920

to 1930 Budapest together with her suburbs increased by 202,779

souls, that is to say by 16.7 per cent., 80 that in itself it

accounts for about 30 per cent. of the country's increase
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in population, and in realit; even more than that, as the

influence of the development of Budapest can be pointed out

.in her more.diistant environs. Thus, ‘for instance looking
+

only at the communities with over 10,000 inhabitants, the
€

-populat ion of Soroksar which is in the vicinity of Budapest

but does non count as part of Greater Budapest, increased

within those ten ‚ ears .by 14.7 per.tenty and that of Vecses

by 38.4 per cent.

It is clear from the abovesaid that if we Go not

count Budapest and the communities influenced by ner, the

populat lon of the towns in Hungary strictly speaking did.

‚ not increase ‚even to tre same extent as that of the 7218683

and consequently in Hungary the Ericaton consists dainiy

of an anny concentration towards the Cantal which is

‘already too large Рогебе diminished areaof the country.

The size of Budapest 15 completely out of proportion to that

of the other towns too. There ae ño provincial centres as

in most of the Western countries, wiere theurtan population

is not centred in the pia. but*aps.rt from the Capital

there are other centres of the size of towns or even cities

of first rank. To some extent the situation in France is

similar to that in Hungary as, except for Paris, there are
+

*+ا

no other towns of such size; the next largest town, Mar-

seilles, has only one fourth of the population of Paris

if we take the latter together with ner suburbs. The lack

of shontation is still greater ‘in Hungary; the next iargest

town after the Capital, Szeged, ras not even one tenth of

the population of Greater Budapest. Besides Szeged, Hungary has

only one more town with over 106,000 inhabitants, Debrecen,

but it is a great disadvantage for both towns that they lie
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near the Trianon frontier, and so are deprived of an important part

of their natural outlet, which certainly stands in the way of their

development. It is, however, the fate of several towns of the

present territory that the new frontier is drawnalmost in their

immediate vicinity; such among the municipal boroughs for instance

is Sopron, and among the county towns Balassegyarmat, Esztergom,

Gyula, Komarom, Köszeg, Mako, Salzotar jan, Satoral jaujhely. The

populations of three towns out of the nine enumerated here have

actually decreased between the two last censuses. There was a normal

incremse of 11.6 per cent. only in Sulsotar jan which was due to the

development of coal mining. AS Tar as Komarom is concerned, it is

true that the increase in population was 26.€ per cent, but this is

only due tothefact that the larger half of the town, 01d Komarom,

lying onthe Ieft side of the Danube, came into. the possession of

Czechoslovakia, and there was great migration into the part of the

town which had been left to Hungary, from the part on the other side

of the river. Besides this, the town of Komatols developed into an

administrative centre. There is no doubt, however, that the popu-

lations, not only of some of the towns on the border, Lut also of

some in the interior of tie cnuntry, decreased. Such are almost

without exception towns of an agricultural type where - as land

cannot be increased - the agricultural population was not gble to

subsist any longer under thc present condi’ions of husbandry, and

they either migrate to other towns or else settle in rew villages,

On the other hand, industry too is unable to develop, as it should,

in these localities, because in the most cases raw materials are

lacking. moreover, it must be remembered that it is just in the

large agricultural towns of the Plein that therc has been a heavy

fall in the number of births; the balance of natural increase is

graduslly deteriorating, which also helps to tring the development
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to 2 standstill. We shall speak of this further when
i

comparing the natural and actual increases more in detail.

As we have already mentioned, when one speaks of

towns in Eager, only towns in the administrative sense

of the word are always to te und erstood, - that is to say

communities which arc Jaridica lly qualified as towns, >

and the оссара+ ions. of their inhabitants are to be Loft

Le dt à un A

out of consideration. Tne following data show that an im-

portsant part of the urban population is engaged in agri-

culture, the country's ponulation being in tne majority

an agricultural one: out of 2, 581,Ro tour inhabitants

even in 1950 not less than 568, 524 ala, that is to say

19.7 per cent. were enga.ed in agriculture. EN almost

onc fifth of the urban population strict.ly sngsaking_ cannot

  

»

ms
be considered as townsfolk. Actually this figure is still

 

higher, because tre mass of day labourcrs not specified

morc closely is mads up for the most part, especially in

the towns of an agricultural stamp, of workers engageG 1N

agriculture, and they together with their families Tepre-*

5 Е e

sent 66,304 souls, .that. it 10 say 213 per cent. of the po”

pulat ion. Thus many of them have to be reckoned to the

: = + 3 7 Te Y + 3 soc

agricultural population not to mention the fairly large

number of artisans and people of other occupations, who,

spart from their regular work, do farming or gardening

as well, sincsg they possess a small piece of land. It

ver, although
вwould be very difficult to ascertain their num

crude data are availabic. The 19.7 per cent., however, SHOWS

only the average rate of the,agricultural popula tion in the

towns. Much more significant is the fact that the total

population of towns in which at least two thirds of the
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of the inhabitants are engaged in agriculture represents

146,277 persons; the inhabitants of towns wiers the agriculturs.

population is in absolute majority, tut at the same time ia

not as much as ско thirds, total 556,414 souls; finally, in

those towns where the agricultural element has a relative

majority the total population is 311,60€ souls, Summing up these

three categories in which the agricultural population is in

the absolute or relative majority, it will be found that the

population of towns of a decidedly agricultural type amounts

to 794,298 persons. Out of this population as many as 425,650

are enraged in agriculture, and the industrial population of

those towns accounts for only 220,855 persons. 50 in the

Western European sense of the word these communities would not

be considered as towns, although their inhabitants number

twenty, thirty or even sixty thousand, which accounts for their

being classified as towns, In contradistinction to the agri-

cultural peasants! towns ther: ars others of the genuine town

type where the agricultural population is insignificant in0
8

number; the population of thess + together with Budapest = is

2,066,953 souls, out of which only 142,874, thatis o say not

even 7 per cent., are engageú in agriclliture, whereas the

industrial population - inclusive of mining industry, of trade,

‚ banking and transport - amounts to 1,248,646 persons, thus

roughly to 60 per cent. of the population.

In order to give a complete picture we shall sum up

the urban and rural population according to the two large

occupational groups, agriculture and industry:



    

 

 

ма or country Total Guns of which

population Agricultural Industrial

| number % Number 9

ms of an agri- ios
tural type: 794,298 425,650 53.6 220,855 28.7

wns of an in-
istrial type: | 2,086,953 142,674 6,6 1,248,464 59.5

>tal of towns: 2,081,251 -: 568,524 7 1,469,481 51.0

ountry (villages)- 5,807,068 3,930,8€9 67,7 1, 356,751. 27.0

“hs whole land 8,668,319 4,499,395 51.8 2.806.232 52.5

’rom which Great-
‚r Budapest: 1,421,397 23,639 17 950,699 669

Accordingly 33.2 per cent. of the country's population

live in places which are towns.in the administrative sense

of the word; but if we take only the towns of an industrial

type the rate of the town population is only 24,0 per cent.

At any rate there is a source of error in comparing the urban

ponukation with the total vovulation, as in the towns too

there lives a population of a non-industrial character, On

the other hand there is a fairly important industrial element

living not only in towns of an agricultural stamp, but in

villages too, Industry and trade occupies 28.0 per cent. of.the

population ‘in the villages and if- we aûd to-this all the rast

r of the population 'of an urtan type, the intclligentsia,

retired officials and people of other occupations too, proper-

ly speaking about '30 per cent. of the population in villages

may be regarded as an urban element. In any case we should

get a different picture if we were to pick out those villages

where the industrial population is in the majority. Such are

especially the populous communities which are really the

suburbs of Budapest and which nevertheless are not towns in the
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administrative sense of. the word. So, for ths sake of completc-

ness, we included in the table above the data on Greater Buda-

pest too. It is apparent that mors than one third of the in-
—————]

 

dustrial population, that is to say of the population of

 

primarily an urban type, is concentrated in tho Capital itself.

 

In Hungary, therefore, ths industrial concentration is very

great; it is almost unsalutary, especially if we consider that

the manufacturing industry is concentrated even to a greater

degree on the area of Greater Budapest. We shall deal with this

later and shall here simply mention the following: out of 1,959

industrial enterprises with a personnel of more than twenty, ther:

are 1,217, and out of 235,864 workers employed by them not less

than 155,502, that is to say two-thirds, work in Budapest, or

in its immediate vicinity, This excessive industrial concentra-

tion, although it has advantages, is nevertheless unhealthy and

~
~in some cases even dangerous, For this reason a gradual decentra-

lisation of industry would be desirables

In Hungary one can. doubtless observe the phenomenon met

with all over the world of the population aggregating in towns,

but with the difference that the Capital, and its immediate

surroundings which are. within its sphere, get too much of it.0
9

The following data are a proof of this}
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Balance cf

migration
Natural increase
or decrease (=)

Actual increass

or decrease (=)

Numbers y Numbers 7: Numbers g

counties 563,243 "6,7 740 ‚014 11.5 176,771 - 2,5
Jdunicip. boroughs 154,874 в, 8 de ,005 2.1 $102,869 + 7

‘County towns 109,441 10.0 67.214 6.1 + 42,227 + 3.8

All the towns 244,515 9.3 90,219 3.6 +145,096 + 5.5

Villages with
over 10,000 inh. 93,779 12.5 86,205 11,5 +.-7,55¢ + 1.0
Villages with less
than. 10,000 inh. 360,023... 7.8 586,97 12.7 -226,5528 - 4.9

All the villages 450,602 8.5 672,800 12.6 -218,998 - 4,1

HUNGARY 698,117 8.7 772,019 9.6 - 73,908 - 049

Out of this Great- - ' vi A

er Budapest 203,779 16,7 17,183 1.4 $186,626 +5

The rest of the
country 494,338 7.6 754, 866 11.1 -260,526 - 3.9

These figures show very ciesrly the direction of inter-

migration. If we compare simply the counties with tne municipal

boroughs, we find that the counties lost roughly 177,000 capita

through migration out of which tiie municipal boroughs gained

103,000 persons, and the other 74,000 streamed out of the country

during the ten years. But within the counties themselves as well,

the county towns account for a gain of 42,000 capita through

inter-migration,* so that the loss of all the villages amounts

to 219,000 souls which is more than 4 per cent. of the populati or

But even as regards these, the larger communities have a small

excess through immigr:tion; consequently the loss of the smaller

communities through migration is even greater than LHe above fig

r all that has been said0and it is very nd&r 5 per cent. Aft

about the disproportionate development of Budapest and its

suburbs it cannot be surprising to see in the last figures

of the table that in spite of the country's population having

incurred a loss of almost 74,000 capita in tue ten years through

emigration, Greater Budapest attracted almost 187,000 souls from

the other parts of the country, so that if we take the Capital
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apart, the loss of the total arca of the country inclusive

of. emigration abroad was over 260,000 capita.

: ле can by no means consider 1his course a healthy

one. First of all because the Capital hardly contributes to

the natural increase, and secondly. because it attracts more

than a quarter of the country!s natural increase, and, once

there, the immigrant population bscomes sterile, We also

see from the above table that between 19280 and 1930 there

was a heoithy. growth of poyulation only in the villages

Where. it amounted to 12.6 per coat. during the ten years

whereas in the towns the natural increase was only 5.8

per cent. Even in the two different categories of towns one

can notice the different pace of natural increase; the county

towns had a Natural increase of 6.1 per cent, whereas the

municipal boroughs. together with Budapest had only 2,1 per cent

In.spite of the fact that a ¿reat vart of the excess of births

migrates from tne villages to the towns, thefc is no such con-

Siderable difference between the nace of actual growth, as

inter-migrations would make one suppose, just because the

respective rates of natural incrcasé almost baiance the differ-

ence; The villa.cs incrcased-all the same by £45 per cent, ,

the towns in spite oi the immigra: on only by 9.3 per cent.

À much greuter contrast is seen if we compare Greater Budapest

with the rest of the country, as in the ten years the populat io..

01 the first increased by 16.7 per cent. and that of the latter

by 7,4 per cent.

In pre-war Hungary internal migrations did not always

flow towards the towns, but therc were two other distinct

directions of migrations as well, Since, for everyadministrative

centre, particulars of the place of birth of the povulation were
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collected, it is possible to: compute the exchange of popu-

lation between the counties (and the municipal boroughs).

It.is clear from these data that the direction of internal

migration was, generally speaking, from the North to the

South, and it also followed the course of rivers. Thus,

from Transylvania there Were migrations from the Kast to

the West, and towards the Great Plain. There ars data with

regard to the present territory too, but naturally these are

only gathered from the remaining administrative centres and

so they are not comparable with the former data. As the present

territory is upproximatcly that’ part of the country towards

which internal migration had flowed from the Northern and

Eastern borders, on the: same territdry atsimilar direction

of inter-migration is not. 30 easily discernible now, especially

as the: flight of the masses from the dstachea territorics

‘has disturted the former direction of internal migration.

If we lobk at the différence brouht about by migration in

the various administrative centres, ‘that is to say simply

the difference between actual and natural growth, we sec

that apart from the municipal boroughs ‘there are only twc

,

counties: Baes-Rodrog and Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kiskun which-inE

the ten years had an-excoss of immigrants; the ten years

balance of all the others showed-a loss through migration..

In that part of the county of Bacs-Bodrog which had been left

to Hungary, tHe census of 1920-cCould not be held until some-

what later than elsewhere, on account of the then ‘existing

Serbian occupation. Consequently, the census-was probably

not accurate, since ‘many people who had fIed during the occu-

ration later came back; this accounts for ‘the excess of

immigrants and in the case of the county of Pest an adequate



explanation is to be found in the increase of the population

of the environs of the Capital. All the other counties without

axcention incurrad losses more or less through. emigrations; soms

of them lost the greatest part of the natural increase of their

population. Some Trans-Danubian counties stand out particularly

in this respect. thus for instance the loss through migration of

ths county of 0007 was 9,8 per cent. of its population of 1920,

that of the county of Vas which is on the Western border too,

was 9,8 per cent. Over and above the misrakies to the Capital,

a considerable number of people very probably emigrated abroad.

This is not so much the fact with regard to the county of Fejér

situated near the Capital; its 9.4 ger dent, loss of population

was mostly absorbed ty the latter. The counties of former

migrations lying on the Northern border, Abaui-Worha and

Zemplen, incurred even now quite large losses: in the first the

population Guoroussd throu.h emigration by 8.0 per cent. and in

the latter by 7.8 per cent. The similar fairly considerable loss

of poyulation of the county of Hajdu is of a different character;

there is a losehere of 7.2 Der cent. but the greatest part of

this is absorbed by the town of Debrecen lying within its terri-
فال

tory.

When comparing the figures of the natural and actual

increase of population in the different regions it is evident

that on the area of present Fungary, in spite of emigrations

having been comperatively unimportant, there is a very great

fluctuation of the povulation which is not quite explained by

the aggregation in the 801018 An important role is played hers

by the migration of landless agricultural labourers who go about

looking for work or Zor land, The disproportionate distribution

of landed property which will have to be remedied, expiains to
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a large extent the fiuctustion of the novuiation, and this

can be mitigated only by a cthoroush land reform. The dis-

tribution of the population as to RAREIONE and within

this social conditions 88 wcll as the trend of their

development, of which we shall speak later, will explain

to some extent the problem of inter-migration.

4

Distribution by sexes.

According to the census of 1930, Hungary's popula-

tion of 8,688,310 souls was composed of 4,250,110 males

end 4,458,209 females. Consequently, there are 1,044 females

to one thousand males. Thus, the excess of females was

important encugh clade¿Care after 6 var. especially

when compared with conditions in the Statesot the ваз-

kan and of Fastern Europe. 10 051 ours ой Western

Europe, however, the pretonéorante of females is consider

atly greatsr than in Eungary, and even in some of the

26:0468 had been neutral during the Great War the

case is the same. Such are о, С. Norway and Switzerland

re the excess cf fomales over males par 1,000

51 and 76 respectively. In the countries which had taken

part in the Great Wur the CESA of malcs over females is

even to this day greater than in Minera; 1511676161665 where

there hat been several censuses after the Wer the excess

of females 1s noticcably timinishine. This is the case in

Hungary too: in 1920 there were 1,061 females to a thousand

males and in 1050 there were only 1,044.

The excess نأ 609168. 58 far as territorial

distribution is concerned, is highest in ths Great Plain, = ,

namely 1,060, wrich is due to the effect ofBudapest,
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whereas in Trans-Danubia the rate is 1,015 females to a thousand

males, In this part of the country, indeed, there are six

countics where there are more men than women. These are the

counties of Fejér, Györ-Moson, Komarom-Esztercom, Sopron, Vas

and Veszprém which are connected with one another. The rcason

for the excess of males in these parts is due partly to the

fact of a large number of women moving into the towns, especial-

ly to Budapest, to become domestic seivants or factory workers.

On the other hand, in somé counties the growth of mining

attracts male workers, and this adds to the increase of the

excess Of men. As the towns absorb more women than men, in the
a

countics themselves without tre towns the excess of women nowr

adays is unimportant, and among the rural population there are

only 1,015 females to a thousand males, whereas in the towns the

figure is 1,106, The rate in the municipal boroughs - including
4

©Bud Сpest - reaches 1,144, and in Budapest itself 1.189, In

Greater budapest the excess of the foie population is smaller,

the rate being 1,154. If we consider that tha surplus female

population rose from 1,088 to 1,107 in the towns whereas the

rate in the villages decreased from 1,048 to 1,015, it is

apparent that during the last decade women nave been flowing

into the towns. Precisely on account of the difference in the

direction and extent of home migration, the increase of thc

two sexss was very different in tne various counties, For

cxample, in the county of Fe jér the number of males increascú

by 6,704, that is to say hy 6,1 per cent: within ten years, and

that of females Ly эйу 567, which is only 0.5 per cent, In the

county of sopron the increase of the number of males was 4,707,

which is'6.9 per cent., at the same time the number of females

fell by 451 that is to say Бу O,6 per cent. We find a certain
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explanation for this in the fact tnat 'in-tns town of Sopron

the number óf females incrcascd by 940, and that of males

dccreased by 493. One could mention other examples too. So

args a surplus female population in the towns and its further+
=

increass is also partly due to the provision of the Treaty

of Trianon by virtue of which even in 1930 Hungary was. only

allowsd to have a fixed number of soldiers: the -garrisons in

ths various towns were consequently much smaller than before

the Great War, when the surplus female population in the

towns had been counterbalanced by the large number of soldiers.

In Budapest, for instancs, ths ratio of females to males

before the War was only 1,0730, and there were towns in which

theré was an excess of men simply on account of thc large

number of soldiers. In fact in the municipal borou:hs' there

were only 1,005 females to a thousand nales,* and in the

counties the rate was 1,021. The figure' reached well over

1,100 in some counties of Upper Hungary, which either parti-

cipatéd in the emigration to America or*werc néar the sca.

The Great Var had a twofold influence on the figures

of sex-dibtribution. First of all hundreds of thousands of

mon were killed which considerably incrcascd the surplus of

women; on the other hand the war put an end to pro-war

cmigrations which had worked the same way, and consequently

reduced to some sxtent ths surplus: female population. This

is why the comparatively small excess of females on the

present territory in 1910, whi'th was 1,007 women to: a

thousand men, was increased by the War to 1,063. But partly

on account of emigrations having come to a stop, &nd partly

tocause of the excess of males in ths'fising gensfat ion the

proportion sank afain to 1,044. Thé fall wes also caused by
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the change in the nature of emigrations after the war, or

rather by the change in the composition of emigrants. As

merica had put restrictions on immigration, men had a smaller

chance of emigratingwith a view to finding work, and thus

women who went to join in America their husbands who had

previously emigrated, began to play a more important rôle. The

distribution by sexes of the losses incurred by emigration is a

‚Sign of ths same phenomenon.

1

Division Males Females Total

1920° Hon 3,875,904 4,114,298 7,990,202
1930 4,250,110 4,456,209 8,688,319

Actual increase  “ “ 374,206 GRE, 911 698,117
% PERE, 947 7,9 8, 7

Natural increase ;… 400604 : : . 871,415 772,019
% 10.4 9.0 946

Balance of migration  -26,398 'S -47,504 - 73,902
- % ; - 0.7 > Val - 0.9

‘

In the post-war decennium there wes:a greater natural

inerease in males. This,is no novelty as it occurred before the

War also, and it was the greater emigration of men which was

the cause of there being finally no excess of males, But ín the
emeopps.

 

decade after the War, out of the natural increase the loss of

men by emigration was only 26,398 souls whereas the loss in-
  جمجوم

curred by women was almost twice as much, namely 47,504. It is

 

therefore self-evident that males increased by 574,206 capita

and females only by 323,911 capita, that is’ to say by 50,000

less thun men, and the excess of females decreased accordingly

ty this amount. It is to be expected that the trend will con-

tinue, as the natural growth keeps on favouring men, and the

excess of females will decrease. In the future, in fact, it
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will do so at a quicker rate, because the age-groups in

which, on account of the war, the excess of females is the

greutest, will gradually Gig out and make place for the

younger age-groups where there is a smaller surplus of

females, or oven an excess of males. Ab present (that is

to say in 1930) in some age groups there arg very many

femules in comparison to males. If we look at the quinquennial

a-c-groups we see clearly the Govastatine effect of the War.

Among those aged 25-29 the ratio of females is only 1,010,

in the next age-group of 50 to 54, which had taken part in

the, War, the ratio; is, 1,073, in that of 35-59 it is 1,165

and it is highest in the age-group ‘of 40-44 where it risos

to 1,170: In the, next two quinquennial age-groups it

gradually diminishes to 1,405 jan 1.110. Thereaftcr the

devastations of the Great War are no longer noticeable, as

the ratio becomeSs normal, and fuma les do not satly out-"0
5

number tne males. If we take the data of the 25 ; ears age-

group between 3C..and55 the. number. of females is about

158,000 higher than that of males. As late as 1930 a shortage

a

of males is ascertainablo, which may be accounteû for by

the War, but the actual lossof human lives of the present

territory of Hungary incurred during the Grea. Var was much

greuter.It has to be remembered,1that,8: we have alreау

seen, more fomalesemigratedaft:ог the Wor than males, and

‘that, if they had not cnigrotad. AA nena between the

number of men and omen would be greater in these agc-groups

toc. On the other hand afterthe foreign occupation of the

50-aglled Succession States many people and mostly. men took

refuge: on- the present tercitory and .incrcased the number óf

males: in their respective agc-£roups. This may be an
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explan:tion for the excess of females having diminished to

such a degree during the ten years. In 1920, the excess of

females in the age-group of 20-45 was as much as 214,000 which

shows much more clearly the effects of the losses incurred by

tac War than the 1930 figure.

Recont development, by which onc may judge the future

trend, is marked in an interesting way by the proportion of

sexes in the youngest age-groups. For those under 5 years of0u

age, there are only 964, between 5 and 9 there are 976, and

between 10 and 14 only 973 femalcs to & thousand males. In the

youngest agc-groups thercfore there is decidedly a surplus of

males. In the youngest ayc-groups there is huordly any differ-

once between the towns and the country; thc great surplus of

females in the towns begins with the age Of 15. Whilst in the

next quinquennial age-zroup, in that of 15 to 19, the rate of

the surplus female volste of the whols nation is only 1,017;

in the urban ponuistièn it is un high as 1,136, because women

go to the towns as domestic servants generally at this age,

and consequentiy in the villages in the samc age group there is

+

à larges surplus of males; there arc, indsed, only 961 femalss

to a thousand males. In the rural population it is this agc-
EHE ——

w:ich shows the smallsst proportion of femcles to malgs.ا
..—

LI OU  

  

  

 

 

On thc other hand in the towns the excess of females is greatest

not in this ago-group, but among those ugsd G5 to 39 whore it

riscs to 14248, suturally in the towns an important role is

played bt: "the loss, in the male population by thc Wer, Normally,

the groatost excess of fomales is 10 tho youngest productive

ago-groups. We leave out of consideration herc tho great surplus

of females which sots in with asc anú which is explained by the

shorter length of life of men and their earlier death. The
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excess of fomalos even in the oläcst agc-groups is much

larzer in the towns thun in the villages.

Lic constitution of the population.

In ths following we shall sxaminc the distribution

of the vopulation by ages and we shall see the changes

brought about psrtly by the dismemberment of the country

and partly by the Great War, The distribution by ages of

the population of pre-war Hungary differed from that .

at present in that on the former territory the proportion

of children was somewhut larger, whereas the productive

age-group as well as that of the old people was compara-

tively smaller. The divergence is Que to the greater pre-

valence of tie urban populstion on the remaining central

territory, to the decline ia tre birth-rate and a longer

duration of life, The diverging trend of the detached

territories and the central area was even more accen-

tuated after the Great War on account of a further fall in

the birth-rate and an increasing length of life.

“Year ” Area - Juvenile.

-

Productive age Total Aged

ij age over

Under 15 15-59 40-09 15-59 60 years

years years years years

Rate per cent.

Kingdom of
16,8 56,351910 Hungary . 35.5 27.5 8.2

1910 Present area 54.7 38.6 18.7 54.5 8.0

1920 i " 50,6 41.3 19.1 60.4 9.0

1930 ” не 2745 42 . 6 20.1 64.7 9.8

Thies table gives a clear picture of tine changes

which have occurred in the age dis:ribution, It is apparent

from it, that the dismemberment of the country has somewhat

shiftcé the age constitution, the proportivn of children



has decreased and the participation of the productive age-

groups has grown on account of the population's drawing nearer

the centre when in quest of work. On the other hand for the

very same reason the proportion of the aged was somewhat smaller

on the remaining territory, ic spite of the longer duration of

life and a lower ûeath-rate.

The decade of the Great War had a strong repercussion on

the young; during the War the decline in the number of births

reduced the proportion of children from “4.7 per cents to

50.6 per cent. , the difference accruing mostly to the productive

age-zroups and to a smaller extent to the group of the aged.

The trend continued in the last decennium; the percentage of

children sank to 27.3, that of the productive age-group rose

to 64.7, and the proportion of the old people rose too, partly

on account of the longer duration of life, and partly because

he clder .age-groups are more saturated. On the present area

to-day, as compared with the whole pre-war area, the percentags

rate of the productive ages is 6.4 higher than it was in

Hungary before the War. The change d.ubtless has an effect on

economic and social conditions. The trend which is observable

in Hungary is common to all the other countries of Europe.

Everywhere the birth-rats is declining and the duration of life

increasing, end for the time beisg quite iarge8 reach the

productive age. The censuses around 1940 will probably show a

change in this respect too, especially in t.e countries wnich

“had been closely affected by the Wer, The decline in births

during the War will by that time make itself felt in the pro-

ductive age-groups, and consequently it will decrease the number

of nersons in these age-g'oups, especially the younger ones. On

the other rand the number of births in most countries is falling
ام



off so rapidly that no increase in the number and proportion

of children is to be expected. In any case the ratio of old

people will increase most, and this will only by mitigated

by the fact that part of certain age-groups which had

suffered losses through the War wil: by that time have

passed the age of 60. :

Now, let us see how the three large agc=groups are

constituted in the urban population on tre one hand, and

in the rural population on the other.

Year Juvenile Productive age-groups Total Old people

Arca under 15 15-39 40-59 15-59 over 60

years years years years years

1930 Rate per cent.
Towns 21.9 46,7 RIA > 6649 942
Country 50.4 40. € 19:0 59.6 10.0

Accordingly there is a great divergence:in the age

constitution of the urtan and rural povulations. Productive

age--roups congregate in the towns, and thus recuce the pro-

portion of the children, which in the towns is low to begin

with on account of the far smallsr birth-rate. 4t.present

68.9 per cent. of the urban population belongs to the

productive age-groups out of which 46.7 pcr cent. falls to

the younger group between 15 and 39: Over against this,

only 59.6 per cents of the rural population is of the

productive age-groups, and the proportion of children

attains more than half of this figure, i.e. 30.4 per cent.,

whereas in the towns the rate is only 21.9 per cent. and it

does not exen reach one-tlhird of the number of persons in

the productive age-groups. As the conditions of mortality

and the state of hygiene are better in the towns than in

the villages one is apt to think that ther: are more old
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people in the towns than in the country. But thas grcat con-

centration of the productive agc-groupa reduces the proportion

of the aged in the towns, which is perhaps also enhanced by th.

fact that some older people, who rave passed ths productive асс,

rstirs. to the country to spend tieir olé асе thers,

We shall point out some peculiarities of the distri-

bution by ages, wrich arcs especially apparent when studying

the smaller quiriquennial groups. Fror this point of view, at

the census of 1930, the most remarkable was tone age=group

of 10 to 14, which only counted 615,610 souls, although the

older agc-group of -15 to 19 nad 83,186 suuls, not to mention

the group of 5 to & which numbered nearly 900,000. 11 18

apparcnt that thers is a gap of almost 500,000 capita in the

population as this quinquenunial group covcrs the war-years,

in thres Of which, namely 1516, 1917 and 1518, births declined

to almost half of their normal rates. Theo effscts of the War are

Giscernibls to sons SXxt:nt in the 15 to IS group. ÁS e con-

ssquence of the fall in births in 1915 thcy are also less

numerous than the older ass group of 20 to 24 years. From here

on every quinquennial age-group crows graGuaily smaller, which

is in keeping with the natural orácr of things. Te effects of

the War are visible herc only in tt, from the ace-group Of “0

to 34 onward, the number of males Gscrcases much morc rapidly

than that of fem¿les, because ths men whe dicd in the war arc

missing from the different groups. The number of males and

females only begin to come ncarer to One another after the age

of about 60. Nevsrtheless, in accordance with the rule that the

number-of females is always high-r in the older age- roups,

the further we go, the greater is ths disparity in favour of

women.



As far as ‘the’ urban and rural porulations ars con-

corned, apart from tre phenomena already mentioned; the

following may also be observed, The fall in the birth-rate

ihich occurred in the War is not so conspicuous as regarde

tho age constitution of the urban population as it is in

tis country. The data on thie movement of population prove

that in spite of the number of births in tac towns being

in gencral smaller t: an in t:c country in tis years of

tie War there was not such a Leavy decline of births in

tlic towns, where a sm&ller proportion of tre population was

in military scrvicc tian in t:s country. The diffcronce is

quite considerables, in tkLe towns in 1950 the group of the

5 to 9 ycars numbcred 229,923 and that of 10 to 14 years

177,975, whereas in the villag:s the former figure is 667,970

and the latter only 435,635. In the towns tic difference

between the two figures as. a percentage of the first 18

1

22.6, whersas in the villag:s it is much large’, namely

 

54.8. The comparison is of importance in that by tre time
a

the durattain the productive

ze, which is already thecase, recruiting from the
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these ace-groups reduced b  
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(since the decline ofthc birth-raie was greater there than

in the towns), which may have groet influence on labour -market

conáfitions., We siall point Gut two facts in order to show

the degrec of ag:regation. of tre population in its prime

in the towns. The ratio of the urtan population to the

rural population is almost as ons. to two, but, between the

agos of 20 to 24, for i.stance, trerc are 505,365 persons+

n the country as a ainst 533,664 of tiie same age in the

towns. Thus the rural population of this category is not



even twice as much us the urban population of the same

on the other hand there are, e.Æ., thres times as many children

under 5 years of age in the country (662,486) as in thc towns

(219,281). Such data taken zt random are the clearest evidenca

of ths difference in the ago distribution of tac urban ant rura.

population.

Conditions as to marriage.
er Gn o e BE Wn Se GE WE SUS WAS Ue de e e e aps e wm Se e Ue de مانا

Phe distribution of the population as to marriage 18

intimately connected with the distribution by ages. It is self-

evident that the gr-ater the number of criláron in a population,
U

the smaller the number of married couples, because. there arc

fewer of marriagcable age. Naturally, there my be other reasons

herc too, such as social and economic condi” dung ,a divergent

proportion of sexes and migration which may +11 have an effect

on the number of marriages. The number of widows depends on the

concitions of mortality, but also on the difference of age

between man and wife, In gencrul, the greater the differences of

»

s the larger the number of widows will be, .larried men are

c
s

usually older than their wives, and men do not as a rule live

as women de; there arc consequently everywhere con-as lang

’ +

siderably mo.e widows thar widowers. Ths number of divorcod

ospersons depends mostly on the laws wich regulate divorc

Whore divorce is made difficult by thc law the number of

divorced persons is small} and egaverasly, wherc divorce 18 made

sasy, we find many divorced men and women in the population,

According to the census of 1930 in Fuagsry 45.0 per cent. of

the population arc married, 6,9 per cent, widowed and 0.7 per

cent. legally divorced, the remaining 49,4 per cent, teing

unmarried. In 1920 the rates were the following: the proportion



of the married was 40.5 per cent., that of the widowed 7.0

per cent., of the divorced 0.4 per cent. and of the un-

married 52el per cent. Consequently the changes in the last

dccads seems at first glance to be favourable as the rate

of married persons has increased considerably. The absolute

increase is great, because in 1920 married people numbered

3,239,896, ana in 1950 this had risen to 3,739,653; 1,8,

in the ten years treir number had increased by almost half

a million. Naturally the absolute and relative increase is

to bec explained by the growing number and proportion of the

population of the productive age groups, but the situation

лаб improved sven when considering only the population over

10. The improvement is. shown by the following data:

'*™ Population over 15 years.

Year Baehelors Married Widowed Divorced
Spinsters

6 * C (
/ TL /* 4

Males

1920 54,47 60.5 4, С

C
O

o
b

1940 4.2 6l.2 4,0

Females
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Accordingly the proportion of ma-ried people in the

population over 15 years increased among the males as we 11

as among the females, tut not to the extent indicated bi the

above data which do not take into account the distribution

by aces. It is all the more remar kabic that 10 1950 thers

wers relatively morse married people than in 1920, because

tnere are unceasing complaints tuat lifo is becoming more.

and more difficult and that young pcopls have lcss chance



of getting married, The statistical data do not confirm their

misgiving; rot only in Hungary, but almost without exception

in all the European countries the proportion of the married

people over 15 years has increasod. A reason for this may bc

that in the War a great number of marrieges had failed to take

place on account of the absence of men at the war or made

prisoners, and up till 1920 it wes not possitle to effect all

these marriages. The lack of marriages was however made up

for in the course of tre next decennium, In any case, there is

no doubt that in this respect the situation was better in 1950

than ten years cerlier. It is worthwhile to examine the

question in Hungary according to smaller age-groups also, The

ata arc as follows:

Age group Fercsutace of marricd

males fomales

of the ages given in the first colum

L920 1950 1920 1930

15-19 years 0.9 0.7 10.2 9.0

20-29 de 40.1 38,2 5745 949

30-59 " 52.0 EL .0 78.0 79,4

40-49 9 90.4 00 مك 76.2 74.6

50-59 " 68, 8 65 5 68.6 67.1

over 60 " Tied 74,7 59.6 39.6

During the last decennium no doubt the proportion of

married people did not increase in ovary age groups The most

important difference is scon in the age-group of males betwoon

the agss of 20 and 29, of which in 1920 40:1 por cent, мего

married, whereas in 1930 the rate w.s 38.2 per cent, Here are

seen the difficulties in the way of marriage after the war, tne

arc group containing the largest number of men who had been to

the War, namely that of 30 to 39, showed a much better propor-

Ytio! — in 1930 than in 1920. À grcat number of these men madc

marriages which had been put off durin: ths War, znd as thelr



wives belonged for ths most pert to y uncer RAN to that

of the 20 to 29 yesrs old, in this group we sse a similer

rise in iho proportion af marricd women, The fall in the

rote of married women in tho ace-group of 40 to 49 is

remarkable and is to bo explained by the fact that a great

numtsr .of women who had lost their hustands in the War in the

ten years haû reached this age-group and conscquently reduced

the proportion of married women.

In génoral the number of widows increased arc. tly

as a consequence of the Wer, but 4s some married again,

and others died, the number of widows was eraducliy reducca

tu its normal size.

`

Te grsatest incresse was in the number of the die

vorced. In 1920 the number of divorced men and women was

only 29,134, and in 1930 it w:s 57,066. This is a

phenomenon met with all over Europe: in general the number

of the divorced is increasin’ everywhere.

We should also like tt point out the differences

which are to be seen with regard to marriaze in the towns

*
(
5
-

and in the country. Taking both sexes together there were

Bachelors Married Widowed D.vorced
S=insters

Rate per cen’

in towns 49.7 41.8 7.
‚in villages 49.2 43.7 6 N

O

O
+ .

2
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There is a ce: tain contradiction in these data with

regard to ages; one would expect, in particular, ihe rate

cf bachelors and spinsters ‘to Le ni:her in the villages than

in the towns, and the rate of married people lower, because

as we have already seen, the youngest sge-groups are much
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better represented in the country. In spite of this we find

a higher proportion of bachelors and spinsters in the towns

and a lower rate of married people, which proves that in the

urban population there is a much smaller proportion of married

people, partly on account of the more advanced age for marriages

than in the country. Thess narticuiers could, therefore, te

made quite clear only if we were to compare the ages with the

conditions as to marriage in the towns un the one hand and in

the country on the other: tut we cannot enter into such details

here. : |

We have also to see what proportion of the population

which has reached s certain age does not get Marrie at all.

As it may be assumed that persons over 50 who have not marriedJ

w

formerly will very rarely do so after the age of 50, we must

Uf tacuelors and spinsters among the menD B с © В +
’

©
u
r aexamine the pe

and women over 50. In huneary, on the basis of the census of

1930, the rate was 3.8 for men and 4.9 for wumen. This means thas

in Hungary only 5.8 per cent, of the males und 4.9 per cent. of
tenues AEAA = يلرسم

    

he females do not get married at all. That is to say every
y———[—— A SRBOTEN

 

lwentieth woman does not get married. In reality tiese rates are
araa vee دولا
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somewhat lower as it does iappen that marriages sare concluded

after the az e of 50. Un the other нацб these figures are in-

fluenced by the fact that the martalıks rate among tne married 1.

decidedly lower than among tte unmarried, which is also proved

by the data on the movement of population. There is no doubt,

however, that in Hungary the marria:e rate is exceptionally

favourable in comparison witn other European countries. Only in

the States in the Balkans and the East are conditions better

than in Hungary. (There sre no dat: available for Rumania,

but there too the rates «re probably lower, E.g in Yugoslavia



5,7 per cant. and in Bulgaria 1.8 per cent. of men over

50 arc tachelors. In Greece the rate is higher (5.7 per

cents), but theres the women are better off in this respect,

&s only 3.2 per cent. do not get married, It is interesting

that in the three Balkan States or which data are svailable

the rates are lower for females thon for males, which means

that the women have à better chance of getting married than

men, owing to the excess of mules ver females. At any rate,

conditions are best in Bulgaria where only 1.6 per cent. of

males and 0.9 per cont. of females over 50 do not livein

wedlock. Accordingly among Bulgarian women, only every

110th dces not get married. The great differences in the

European countries in this Fesest are shown by the other

OXtrome.c.k.. Eire where 2:8 per Cent. st Rokes over 50

are still unmarried. There is en equally Ligh rate in Northern

Irzland snd in Finland where it reactes elmost 20 per cent,

In most of the countrics the situationof women is still

"worse: there are over 20 per “tent.unmarried not only in the

country just mentioned, but also’ in Sweden und Scotland, and

the rate in Norway und Finland {ts nexrly 20 per cents Con-

sequently in those countries approxir.tely every fifth woman

is left without a husband. If there were no emigration, the

number of married men and Married woner: would be equal, but

emigration across frontiers disturbs the balance, and in many

‘Cases the unity of the family is upset, As the emizration of

men 1s usually greuter than that of women, th: uumberof married

women is ‘generally sperking higher than that of married men,

It is interesting to compare the duta from the last two

CENSOS: '



Year Number of m:rricd Balance in favour

males females of females

1920 1,595,529 8 1,645,977 + 45,448

1930 1,860,207 1,879,526 + 16,319

The telence in fsvour of females w.s 48,448 which was

reâuced to-19,319 during tre ten yeur period, The reason for

this is the circumstance =lrexdy mentioned that, in the decade

after the Wer, many more women than men emigrated, and, us we

we have seen, they were mostly merried women who emigrated to

America to join their husbands who hud gone out before them.

We have seen from the foregoing that judging from the

number of married males and fem.les the number of families is

stout 1,880,000. The number of murried people nuturally does

not coincide with tiis figure as there «re households where the

head of ‘the family is not « married men or wman, but may be

widowed, divorced or unmarried. 0: ths other hand there are

families, murried couples wit: their children, who do not form

ı separute householâ, but live with their parents or in the hous

of some other relatives. Neverthcless the majority of fumilics

form sebarcte houscholds. From the point of view of civil con-

dition the populstion of B,562,792 cupité living in private

dwellings is distributed in te foilowing way: there are

2,091,794 heads of families, 5,953,976 memters of families,

164,825 domestic serv nts, 171,660 pe sons who rent beds only,

180,538 others none-specified living in households (:porentices,

guests, etc. ). This constitutior of houscholds may be considerec

healthy in so far :s the proportion of persons not belonging to

the family only amounts to 6.4 ner cent., und, if we dcduct the

domestic serv.nts, only to 2 per cent. There is « very great

difference, however, between the constitution of the fumilies

Of the urban and the rural popul tion. In the towns, sir.ngers
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togother with the domestic serv.nts .muunt to 11.5 por cent.,

whereas the, proportion is 5.4 per cent. in the country. From

those data, the aversge number of persons in « f.mily mey Le

ascertained. . In the whole country there cre 4.1 people on an

average in s family: the proportion riscs to 4.2 in the vil-

liceos; but in the towns it is only 35.9.

Roliglons of the popul-tion.

From the point of view of religions, tue population of

Hungery of to-dey is fairly mized altivugh not to the same

extont as before the psace Cf Triunon. At that. time, there

were on Hungarian territory large numbers of Greek Orientals,

and the proportion vf the Greek.Cutholics was also cons

sidorable. At present, tht.is to say in 1930, :64.9 per cent.

of the population are Roran Catholics .nd 2.5.9cr cent, Greek

Catholics. Consequently the Catholiecs form more then two

thirds of the country's population, whereas in 19210 on her

trea befors her mutil-tion the @zgcregato r:te of the Roman

and Greek Catholics wos 61.8 psr cont. As the m= jority of

the Fungerians (two-trirds), wers left on tiic present torri-

tory, 0 lsrge p:rt of them telong t¢ the Reformed Church,
+J

a

this denominstion grew consider.tly i: importance on the

present «ares. Befors the dr the R formed Church only cuunted

12.6 por conti .of the popul:tion, to-dâuy the rte is 20,9

per cent. The rate of the other Protest nt Church, the

Lutherun,; his not changed und on the present territory tout

6.1 por cent. of the populstion telona: to it. 0. the other

hand the Greek Orientals who in 1914 hd rcpresented 14.5

per cent. have become quite an urimportant minority «nd

amount only to 0,5 per cent. of ths popul tion of the present
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territory, The situation of the Jews has changed inusmuch as

their proportion has risen in comparison to the pre-war area

owing to the situation of Budapest. Their rate tefore the War

was 4.5 per cent. and at present it is still 5.1 per cent.,in

spite of their andere decreasing rapidly as we shall see below,

The distribution by religions of the urban and rural

population is fairly divergent principally on account of the

different religions being very unequally represented in the

уделено occupations, and so in the towns those dencminations

are predominant whose followers are engaged in urban occupa-

tions on a larger scale, such as industry, trade or professicnal

occupations. As the Jews show the greatest extremes in this

respect their participation in the urban population determines

+

the proportion ofthe Christian population also. Tue situation

is as follows; Mhercas the eve account for only Bel per cent.

of the rural population, their proportion in the towns is 11.2

per cent. Compared with this the ratio of all the Christian

denominations is much smaller in the towns than in the country.

The difference is shown by the followin; tabulation:

  

Denomination: Rate per cent. by denominations

in towns in villages in the
: whole

country

Roman Catholic 61.3 66.7 6449

Greek Catholic 1.5 2.8 2.5

Reformed 19.9 21.3 20,3
Lutheran 5.6 6,4 6, 1

Greek Oriental 0.4 ©, 5 Ded

Jewish 11,2 211 5,3
Unspecified and unknown 0.3 0.2 0,2

Total: | 100.0 100,0 190,2

Apart from the Juws the comparatively greatest differ-

ence vetween the two rates is to be found among the Greek Cathc-

lics. They are not townsfolk at all.
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The following noteworthy changes have occurred during

the ten years: looking at the national figures we see that

the number of Greek Orientals has decreased from 50,918

to 59,859, The heavy fall is to be explained by the fact

that a part of the Rumanians and Serbians, who are Greek

Orientals, left the present territory for Rumania and Yugo-

slavië,.

vimilarly emigrations reduced the number of Jews.

In 1920 they numbered 473,355 and ten years later only

444,567 souls. Consequently the decrease is very near

29 thousand, It is & fact that the natural increase of the

Jews at the present day is extremely small, - during the

ten years it hardly reached 0.5 per cent., - but even this

surplus was nullified by the Jews! getting baptized, which

in the ten years caused as much loss to the Jews as their

gain through natural increase. Consequently the actual

decrease is almost wholly due to emigrations to the West

and to America.

The decrease in the number of Jews is equally

apparent in the towns and in the country: in the towns their

rate fell from 13.0 per cent, to 11.2 per cent. and in the

country from 2.4 per cent. to 2.1 per cent., in Rudapest

proper from 2812 por cent: to 2013 per cent: and in Greater

Budapest from 19.8 per cent. to 16:53 per cent. It is

interesting that in spite of the great decline in these

rates a larger percentage of the country's Jews live on the

arcaof Greater Pudapest than ten years ago. I: we take into

account the part played by Budapest in the economic life

of the country, especially in trade gnd industry, and if

we sec that more than the half of the Jews of the whole
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ecuntry ‘arc collected in. the Capital and its surroundings,

we, May guess the decisive role of the Jews in the economic

a

life of Hungary; but we shall speak of this later,

Distribution of the population by occupations.

The economic structure of a country may test te seen

by the distribution of the population according to the principa

groups of occupations and within these groups by the conditions

as to occupations. The latter not only throws light upon the

economic situation but also gives a vivië picture of the sociai

conditions. Luckily Hungary has detailed statistics of occupa-

tions which have long been worked out and which come- up to the

, international requirements, and, as they exist for several

decades back, they not only give detailed: information of the

quite recent situation, but also throw light upon the course

of development. The table below shows the distribution by

principal eroups of occupations according to the last two

censuses:

Total population
Number of persons : Rate per cent,

:
1920 1930 2 1920 1930

Agriculture 4,454,241 4,499,393: 55.7 SD
Mining and smelting :

industries 117,655 115,041: 1,5 1.3
Manufacturing industry 1,824 755 1,883,257: 19,1 21.7
commerce and banking 407,521 469,059: 5.) 5.4
Transport : 556,632 8,875: 4,4 Bek
Mining, industry and trade y

‚ together 2,406,361 2,806,232: 50,1 58 «5
Civil service and pro- :
fessionaloccupations 572,460 434,782: 4.7 5.0
bsfence 124 „702 72,541: 1,6 0,8
Day-labourers non-specified 97,783 127,558; 1.2 1.4
Domestic servants 175,652 197,179: 2.2 pan
Retired, capitalists,. ete, 197,095 360,901: 245 4.0
Miscellaneous and unknown :
occupations + 163,908 194,953: 2.0 Boa?

 

 

Total: 7,990 202 8,686,519:1100,0 100,1
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‚This table:proves in the ‘first place that fhe greatest part

of the population of Hungary of to=-day is engaged in agri-

culture; nevertheless her industrial population has become

very considerable also, amounting to almost one-third of the

total population. It is also clear from this tabulation that

agriculture. is no longer able to absorb the surplus popula-

tion, which for the most part finds an occupation in industry.

This trend is noticeable not only in the last ten years,

but has been apparent during the former decades too. It is

sufficient to mention the fact that in 1900 the rate of. the

agricultural population on the present area was 60,8 per

cent. and thirty years later -51.6 per. cent.; during the same

period the rate of the industrial population rose from 24.8

per cent. to 32.53 percents. The absolute increase is still

more interesting. whereas the agricultural population during

the 30 years increased by only 334 thousand souls, the growth

cf the industrial population was 1,103,000. The other urban

occupations, that of the intelligentsia, the retired and

the capitalists, show a consideratle increase too. The trend

was somewhat slowed down only during the decennium of the

War hen the development of the towns was brought to a

Ba a 5
standstill, as the difficulties of obtuining food induced

reople to move out of the. towns into villages. Moreover,

+

the industrializátion not only proceeds at a quicker passe

on the:prgsent"4rsa than it: did on the historic territory,

tut the dismémberment also increased considerably the pro-
+

. portion of-ths industrial population, In 1910, on; the

territory of the old Kiugdom of Hungary, the rate pf the

agricultural population was 64.5 per cent. and that of the

industrial population 23,6 der cent. Over against this,
-
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at the same time, on the territory which was to be left to

Hungary, only 55.9 per cent: of the population wers engaged

in agriculture, and therate of the industrial population

reachsd 29.9 per cent. Tc great industrial concentration was

cased on the economicunit ‚of the entirety of the Kingdom of
+ ,

Hungary ahd4% drow its resources, not only raw materials but

labour too, to a large extent from the detached territories.

Naturally, on the territory which was left to Hungary the con-

centration became excessive, although notsa much absolutely,

because it was torn from the possibilities of its further

dévelopment. Mutilated Hungary, consequently, had to make an

enormous effort to te able to keep up her industry which under

the changed circumstances was oversized, but absolutely

necessary in order to provide for the excess of agricultural

population. This is apparent from the above data also, as in

the post-war decade agriculture was‘able to absorb only 45

thousand souls, ana 60 per 66101770 «horiderdass of population

settled in industry and ‘added to the ranks of the intelligentsie

An increase of the group of the retired and the capitalists,

ate, Ly 164,000 expita isa Sad item of Hungary's occupational

statistics. In this group, it is not the capitalists, housc-

owners and people of independent means that figure with the

largest numbers, but the retired, whose numbers incregsed so

srcatly, because Government officials and employees, such as

railwdy employees, post office clerks, etc, had fléd in large

masses from-the detached territories, and the diminished

Hungary had to provide them with ponsions, In fact in order to

bs atle to tear the burden she was compelledto dismiss a part

of the officials of the territory that wes left her. Out of the

mass of 360,901 persons belonging to the occupational group
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of the retired, the capitalists, etc. not less than 307,096

ave supported by the State or by public corporations, or are

112 members of the families of such. It is superfluous to

¢..olain at length what an influence such a dead weight has

economically, and it is increased ty the fact that a great

pat of the retired are in the prime of life.

When specifying textes the different groups of

industry and trade, industry naturally stands gat itself with

the highest number; it gives a living to 1,885,257 souls,

- 21.7 par cent. uf the population. Aster it come trade

and banking with 469,059 souls; consequently 5.4 per cent,

of the population are cmployed in trade or bai à livelihood

therefrom. Transport. is represented by 338,870 souls viz,

2.9 per cont. The number. of persons employed in mining is

comparatively small in Hungary amounting to only 115,041.

Thc dismemberment brought about ty the Tready.ofTrianon was

of no great consequence herg, so that the.mining pooulation

got somewhat larger than it had been on the detached

‚ territory, This, however, is deceptive, because only a

large part of our coal-mines were left, whereasthe

incomparatly more valuable gold, silver, salt, etc. mines

wers all lost. In conformity with the Treaty of Trig:ivu

it was only possible to maintain an arn’ of a. certain

size, and even that not on the basisof universal con-

scription. The number of soldiers and persons supported

ty them consequently decreased considerably. This cir-

cumstance had an effect on netional economy as.a section of

the population which under normal conditions .would have been

in military service had :to be maintainedbysome tranch.of

economic life. It is not impossible that this circumstance
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too added to the inflation of the day-latourers' group wich 3

of an uncertain character, The fact is all the more remarkable

vacause this occupational division, made into a separate grou;

imply oh account of the lack of- economic specification, figur

.". the preceding decades in occupational statistics with

cradually decreasing numbers. The fluctuation of the number of

domestic servants is an interesting phenomenon too. In the de-

. cennium previous to the War their number increased somewhat but

„their rate fell, In the War decade their number was consideratl:

reduced, - ty almost 40 thousand, - because @ great number of

the domestic Servants engagedin the towns went back to their

‘villagesto take tre place of.men. After the ar, economic

recovery attracted them tack to the towns, 0 that the numter
r 3 . 0 ل . 3

of domestic servants again increased,
7
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The constitution of the urban and rural population according

to occupations.

We have already spokenof the great difference between

the distribution of occupations among tne urban and rural

populations. We mentioned there that in the.towns in Hungary

not less than 19.7 per dent. of the population are occupied in

agriculture and their industrial and commerçial population

amounts to 51,0 per cent. In the country, that is to say in the

villages, the rates of. the:two main‘ occupational groups are

67,7 and 23.4 per cent, respectively. Conscquently the two

occupat ional groups. which give an urbanor rural stamp are not

at all exclusive in one or other of the -two different groups

of communities. There are quite large numbers of pgople engaged

in agriculture living in the towns. In the rural population,

on the other hand, the number of persons uccupied by industry
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and trade is even more eongiderable, Nevertheless there is

a marked tendency here and there to industrialise, and the

¿reater the density of the population, the higher its

standard of living. The trend may te ascertained in both

towns and villages. The table below shows an interesting

conformity to tnis rules:

Of the total population engaged in

agriculture industry and trade
rate per cent.

1920 1930 1920 1950

¡Municipal boroughs 12.4 11.5 57.0 55.4

County towns — 36,0 21.3 46 o © 44,8

Communities with over

10,000 inhabitants " 59.0 5245 29,6 + 5544

Communities with'less a, Te :

than 10,000 inhabitants 74,4 7015, 18.2 21.5

Therefore, in general, the smaller the community,

the higher the agricultural population and’ the smaller the

share of the industrial and commercial populétion. The

lata agrec in this also that the rôle of agriculture hts

diminished in each category without exception, but industry

and trade have not gained in scope in every category. In

the municipal boroughs, for example, the ratc of trade and

industry fell; it rose tut little in the county towns, and

it increased relatively much only'in the villages. So it may

te said that the villages had a tendency to become urban

at a faster rate than the towns already saturated with

industrial and commercial populations. The reason for this
aan we

  

remarkable phenomenon is that the group of the retired

increased particularly fast in the towns, from 4,5 per

cent. to 7.5 por Gent. , ‘whöreas in the villages it rose
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only from 1.5 to 2.5 per cent, It ia a fact, however, thet if

ws look at the atsolute increase in industry and trade in the

intercensal period we find the suprising result that in the

“ovms the industrial and commercial population of 1,346,426

capita rose within the ten Years univ to 1,469,981, At the

same time the industrial and“commercial population of 1,059,958
A

capita found in the villages ross to 1,336,251. Accordingly, in

the towns the much larger industrial anil conmerctal popelation

increased by only 123 IRE and at the same time the smaller

{ndustrial and commercial population of the villages added to

its number 277 tnousand capita. This phenomenon is not much

modificd if we ‘consider apart the communities belonging to

Greater Budapest. All these figuus show that the industrializa-

tion of our rural communities is progressing rapidly.

There are also very great differences as to thc urban

and rural distribution of*thc other occupational groups. The

various groups of industry and trade naturally s::ow lower rates

in the rural communities than in the towns with the exception

of thc group of the mining and smslting industrics whieh are

only represented ty 0.4 per cont. in thc towns, as orgosed to

1.8 per cent. in the villages: On the other hund 108 per cent.

of the urtan populaticn isengaged in commercc, while in the

villages the rate is only 2.7 per cent. There is a similar

contrast between towns and villages with respcet to the.

proportion of intelligentsia. The civil service and professiona-

group takes up 9.5 per cont. of the urtan population, and
o

figures with only 5.8 per cent. in the country, It is

interesting to observe how very similar are the rates of the

groups of commerce and banking on the one hand and the civil

service and professional group on thc other, in the different
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croups of towns and villages. This is seen by the table

below:

Division Percentage of population

in commerce and in civil service

tanking and free professions

“funicipal ‘boroughs 15.6 $ 11.0

County towns 7.5 7.5

Communities with over

10,000 inhatitants Gol 4,5

Commpnities with less |

than 10,000 inhabitants 2.4 2.5

44

 Even.:the gradual fall in the rates is similar too,

Mich shows that the two occupational groups in the urban

population adjust themselves to one another. Other oecupa-

tional groups too which have not yet teen mentioned, oecur

'to a much' higher degrec in the urban tian in the rural po-

pulation;,. the rates in the towns poing twiss aná even three
4

+times as high as in the viilagess

Farners and dependents.
dee des aaee sae er wee 0 de e me Фе Grp e ols Sn e we one

: According to the census of 1950, out of the total

popugaticn, there were 3,999,244 carners and 4,689,077

dependant ss Consequently there are 117 dependents to 100

carners. From the economic point of .view the number of earners

is important, but one cannot leave out of consideration the

mass Of dcpendgnds yj who although they do not actively take

3 ايل | ‘

part in production, are a charge upon it or on the branch

of production in which their supporter is uccupied. With-

ut doubt the more members Qf a family have to be kept by

‚an earner the greater the sffort he must make for the

maintenance of the family, and this is of no small importanee

from the point of view of national economy also. Production
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had to adapt itself not only tv ие number and requirements

f the carners but also to those kept Ly them as ths latter

increase also the number of consumers.

Generally spcaking the nurter of dependents decrsases

es compared to the number of. earrers to the same dogree us do

the number of births, and together with this the number of

children in the families. The number of dependents is princi-

pally determined bythe number of children. Nevertheless the

effect is generally not manifest for the dependents, for the

rsaäson that the definition of the sarners and the dependents is

not so precise and exact us is that for instance of a man or

a woman. The rates my Le considerably modifjgd as regards.the

agricultural population Lb; ‘reckoning to a larger or smaller

cxtent among the carners or among the dependents ‘thé  femäle

relations assisting in the work of the farm. This is the case

in Hungary and fortnis. very reason weses that in 1900 on the

present area there were 130 dependents to one-huadred earnors,

in 1910 there were 136, then in 1920 much Less, lis, finally

in 1930 thc rate rose again to 117. If we look at the rates in

the principal groups of occupation it wil. be ssen that the

irregularity is almost exclusively found in agriculture where We

meet with even greater fluctuations in the proportions. In

1900, thers were 141 dependents to one hundred carncrs (taking

‘the present arca); in 1910 therse were 185 , in 1920 the propor-

tion was 109, and in 1950: 121, We see here: that the greatest

change oécurred from 1910 to 1920, which is principally explaine.

by the fact that in the decennium of the war 1% was necessary

to have recourse to female labour to make up for men. „Oomen

had to be engaged in agriculture who formerly had only done

household work and who consequently had figured as dependents.

1



Thus, principally for this reason, the number of carners

increased. In 1930 there was no longer such great need for

fomale labour, and the number of women gainfully employed

in agriculture consequently fell from 634,465 to 471,079.

But if we take the other largest occupational group,

industry and trade, there we sce that.the proportions. of the

ecrners to the dependents is fairly invariable. In industry

and trade, in 1900 there were 139 dependents to one hundred

e: Pners, in 1910 there were 136, in 1920: 135 and in 1930:

123. We find a greater fall only in the last decennium.

If we leave agriculture out of consideration and take the

‘other occupations together the rates.are the following:

217, 117, 117, 113. Qmitting agriculture, the rate of the

dependents shows a decrease only in the last decennium.

This is in contradiction. to the above for the numter of

children in families decreased even tefore. 1920 vhich would

have justified an earlier.fzll in theproportion of dependents’

Besides the fall in the numbter* of children trere is a stoudy

increase in the employment of females for productive work

which raises the number of eurners; nevertreless the propor-

tion of dependents remained on its former 157681 fora good

while, which may te explained by the longer duration of life «nt

consequently an increase in the number of, the aged, a phenomenon

Q
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towhich keeps ruising the numter. of.depen

We have to point out an interesting phenomenon met

with in the group of mining and smeltingindustries and in that

of defence. In these twooccupational groups, in contra-

distinction to. the others, the number of dependents keeps

increasing to a much greater extent thed that of earners.

As regards the first the ratio of dependents to the gainfully



omplcyed rosse within thirty ve=rs from 169 to 227, and as to

the army from 15 to 77. As far as mining is concerned this

phenomenon may te explained ty the fact that Leing a growing

branch of industry it absorbed first 3 oung workers who founded

families only later. Когеочег, the families of miners are known

to have many children, and the female members have hardly a

chance of finding a living in the same branch of occupation.

According to the last Census, as against 34,707 males gainfully

omployed in mining the number of females was only 475, With

the army, in general, tne number of dependents is small, which

is partly due to the age of the earnars and also to the fact

that in the times of universal conscrintion there were restric-

tions on soldiers! marrying. The restrictions wers relaxed

later, and the number of married soldiers incrsased together

with the numter of those supported ty them.

As the number of femals earners in the various oc cupu-

tional groups has a strong influence on the total number of

garners it will not te uninteresting to show also the sex con-

stitution of the population gainfully année accord ing to the

two lust censuses, so as to te atle to обватуе the changes which

have come atout.



Principal
occupational

groups

Agriculture
(Mining and

( smelting
(Industry
(Commerce and
( banking
(Transport
Industry and

commerce
together

Civil service and
professional
occupations

Defence
Day-labourers

non-specified
Retired and

canite lists
Domestic servants
Miscellaneous and

unknown occupa-
tions

Total

 

Number or earners

percentage rate per

of actual cent. of

males females increase or females

decrease in therefrom

both sexes

1920 1930 1920 1930 1920 1930 1920 1930

1,494,403 1,560,372 632,285 471,079 4. 4 25.5 29.7 23.2

38,736 34,707 - 2,362 475 10.4 -65.1 2 1,4
547,322 - 714,183 152,355 172,493 30.5 50.4 19.5 19.5

135,387 139,744 ‚ 48, 549 56,339 25.6 16.0 25.4 25.0

105, 565 104,421 12,044 8,568 - 1:1 86,4 10.2 7.8

826,808 1,023,055 194;290 258,175 23.7 220.6 19.0 18.9

114,969 136,708 i 52,782 59,104 18.9 12.0 51.53 30.2

88,139 41,056 - - ; “5.5 - - =

24,237 40,056 25,881 20,990 65.5 18:9 51.6 34.4

45,190 97,074 53,764 72,416 114.8 34,7 54.3 42.7

10,414 10,139 145,478 166 , 848 2.6 14.7 03.2 94.2

20,959 24,438 23,455 37,756 16.7 63.1 52.5 7

2,005,009 2,932,804 1.407.815 1, 966, 378 11.7 — 5.4 50.0 26.7
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This table gives an interesting picture as to the

degree of employing females in the different occupational

groups and the various tranches of economy. In the whole coun-

try 26.7 per cent. of the earnsrs are females which is more than

one fourth. Ten years earlier the ratio was 30,1 per cent., the

fall - as we have already pointed out - was mainly trought

atout by the decrease in agriculture of female earners. In 1920

here 29.7 per cent, .f the corners were females, whereas ten

years later the rate was only 23:3 If we sum up all the other

branches of occupations hardly any changes will be seen, as the

rate of female sarners fell from 30.5 per cent. to only 30.5

per cent.

As«1 result, the numter of male earners rose

during the ten years in question by 307,765, that is to say ty

13,7 рог cent., on the other hand the number of female eurners

decreased during the same rica by 61,257 which is 5,4 ger

cent, The decrease in agriculture itself numbered 1€1,20€,

consequently in the other occupational ErOUDS the number

of female carners increased romghly by a hundred thousand,

l.dustry itself participated ‚with 40,158, next the number of

domestic se:vants increased consideratly, namely by 24,370,

the number of females of the group of the retirod, capitalists,

ste. 1086 by 18,652, finally the highest relative increase of

female earners was reached in the group of miscellaneous

occupations by €3.1 per cant. ¿he absolute increase teing quite

considerable (14,611). В, these details we only wished to prove

that the fall in the number of 12008 16 carners sovars great

extremes the principal reason for which is not only to be found

in that the later census put more ssldom female relations

of cultivators assisting in the work among the gainfully employed
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tut is also to te ascribed to the fact that there was less

need of female labour in agriculturc and consequently large

sumters of women endeavoured to find work in other occupa-

tional tranches (industry, domestic work, ete.). Women's

congregating in urban areas is interdependent with this

phenomenon.

Conditions as to occupation. The social situation.
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From the point .f view of sucial conditions and

sucial equilitrium it is important to examine how far the

carners may te considered independent and how far as em-

ployed, and again amon. the latter what proportions are

officials doing intellectual work on tag one hand and

workers enga(eû in physicul labour on the other. On this

point Hungary's dstu cannot Le considered favouratile.

Tue population of surners in Hungary is distrituted as to

conditions of occupation in the following way, not taking

into account the various occupations;

Numbers rate per cent.

Independent 1,225,443 30.7

Assisting member

of family 554,971 13,9

Official 255,055 6.3

jorker 1,968,793 49,1

 

It is appercnt from this tatulation that the

working class amounts to almost 50 per cent. oí the total

number of earners, in fact if we add to the workers the

assistin. members of their families the rate will riso
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to 62.0 per cent. Gi ‘the ‘other hang the proportion of ine

dependent earners (landowners, independent handicrafts and me.

chanics, tusinessmen, profes: ionals, retired, capitalists,

etc.) amy comes up to "0.7.ver cent. of the earning populativ.

Even if we reckon the Resisting entere of families the rate

is only 44,6 per cent. Finally the officials who Like the

workers are in a dependent position too number 6. 5 per cent,

There isns doub%® that the social structure of the population

is Вох, sufticiently healthy, the number of people ‘whose

livelihood depends upon others is too ¿reat,

| Nevertheless during the last ten years in this respect

conditions have decidedly improved as on the basis of the

same computation the rate of independent earners was only 26.7
+

per cent thatofthose assisting members of their families
1

15. 7 per cent., of orficiala 5. 9 per cent. and of latourers

ol, 7 per cent. The‘apparent ly favouratle antewas brought

Sui ty the land reform which greatly ‘increased the numt er

of landed peasants. It is a fact that in agriculture in ten

years the number of independent earners increased from 5564912

to 699,862 souls. The change, however, was actually not so

favorable, heesuse mainly the numter of the quite small, the

sorcalled Gwarf-landowners crew to a greater extent, There

‚were thus in bericulturo:
etl adn 1920 м. $03930

landowners of over 10 cad, acres 162, 631 173.205

" "5 t0 10. " 127 91€ 151,005

n " lta 5 " " 165,956 294,795

H " less tnan 1 cadi dere *. 29,525 25,115

It is thus clear thatthe greatest .incfcase is to te

found in the ranks of ‘the laridowners, of-1 to 5 cadastral acres

which is due to the land<reform carried. tHroQgh towards the

middle of the decennium, The splitting up of landed estates
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„and tne increase in numter of independent small holder?

is continuing ever since and the fresh land-reform which
4 ~ +

"11 start now on a larger scale will certanly greatly

à ta the number of independent persons.
+

The situation is quite different with regurd to
te

industry. Herc within the last ton years concentration

has teen progressing at a greet pate, In 1920 in industry

proper there were still BLE,702 NLebendennt eerners, and
4

10,150 there were only 204, 564, ht the same t ime the number

of industrial labourers rose from 425,656 to 626,085, that

a : 1 م

is to Say by almost 50 per cent., not to mention thefact

that the increase in the numters of industrial employees

is still greater, during the ten years their number rose

from25, 872 to 43, 356. As the DenifCUTIE industry is
a

mainly concentrated in the bowns naturally condi‚ions are

much more patriarchie in Vag country. over aguinst 114,814
RE

independent artisans there are only 244, 442 industrial wor-

kers, whereas in the towns the respective figures are

89,750 independent artigons and 5614645 industrial workers.

4019176 За the BONS the numter of independent artisans

decreased by almost 15thousand in the last *ten “ars end

in the country there was only a fall of 1200.

If we merely look at the situation from the point of

у 3.bras deua 2 Matt

. View of social: equilibrium, conditions are certainly better

in the aghare of commerce and banking, as here against

£3,995 independent earners the number of persons employed

is only 74,391 not counting officials of whom there is a

large number, namely 57,865 (of this 17,467 are occupied

in banking), thus thesocial classes are the best talanced

here.
+ 3 : ; 1
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for Industrial concentration is not oily shown by the

decreasing number of independent earners and the rise in the

number of workers and employees, but is also evident when

comparing the number of firms to the number of persons employed

Dur ing the last’ ten years the number of industrial firms has

* “ considerably decreased which may be inferred from the fall in

the number of independent earners. In 1920 there were 245,883

industrial enterprises in Hungary and in 1930 the number had

‘fallen’ to224,772; But if we compartthé number of enterprises

according" tó the number of persons employed,-wé get the

following Picture:

 

Industrialenterprises Numbers =~ ‘= Rate per cent,
1920 1930 1920 1930

No assistant . ; ‘164, 512 135, 8)4 66.9 60.5
1 assistant ie MAD,6683 43,843 - :٠ 1646 1945

‚ ه4 88518158018 . | 18,053 20,111 7.4 9.0
“ 5 to 5 asBistants  '“ “ 14,98% --.168,418' . 6,1 7,5
6 to 10 assistants | 4,274 4,628 1.7 2.0
11 to 20 ássistants-”> 1,824‘. 2,009 0.7 0.9
Over 2) assistants | 1,554 1,959 0.6 0.8

#4 Motel -: ::: 245 888 2241082 - >100,0: 100.0

Aveo rd ingly there was9 fall only in the number of

industrial Enterprises where ‚no assistantwas ‘employed, the
J —

other categories alı increased in number, The increase was

comparatively the erentest inthe ie of enterprises

working with more than 20 assistants which the Hungarian
U]

statistics define as belong ing to the manufacturing industries.
AWE + e...

the ‘trendis even more clearly expressed by giving the ratios,

Butthe trend of industrial enterprises towards centralisat ion

is the test showt by the following figures: ‘whereas the number

of persons employed in industrial enterprises working with a

personnel of less than 20rose in ten years from 188, 529 to
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only 206,203, the number of workers and employees of enter-

prises of the manufacturing industries leaped from 173,531

to 233,864.

As regards the industrial concentration there are

the following divergences between the towns and the country:

the number of industrial enterprises decreased in the towns

ty 11.7 per cent., and in the country only by 5.9 per cent,,

moreover the rate of enterprises not employing assistants

decreased to amuch largerextent in the towns than in the

villeges, viz. from 63.9 per cent. to 55.1 per cent. whereas

in the country it fell from 69,5 per cent. to 64.7 per cent.

The rate of enterprises belonging to the manufasturing

inivetgtes is 1.6 per cent. in the towns and only 0,3 per

‘ cent»in the country. Factories are mostly sispato in towns

which is apparent from the ‘following: out of 1959enterprises

of the manufacturing industries as shown Dy. the‚sensus:‘returns

of 1930 not less than 1659,were in towns and only 321 in

villages. Ou the area of Greater Budapest itself there are

1, 217: factories -#ut of 1959, These figures are sufficient to

prove the unhealthy charecter of industrial cmcenthaion in ١
م,.

a iis

Hungary} Moreover, in the last ten years the tendency was

accantuated as in 1920 of 1554 enterprises returned as

telonging to the manufacturing industries only 863 were

situated on the area of Greater Budapest, that is to say

55.5 per cent.‘of the factories only, whereas in 1950

there were more then 62.1 per cent. Out of the number of workers

and employees engaged in the manufacturing industries two

thirds are employed by factories situated on the area of

Greater Budapest. The relatively hist number of workers

in the capital and the other towns is the main cause of



the social classes being much less well balanced in the towns

than in the villages. In thetowns this is somewhat mitigated

by“the هم nsiderably higher proportion of the intelligentsia,

A comparison shows the following:

Social group Distribution of earners
. rate per cent,

in towns in the country in general

Citizens (inde-
pendent and as- ‘

sisting members

of the family) 30.1 52.7 — 44,6

Intelligentsia it

(officials) 12,6 2.7 6.3

Wor kers (pers. . |

sonnel of as- . dt ding لو of :

sistants } 87.3 44,6 49,1

: : at : Fs TEE $ e

. Total .. 100,0... Ir 300.0: 100.0

The abov: table throws a vivid light upon the enormous

differences between the urban and rural population as to

Social conditions. In the towns the antepantont element, the

middle class, is only 3041 per cent. of the population of

earners, whereas thers vs almost twice as many labourers, -

57. 3 per conte; on the other Rend’ in the country if we reckon

relations helping in the work to the independent element

it prevails over the class of labourers without any possession:

whetsoaver, Between the two principal social classes there is

theintelligentata thomusbors of which are almost five times

as high in the towns as in the villages, and which thus

mitigate te a certain extent the great disproportionality

between the numbers با and the labourers.

Naturally if there were only an urban element in the towns and

only a rural one in the country, which as we have seen is not
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the case, the contrast would be still greater tetween the

social classes in the towns, Even so one sees that for

instance the ratio of the bourgeoisie in Budapest is only

21 ner cent. over against 59.2 per cent, of labourers, and

in the suburbs of Budapest the situation is still worse:

as against e middle class element of 19.5 per cent. there

is a mass of labourers of 69.3 per cent. There are thus

three and a half times as many physical workers as persons

of the middle clase possessing some fortune or other and

together with it some independence.

' Te great: contrast is somewhat mitigated by the

circumstance that taking the total population and refkoning
+

also the dependents the ratio is a little more favourable
»١او

for the bourgeoisie which on account of age supports more
be + voy د ae -

persons than does the classoflabourers cunsisting of

much younger elgments which very often have no families.

Oecupat ions and age constitution, © © -
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When examining the conditions of occupation and

social conditions we cannbt leave out of consideration the
© * fm

ge constitution of the population. In economic life the

productivity of the population depends greatly on the Be

groups to which the peersons engaged in production belong.

It varies according to the Mop of the young and the

aon WhoseOTE capacity cannot be compared with that

of people in full posseäsion 4 their energy. The relevant

data by principal groups of 801 ان are to be found in

table V. We shall repeat here +00: the nat tonal figures

Separately for males and for tomuies:
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Farners ‘
males females

Age group numbers percentage numbers —ercentas

Under 15 years 59,522 2.0 36,315 5,4
15-19 years 248,976 1149 289,669 21.5

20-59 years 2,163,783 73.8 671,676 с. С

"ver 60 years 360,783 12.5 128,718 12.1

——
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or

A

A

Total. | 2,932,864 106.0. 1,006,372". 100.0
®

E The less productive uge-groups take part to a com-

aratively. smaller degree in the work of product зов, Males

ё 2

under 15 and over 60 figurs with only tas 5 рег cet, and

s
i

fémales "of the same groups ef reduced activity With 15,5 per

cent. Thus, there is at a small difference here between male

and female earners. The data on thetwo sexes Atffer rather

in that the proportion of females aged 1s 19,pig working

capacity is not quite developed, is relatively twice as high.

But 1f we take into considerationthat a large par + of them

do الهددم٠9 which is aot SO strenuous, ans in agricultural

work they are mostly reckoned as sesisting members of the

family, we виной esteem that such a high rate of the young

female carners as dangerous,16 evil is the relative-

ly kigh number of young women working in industry who for the

most part have to attend to muchines: It is not necessary to
,

Bo into details as lo: the dangers for morals and health of

such work. and its detrimental effect on the future generation

Partly from this point of view, and partly with regard to

the changes in tHe 88 constitution it will not te uninteres-

ting to compare on the basis of the two lust censuses the

distritutien by ages of male end female earners:
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; Farners

males females

1920 1930 increase 1540 1930 increase

or de- or de-

crease in ; $ crease in

numbers je numbers í

129,155 59,522 -69,855 -54.1 81,198 56,515 -44,863 -55.5

565,240 348,976 -14,264 - 5.9 257,795 229,669 -28,124 -10.9

1,826,113 2,163,763 +557,670 +16.5 579,152 671,676 - 7,476 - 1,1

306,591 360,765 -54,192 #17,7 109,478 128,718 +19,246 +17.5

 

Total 2,625,099 2,932,864 +307,76Ÿ +114,7 1128615 1066578 -60,257 + 5.5

We have seen from the aforesaid that the number of

female earners decreased quite consideratly on account of

female relations assisting in the work of the farmnot having

been returned this time as earners, as actually there was

less need for them than ten yours earlier; this was the main

season for the fall in the zander of Temals carners in every

age group with the exception of the oldest. It is all the

more remarkable that the numter of female carners' over sixty

years of age rose considerably, but not only that of females

but of males too. A higher average age of the population is

expressed by the number of earners; the population of earncrs

has decidedly become older.The change shown by these figures

is partly detrimental to production, as among the earnsrs there

is a great number of ola people at present, but it means an

EMA) far as the number of extremely young

workers has decreased to a great extent. Mis was not only

caused by the fact that both boys and Sims“under 15 are

not being engaged in agriculture, tut greatly by the circumstance
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too that at the last census the youngest group of earners

comprised children born in decreasednumbers during the years

of the War, who as we know are only half as many as those of

the preceding and succeeding age groups. This incident has bu“

a slight effect on the age group of 15 to 19 (with the excep-

tion of those aged 15) so the decrease in the number of earners

is of grodter consequence here. But the improvement is only a

seeming one- as, to ment ion again ths most strenuous work,in

1920 there were only 27,465 females of 15-19 years working in

industry, whereas in 1930 there were 40,605. It is but a poor

consolation that the number of girls under 15 years fell in the

ten years from 5,587 to 2,958 es this is merely caused by the

general decrease in ‘the number of girls of this age; on the

other hand the number ofdomestic servants under theage of 15

fall from 14,173 to 6,134; thus the decrease was much more

considerable Here that in"“the ‘incomparably more strenuous. and

dangerous factory work.

With regard tô the employment of -youths in industry

there has Leen a much greater improvement in the last ten years

than in the case of girls, In industry, namely, in 1920, there

were 22,612 youths under 15 years returned as earners; naturally

the majority of them were apprentices. Ten years later the

figure fell to 8,988, which was a much heavier fall than tas

general decrease of this age group would have justified. This

proves on the one hand that of late there is greater care ta-

km to prevent the young from teing overworked, on the other

hand apprentices are first given a better schooling and they

are only engaged as aporentices after having gone through eight

classes of the elementary school or four classes of the seconds

school.
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Industrial development.
men veATnceee UD «т wn wd ميج

In the foregoing we have already shown that during

the last ten years, from 1920 to 1930, industry had developed

quite exceptionally. Tie population belonging to industry

(reckoning at the same time earners and depenctents) increased

by 358,502 capita; thus out of the natural increase of

698,117 souls more than the half was absorted by industry.

The agricultural population; the peasants went over in

great masses to industrial production. As it is to te

expected that the bourse of development will continue

and because as long as no essential change cecurs in

the distribution of landed property there is no other way

of providing for the surplus population, it will be worthwhile

to note which branches of industry ars developing most, and
e » Я

consequently where surplus latour êces find an occupation.

In the Hungarian statistics there are 14 sub-divisions of

industry proper. In the tablebelow we give the figures as

regards. the earners in the different Eu of industry at

the tims of the two last censuses:
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Sutdivision of Earners Actual increas.

industry О or decrease
numbers . % numters Ce numbers у

1920 1930 1920-1953

Tron and metal |
industry 94 ‚452 14.1 103,470 11.8 2,738 9.5

Machine and
ship-building
industry 86,212 12.9 98,112 2 11: 900 15...

Stone, earth,
clay and glass
industry . 17 , 888 2.7 50,565 3.5 1275 70.8

Wood andLone
industry 43 ,700 6.5 59,605 с. 6 15,905 56.4

sather,tristls, | |

hair and feather
industry 41, 600 ‚7 15,851 1.8 2,251 19,4

Textile indus-
try au 18.177 2.7 53,242 Ged 35,065 192.9

Clothing in-
dustry 160 ,774 2

+

2

7 206,228 23,6 25,454 14,1

Paper industry 3,498 0

1
1

9

6,668 0.8 3,170 90.6
Food and luxury Pl
industry 74,869 1,
Chemicals „ +" u Ago
Building indus-

Printing indus-
try and art AL Le adan en A Mes
works 15,241 8.$ 19,405 2.0 4,164 2742
Hotel, restau- Ji
rant and café

0
5

в "96,995 11,1 02,104 09.5
B "15,259 1.7 2,997 5

764,906 112,573. 12,9. 47,465. 73,1

 

industry 44 ,32€ €.6 49,279 5.€ 4,955 21.62
Miscellaneous

andnon-speci- ; ‘
fied industries 2,363 0.3 9,227 1:1 €,914 292.€

Total 670,850 100.0 874,005 : 180.6 203,775 30.4

Looking first at the data ofthe year 1930 we can

ascertain that the clothing ingubtry 16 the most populous in-

dustry in Hungary and in itself vacupies 206,222 persons

out of the 874,005 employed or working in industry. Thus almost

one fourth of the total industrial earners helone to the clothin

industry. Next comes the iuilasheindustry with 112,373 earners

(12.9 per cent.). The numter of porzuna working in the iron and

metal industry is over one hundred thousand, and almost une

hundred thousand are engaged in the machine and ship-tuilding
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industry. The number of persons-working in the food and

luxuryindustries is about the same too. On the other hand

th: n.mter of persons engaged ia the leather, bristle, hair

and feather, chemicals, printing industries and art works

does not even reach twenty thousand; The smallest number

of workers is employed ty the paper industry, numely only

6,667, A" similarly small number of ватйфие, whose proportion

is nevertheless rapidly increasing, telong to "miscellaneous®

industries where mechanics and handicraîts non-specified are

ranged too.

As for the development of the last’ ten years, apart

‘from the group’ òf miscelläneous industries just mentioned

"the largest groWth is to’ te found in the fanks of the textile

workers whose numter has been tretled in the last ten years
в : . ++ ? ' … 4 EY a

‘it having leaped from 18,177 to 83,242, und so it attained.
: fii 4 ¿ y

‘relatively the greatest increase: *Numerically the number
,

us ; À

of workers of the building industry increased even more,
a 3 ‘+

 

by 47,465. These two groups of industry in themselves account

for more than 40 per cent. of the ‘development in industry,

‚The growth of the textile industry is due to deliberate

measures of pretedtionism, whereas the НН in the numter

of workers of tHe building industry is partly delusive, because

in 1920 building activity was almost at a standstill and in

the boom in 1950 the building industry had sufficient work too.

Ths numter of workers of the paper industry increased very

much relatively (90.6 per cent.) although in numbers the

rowth is small. There was a very consideratle increase in

the stone, earth, etc. industries which was to some extent

due to the development of building industry. The der of iron

and metal workers increased the least of all (only 8,738) on
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account of the loss of the iron mines of the detached terri-

tories. The comparatively modest development of the clothing a

restaurant industries is conceivable as these industries are

venerally interdependent with the growth of the population, anc

tnet as we have seen was even smaller than the normal.

The yearly statistics of the manufacturing industries

may give information as to the extent of their development since

1930. According to the statistics of the manufacturing indus-

tries (its own definition does not quite cover that of the

census and it differs principally therein from the latter that

it does not include the building industry) the number of all

persons employed by it, inclusive of officials, was as follows:

_ males females total

1930 ERANDen SIE 745. , 246,655

1957 ue pay, eon AS AMOO e OO, PA
"E 1

Increase 59,562 — ض 30,637 90,189

rate per cents bcNA ١٠١ SD

Gonsequently the manufacturing industries are developin =

in the presentdecade even more rapidly than they did in the

previous one. According to the census returns the numter of

persons working in the manufacturing industries increased by

35.2 per cent. (60,865 souls) and since then in seven years

by 56.5 per cent. which means that more than 90,000 workers

have been absorbed by the manufacturing industries. The number

of female factory workers increased still more than that of

the males, because textile industry developed the most (it

employs women for the most part and raised the number of

its workers from 47,583 to 78,462 in seven years (out of the

latter figure 45,576 are females).
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Doubtless the next census will show an sven more

- nsiderable growth than did that of the year 1930.

"ne role of women in occupations.

a >. ;=esea wee UN ES de GeA e AD E Seb Gwe SHS GESE epES -

We have spoken of the role of women already above and

we have ascertained that the number of female earners hus

decreased within the last ten years because this time female

ralatives assisting in agriculture were partly considered

as belonging to the household and consequently as dependents,

This uncertainty of computing the female agricultural popu-

lat ion as earners or dependents is of consequence as to the

total number of female earners. In the other tranches of

economy and occupational groups the participation of females

is much more constant and defined, As we have Seen in

Table V the participation of--women -in-mining is quite

insignificant, and in transport also. They have quite an

important share in the work of comercé and Banking, and

naturally the greatest part of domestic servants (96 per

cent. ).are women. Apart from agriculture the majority of

female earners is employed in industry; in industry proper

out of 874,005 earners there are 168,77¢ females. It is

therefore worthwhile to see in which branches of industry

2mlegs find un ocoupation:



subdivision of industry female earners rate per cent. of the
numter cf earners in
:the different groups

of industry
A ID 7 0 1920 1930

'1 7 and metal industry 4,224 ه 3,829 4.5 >.”
sache, etc. industry 5,038 6,235 5.8 Cad

تاودي earth’ clay |
etc. industry &, 9536 5,159 16.4 10.3

Wool and bone industry 1,838 1,884 ‚4,2 22
Leather, tristle,

asc. industry 1,962 : 3,045 12.9 22.0
Textile industry 8,184 2", 077 45.0 54.5
Clothing industry 63, 806 69, 789 55.5 55.8
Paper industry 1,748 5,554 50.0 51.0
Food industries and
luxuries 11,809 15,903 15.5 1¢.4

Chemical industry 5,255 3,094 26.6 22.0
Building industry 1,304 1,257 2.0 Li
Printing industry | :

and art wcrks 2,758 5,135 24. € 2.5
Hotel, restaurant | `

etc. industry 18,001 19,590 40, € 59,7
Miscellaneous and 1 A sE
non-specifisd industries 814 5,108 34.4 33.5

hy Sul: | 6 ui

Total .- 128,665 168,778 19.2 19.5

We see that the majority of females enguged in tne

dustry,(more than 40 per cent, ) in keeping with their incli-

nation work in the cothing industry, and lately -in the rapid-

ly developing textile industry, In these wo groups thei

selves there arcs well nigh one hundred thousand females ет-

ployed. The hotel and restaurant industries are als. such as

women have a taste for and they occupy 19,890 females; further

the food and luxuries industry which gives a livelihood to

15,903 female espera: numerically there ars the least females

working in the tuildins industry, further in the wood ‘and tone

industry where their numter does nt even attain two thousand.

If we look at the numter vf females in ths various

groups of industry in this respect too the textile industries

come first where not less than 54.5 per cent, ‚f the workers

arc women, Similarly many females are empluyed (51.0 per cent.)
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in the paper industry which, however, occupies the least workers

> all, then comes the hotel, restaurant, etc. industry with

34.7 per cent., further the clothing industry which has the most

workers with 35.8 per cent. female.labour. Against this e.g.

in the iron and. metal industry 3,7, in the wood and bone in-

dustry 3.2, finally in the building industry only 1.1 per cent.

are female workers. These accupations eithe>r require great

todily strength, or else their labour conditions (for instance

work. in the open) are not conducive to the weaker female соп-

stitution. For the rest if we sum up all the groups of industry,

however, ther: have teen quite considérable changes. In fact the

number of the groups of industry is larger in which female

labour has been thrust back. In thestone, earth, etc. -indus-

tries the fali in the rate of female ‘labour is especially” con-

spicuous. Itfell from 16,4 per cent. to10.3 por cont. al-
though .the number. of female workers has increased. The most

remarkable change on behalf of women is seen in the textile

industry where their rats leapedfrom 45.0 per cent. to 54.5

per cent. Besides having devs loped the most this brançh of

industry had in the decennium after the War a much greater

attraction for female Labour than for male workers, We have

spoken above of the development which has taken place since.

e”

Religion and occupation.

The censuses in Hungary always laid stress on the returns

as to the religious constitution of the population. This is mot |

oniy necessary from the point of view of science, education and

administration, but for the reason too that in historie

Fungary certain religions were connected with one nat ionality or

thc other; it was not indifferent, and is not indifferent to-day
-
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cither how ths followers of the various religions are distri-

"tad in the Gifferent districts of the country; further their

-slopment, their cultural and economic position is vf con-

uance too. The lattcr may be infsrred from the distribution

the followers of the various rcligions by occupaticns, and

vint of findingi
+‘oz this reason Hungarian statistics maks a

mul the interdopendcnce. With tho ald of the data at our disposal

ons may ascertain several decades Lack that the Christian

v“oligions as rcgards the various occupations do not show impor-

tant deviations from their national rates, that is to say on a

mole thoy are evenly distrituted in the different occupations.

ns only religion which is in striking contrast to thé ¿thors

is the Jewish one. Its followers, as is well known, come from
» A

a distinet race and although at least as fár as the language

is concerned they try to adapt themselves in every country tc

the ruling nationality, they novertheless differ from them

greatly in customs and morals, and that 38 just why it is

interesting to note the secupations they are engaged in. It is

nacessary to look into this question just in Hungary, tceause

the Jews who amount to uúly 5 per cent, of the population, play

an important role in some of the occupational groups which is

quite out of keeping with tasir number; and for the most part

in occupations and s.cial groups which mean financial and

1vellectual power economically and socially; comsequently they

'ssure much greater importance and influence to thc Jews than

‚nld be their due on the basis of their proportion to the

totdat population.

Before showing with the aid of statistical data the rols

c
r1 the Jews we should like to say a few words as to the

different ratios of the Qnristian denomin=tions represented
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in the various occupations, et least as far as it is worth-

while, as the differences are not too great. It is true that

the participation of the Christian religions and the deviation

cf the retes from the national one depends in the first placo

on the extent in which the Jews are engaged in the occupation

in question. The fact that the Roman Catholics for instance,

who numter almost two thirds of the country's total population,

figure with only 40 per cent. in commerce is brought about by

the Jews' having tre relative majority in this occupation. On

the other hand among the miners well over 80 per cent, are

Catholics. It should be noted too thet the Protestants play

a much more important role in agriculture than in industrial

end commercial occupations (there are particularly few Protestant

miners); moreover, the returns show as regards ugriculture

th.t there is a much better distribution of landed property

among the Protestant population than for instunce among the

R-mon Catholics: there are mors small holders among them and

less farm hands end letourers: The Lutherans have a similar

position, of whom there is a ver; high proportion in the

intellectual classes. Apart from this one point the Christian

denominations are pruportionally distributed in all the

cecupetions.

As far us the distritution of the Jews by the

different oceupations is concerned, the following tabulation

will give a picture of it:
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Occupational Farners who are Jews
division :

Numbers rate per cent. rate per cent, of
in occupational Jewish earners in

  

division the several occu-
pations

Agriculture 5,756 0.5 2.7

Mining and ‘
smelting 268 C.8 0.1

Industry "75,041 6.3 34.7

ereaSE me ai
banking 90 , 040 40 # 0 42 4D

Transport 4,127 5.7 ; 1.9

Industry and
commerce : 168,276 - 13,3 | 79.0

Civilservice
and free | A
professions 17,354 - BI. IL 8,1

Defence 154 "У‚рог: Пай, 0.1.

Day-latourers' ni ne, + Ue
unspecified 880 1,4. 0.4

Retired, capi- ض
talists, etc.l5, 420 Jal "с, 5 7.2

Domestic : J
servants 1,81 1.0 0,8

Miscellaneous 3,544 5.7 1.7

Total 213,235 : 5.0 0 100,0

These returns show to what an extent the Jews con-

glomerate in certain occupations, Taking the whole country,
>

ÿ

only 31.5 per cent, of the population is engaged in industry

and commerce, and at the same time the rate with regard to
$

the Jews is 79.0 per cent. out of which 42.5 per cent. are

engaged in commerce. As regards the agricultural population

which is in the majority in the country, the rate of the Jews

is only 2.7 per cent. There are especially many of them in
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+s ranks of the intelligentsia, further in the group ofvis

“= retired and the capitalists.+

If we looat the proportions of the Jews in the

v.riaus occupations compared with the total number of earn-

ers of the respective groups an even more vivid light is

thrown upon their role than ty the above mentioned rates.

Here w& find the disconcérting fact that up to 40, 0 pe

are in the hands of the Jews.cont. bf commerce and lLanking
—;—;;;———— ED

   

But this is only the national average and there are places
. à ' .

where 78-80 per cent. of trade is in the hands of the Jews.

Andwhat mskes the situstion still mure unfavourable from

tho point of view of the Christian masses is the fact that

in every occupationel group the Jews are socially much

tetter balanced, namely there are more independent earners
»

3

and officials among them than labourers, and thus not only
6

financially but socially too they are in a much better position.

very greut numter of them in the ranks of theThere is a

of the civil servantsintelligentsia too. Almost 9 per cent,

1d professionals ure Jews, and here too they finda living

in frec* professions which* are much more’ suitcd for making

u fortune, c,g. physiciars, engineers Lewy:rs. For instance

even in 1930 49.2 per cent, of the private engineers were
٠

доме. A few data «re churacteristic of their financial

‘situstion: 9.7 per cent. of the landowners with estates over

‘once thousend cad.” “¿cres ure Jews, 15.4 per cent. of the

owners of middle sized estates from 200 to 1,000 cad, acres,

42.8 per cent. of the lessees of large estutés und 38.4 per

rent. of those 'f middle siZcd estuates beldng to the Jewish

faith. Gener: lly speuking, 10.6 per cent. of the estates

aver 50 cid. ecres which ure not tied, that is to say more
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than half a million of cad. acres are owned by followers

of the Jewish religion. Out of the whole area of land

more than 800 thousand cad: acres may be considered as Jewish

property:

These conditions which changed but little with the fel

in the number of the Jews, induced the Hungarian Government

to prevent, within certain limits, the Jews from gaining furthe:

ground, all the more as their excessive influence in the State

as well as in social, economic and cultural life brought atout

ty their financial situation was found in certain respects

hermful and dangerous for the interests uf the country. These

legal measures which are being executed at present will, it is

hoped, change conditions for the good of Christian Hungarians.

II. Movement ofpopulation.

 

The natural movement of population.
WE MS ee GB MES BR Pw Un A син che ee a ПИР. Фев Фев GB YEA de e e don BPRيحاهناهباжелمذياحاطابم

Previous to the War the natural movement of the popu-

laticn was fairly healthy in Hungary; though it was character-

iged Бу a high birth-rate accompanied by a high rate of infant

mortality, nevertheless the balance of the two factors, the

natural increase fluctuated in the decennium previous to the

War between 11-12 per thiusand, in fact in 1912 it reached 15.

The Great War here too ug in tho countries which had taken

part in the War, upset normal conditions. The number of births

decreased as from 1915 and in the next three years it fell to

less than the half of the normal rate. To this was added the

actual loss of lives in the War which amounted to about © рег

cent. of the population, so that in the decade of the War there

was hardly any natural increase whatsoever, Prior to the Маг

on the present area of Hungary the conditions of the mcvement
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of population were somewhat more favourable than on the

historic area. The number of births was small, but the death rat:

was even lower, so that the rate of natural increase was higher

than on the detached territory.

Since the Great War, however, the conditions of the

population movement deteriorated cunsiderably in Hungary. The

tirth-rate did not reach its pre-war level even in the first

years of peace (in 1914 it was 34.2 per thousand and in 1921

only 31.8), and ever since then it has considerably decreased,

so that in 1938 it hardly reached 20 per thousand. The absolute

decrease is still more alarming: in 1914 there were 270 thousand

children torn alive ,on the present area; in 1938 there were

only 180 tnousand, although the numter of marriages hardly change

In this respect there is nothing amiss, in fact is seems that all

the marriages which had teen put off during the War have since

been made up for. In spite of this the numbsr and rate of live-

rirths decreases almost incessantly, which would not mean absolute

danger for the growth of the ponulation if it had been possible

tu reduce the mortality rate to the same extent. However, this

did not hapven;, before the Great War the mortality rate had teen

22 per thousand which fell to only 14 per thousand in 1938,

that the natural increase whieh prior to the War was almost
so

12 per thousand fluctuates at present only around 6.

We have seen, as to the age distribution, that the

youngest age-groups of the population are less numerous than

10 or 20 years ago; therefore it is probable that a smaller

number will become adult, which means that a decrease of the

population is bound to take place as soon as the younger and

decreasing age-groups take the place oi the older and more

numerous ones. With the present birth-rate it would then be
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possible to attain a more favourable growth and to assure the

future only if infant and juvenile mortality could be reduced

ty suck a degree that the rising age-groups would grow up in

greater numbers in spite of the fall in the number of births.

No doubt in the last two decades there has been a great ime

,provement with regard te tnteut mortality; before the War the

infant mortality was around 20 per cent.; the rate has now de-

‘creased to 13, although there are irregularities (as in some

years there were heavy relapses). But it is very high even now

and is a great impediment to the prosesrvation and development

of the new generation. The fact that the average rate of general

mortality.is so high (14 per thousand) in comparison to Western

countries is primarily dus to the still fairly great infant

mortality. The example of Holland seems almost unattainable by

Hungary. Holland has a similar birth=rate to that of Hungary and

the average mortality rate is only 8-9; further; infant murtali-

ty does not even reach 4 per cent. The example of Holland shows

that even with a birth-rate of 20 per cent. @ normal natural

increase may te attained. The conditions of the population

movement in Hungary are not favourable in comparison t9 the

Balkan states gither. In these countries too the birth=rate has

decidedly decreased, but is far from the low point which it has

reached in Hungary. Although their mortality rate is higher 100,

the natural inergano nevertheless almost always exceeds 10 рег

thousand which is especially the case with Yugoslavia, Moreover,

with the exception of Rumania, their infant mortality is hardly

higher than that of Hungary, which makes a normal natural

increase possible as their birth-rate is at present still

favourable,
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In order to see clearly the conditions and develop-

ment of all the обо rs of $ пе natural mv ement cf pöpula-

tion, we shall ana riel >f the numter 3f murriages.

Its fluctuation has hardly any influence more on the numter

of births. We have seen that the marriages which had failed

to take lane duringthe Great War, have, So to speak,

almost without exception ‘teen contractedsiuce, nevertheless

a similar incrcase of tirths did not follow, which - we

must admit = would not have teen physically possible, as the

sterile years lived ty a part of married women during the-

War cannot be mode up for. The crude marriage rate reckoned

рег thousand souls was not worsé in the post-war period than

before the War. In rentlate Hungary in the first quin-

quennial period aafter the turn of the century on the average

of the years 1901-05, there wero £,7 marriages per ‘1000

nhabitants, and the average of the years” 1906-1910 was

Sal, After the War the rates were the following: in 1921-25

onn anaverage 10. 0, in 1926-50 9, 1, and 1951-56 the mean

rate was 615 per thousand. Th last rate was influenced

tyeBOLA crisis, and to some extent also by the fact

that persons born in the War had reached the marriageable

age. Recently, on account of the economie improvement,

the number of marriages has teen increasing again, but

probably this store will mot last ‘long,as the persons born

in Asoreañcd numbers during the War will gradually all attain

the marriagenbleage. Accordingly the marriage-rate has hardly

changed hen compared to pre-war conditions, so that the’

number of existing ور 15268 taking into account also the

marriages diseclvol by divorceor desth, shows a very healthy

increase, which is alsc seen by the fact that the number of
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people living a married life has increased too. According to

the census of 1930 there were roughly 1880 thousand marriages

in dismembsred Hungary. This figure increased yearly in the

average of the years 1931-35 ty 22,700, in 1936 ty 25,600, and

in 1937 bt, as much as 27,300. Consequently marriages which have

come to an end are rapidly and extensively made up for, and

nevertheless the number of births is falling almost uninter-

ruptedly. It is thus apparent that there 18 no connection between

the number >f marriages and the number of births, because the

average fertility. cf marrigges is steadily declining. There is

no physiological ground for this,but it is caused by psychological

mot ives, which, however, have economic reasons tous

"It is beyond the scope of this study to enter into

details as regards the natural increase and decrease of the

population, as fur instance sex proportions at birth, still-

tirths, illegitimate births, the age of parents and of persyns

about to marry, age, sex and civil: condition of the dead, cause

of death/-ctc. These factors, however, cannot ‚be neglected if

we wish to get an insight into the complete structure, of the

population movement itself, But as we have a practical object

in view here, we only wish tv discuss the divergence in the

population movement in the different regions of the country,

looking at the geographical. units .n the ne hand and at the

urtan and mirad population on the other. We shall give the

following data: In the year 1937 when tne national marriage

rate was 8.9, the marriace rate was the highest in the adminis-

trdtive districts of the Great Plain, mainly on account of the

influence of Budapest, In the Capital, where there is an ex-

ceptionally large number of persons of the productive and cun-

sequently marrigeable age, the number of marriages was always



far above the national average. In 1937 the rate was e.2. 12.0

and so the region of the Great Plain figures with 9.4 рег

thousand over against 8.1 in Trans-Danubia. Here the rates

are the lowest. in the counties of Sopron and Vas lying in

the counties of the Great Plain Csongred and Hajdu where the

marriage rate per thousand is 9.3 and 9.2 respectively. AS

far as the disparity between the towns and the country is

‚cone erned, theMarriage rate was 10.8 in the municipal

boroughs, 8.7 in the comtry towns and 8.4 in the villages.

Taking all the towns to thor themarria e rate is OeВ   

 

er thousand in the countr  against 8.4

 

The situation is quite different with regard to live

births, which is a fresh proof of the fuct thatER

are of no import, or of small consequence as to the number

of births. In the above mentioned year, in the country, the

rate of live births was 21.6 per thousand, in the county

torsughs it was only 18.4 and in the municipal boroughs it

was ús low as 16.8 (in the Capital itself it was. 15.2, which

is the lowest rate in the whole country). If we take the two

the vate is only 17,5, that is

 

3   categories of towns together

to say four points lower than in the rural districts. At

present unfortunately the situation is such that there is not

  

one county where the birth-rate exceeds 30. It is highest in

the North-Zastern counties of Szabolcs and Szatmar, Bereg

where in 1937 the rate of live births was 29.7, .and 29.4

respectively. Here the rate of increase is fairly good, but

there arc unmistakable signs of deterioration, e.g. in 1930

the birth-rate of these two counties was as high as 57.6

and 35.8 respectively. Apart from the above mentioned

counties, the tirth-rate ig over 25 only in the adjoining



counties of Hujdu, Semplén and Abtauj-Torna, and consequently

herc a fairly healthy increase can te perceived, But there is

one municipal borough, Kecskemét, which even at the present day

hus a live-birth rate of 25.5. On the other hand some of the

counties of the Plain and of Trans-Danubia have a very poor

rate to show. The three counties lying in the corner of the Danube

and the Drave play principally a sat. role in this respect; in

the county of Baranya the birth-rate has come down to 16.8, and

in Somogy and Tolna it is hardly more than 18, Next comes the

neightouring county of Becs-Bodorg lying between the Danube und

thc Bisza where the rate uf live births hus fellen to 17. In

these counties the danger is neutralised.The death-rste not

teing Jow enough, the natural increase fluctuates totween only

2-3 per tn.usund: |

As fr us the death rate is concerned, here too the

towns take the lead, in as much us in the villages the mortality

is 13.8, in the county Lorvughs 14.2, in the municipal bsrcughs

13.5, Thus the uverage for the towns is 15.0, which is much

higher th=n the de=th rte in the country. This, however, does

nt convey á true picture of the situ. tiun, as many people from

the country die in the town hospitals and their inclusion raiscs

the desth-rste of the towns, If we were to excludo them from the

de:d of the towns, protatly the des h-rate in the towns would be

lower than in the country. In Budapest itself over 3000 persuns

die ye.rly who have their domicile elsewhere. In general there

cre mo such great differences between the desth-rates 8 between

the tirth-rates. Even in the counties where families with one

child are the rule, the mortality rate is «bout the same as the

n: tional average. Thc counties which heve the lowest mortality

rate are Györ, the united county of Moson ¿nú the nefghtouring



csanty of Koma rom and Es2tergumwith 121%and 12.5 per thousand

resvectively. "The mortality ‘rate ofthe county of Pest is com-

paratively low too (12.3). This, however, is a fictitious number

end is mainly due to the fact that a large part of. the inhab-

itants of the towns and villages surruunding Budapest die in

e hospitals. We find the highest mortality in the united

county of Szatmar and Bereg? but.even there it reathes only

16.0: On the other hand in some of the municipal boroughs

(Pécs, Székesfehérvar and Baja) the mortality rete rises above

17, mainly on account of the strangers dying in their hospitals.

e may te gathered from the aforesaid that on account of

the différent local conditions the natural increase as well

as tirth- and mortality rates ‘show fairly.large extremes in

different parts of the country. The comparison of the three

great regions due: not: say much as there arc great divergences

within them too. As far as the urtan and rural c.nditions are

concerned the situation ofthe.towns in this respect isin-

comparably ‘worse than that of rural communities. In the country

in 1937 the rate of natural increase: was 7.8 per thousand

whereas in the towns it was only 2.5, that is to say less than

a third of the former. There. is a difference between, the two

categories of towns tuo; the county towns were able to reach

anatural incrcase of 4.2 per thousand whereas tne municipel

t.roughs have an: increase of only 1.5: per thousand. Of these

towns, as we have already mentioned, it is only Kecskemét

which has an ‘increase which may Le saidtJ ce normal (9.9).

The уБаг'в talance of the growth of population of Budapest,

and even more so of Baja, showed a loss. As far as the counties

are concerned those in the North-East have a fairly gocd
Le

а: Ba i : :
in”rsase ‘If over 10. On the cther handthe counties lying ٠



in the South-Eastern corner of Trans-Danutia, as wsll as the

county of Bacs-Budorg in the Great Plain nave very poor con-

dit ions to show in tis respect; here ins yearly natural in-

crease is only 2-3 ver thousand.e

There is no doubt that ‘with the present rate of in-
E

case the level of the population carmot te maintained fur a

С 3

long whils, not because the incrsase of 50 thousand capita would

not te enough t> maintain the status quo, but because the rising

generations step in with ever decrcasing numbers. It is

mathematically certain that by the time the generation ‘born now

in considerablydecreased nuxbers attains a higher age-<group,

a fall in the number cf the population will have set. in, If

the country could have the same slow rate .f natural increase,

due not to ths fall in the number Jf Zirths, but to the high

rate of mortality, then a slow growth .f the populaticn would Ве

assured. Thé exceptionally large fall in the birth rate is the

cause of all the troutie and every endeavour of Hungarian popu-

lation poliéy should aim at stopping the fall, As the greatest

part of the tirths ars legitimate, we shall nave to look at the

data on the fertility of marriages. Hungarian-statistics have

full details at their disposal on the question.

Fertility of marriages.
- o de de de > e la dn oe me ie “aie de de de > dee =

The fertility >f marriages may te measured and ascer-

tained in several ways; At censuses the question may te put as

t5 the nusbter .f children born tu married women, the number of

children living, together with the age ofthe husband and the

year of marriage; the returns may te considered in connection

with religion, nationality, cccupatión, etc, The other method

is to put the same questions at tne death Jf married women.
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The advantages and disadvantages of Loth methods are well

“known: The most important advantage in getting returns of

the stationary population is that the total number of

married women are enumerated; the drawback of this method

“is that the marriages in question are not those which havr

come to a Close. This source of error can, however, be

eliminated to some extent by combining marriage and age, In

the case of collecting the data at the death of the persons

the returns refer to marriages which have come to an end,

tut the cases comprise only a small proportien of actually

existing marriages, and thus one can get a true picture

of conditions only on the basis of returns systematically

collected during a great numter دع years. Hungarian

statistics have made use of both possitilities and, with’

regard to the population movement, still do so at present.

‚We do not wish to give the data in full detail |

and we shall only give the principal results. At the census

of 1920 the average number cf children born ‚to 100 married

«ожей was 362. In 1930 the rate was only 327, so even during

the ten years there was an apparent fall in the fertility

of merriages. There are returns combined with religions tov

from which it appears that the highest fertility is to te

found with the Greek Catholics (396), and the lowest with

the Jews (240). The fall is also the heaviest with the

Jews as compared with 1920 when their fertility rate too

attained 297, although it was the lowest of all denominations.

It may te interesting to give in detail the fertility

rate of marriages according to occupations:



Occupation al division Number of children index uf 1950

born in wedlcck per if 1920 = 100

100 married women

 

1920 1930

Agriculture 406 378 | 95

Mining and smelting 354 557 101

Industry | 307 7.56 87

Commerce and tanking 279 235 64

Transport 514 274 87

Industry and commerce
together 505 265 87

Civil Service and pro-

fessional vccupations 256 225 88

Defence, etc, 152 176 116

Latourers, unspecified 569 565 98

Retired, capitalists,
etc, 363 348 96

Domestic servants | 225 208 9%

Miscellaneous and un-
known occupations 501 273 91

In general Só 362 327 ; 90

This makes it clear what an important regenerative role

is played by agriculture, that is to say Ly the peasants, in

the increase of national population. Against the national

average of 327 the agriculturalpopulation has a marriage

fertility of 376 which still means an average of nearly four

children per family. We find a similarly high rate only with

the group of unspecified day~labiurers (363) and with miners

(357). The rate of the retired, the capitalists, etc, is a

fairly good one (348), on the other hand it is very low with

commerce (233) and civil service (225). The group of domestic

servants and that of defence show still lower rates, but there

are quite special reasons fur it in these cases as quite

different ages play a rate hens, and the rates are therefore not

conclusive.

As far as the change in the rate during the ten years

is concerned, apart from defence, we see a small improvement
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nly with regard to mining. In occupational groups thersк

is more or less everywhere a decline. The rate of commerce

fell most, which is clearly due to the fall in the fertility

rats of the Jews, who are for the most part engaged in com-

merce. It is somewhat reassuring that the marriage fertility

of ‘the peasants, who are the sustainers of the nation, has

declined less than that of other occupational groups.

Returns combined with the ages of married women and

the duration of marriages give an interesting*picture of the

fertility of married women at different ages, ds well as

of the fertility of marriages of 1117و duration. "ENE

rates are naturally the higher the older the women are and

the longer the duration of the пагттадев, Accord ing to the

above method of computation the fertility of married women

over 60 is 548, and of marriages of a duration of over 20

years it is 499. The highest rate is found when combining

the two: 561. This figure stands not only for the fertility

of marriages terminated tut represents alsc considerably

better conditions of a distant past. The now existing mar-

riages >f people in the prime of ‘life will certainly: not

show such a high rate even though they reach the above

montioned category. 1e ‘|

Asto the importance of agriculture in regenerating

the nation we shall mention the fact that although only 59.5

per cent. of marriedwomen belong to agriculture nevertheless

they givebirth

to 61.7percent.of children. Further, whereas 17.1 per

  

- on account of their greater fertility   

 

———]sa

cent. of the total marriages were completely unfruitful,

that is to say no child was born, at the same time the rate

for agriculture is only 12.5 per cent.
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Marriage fertility statistics alsc take into account

the numter of children alive at the time of the census as com-

sared with the total number of children born. Naturally such

returns, as well as returns on the number of children born,

have only an informative value as several other circumstances

influence their development. Thus, if statistics show that at

the same time of the census of 1930 there wers 221 living chil-

dren to 100 existing marriages, which means that only 67,4 per

cent. of the total number of chılaren Бори were alive, the

probable mortality of children will not Le apparent, as women

of very different ages and marriages ойris durations are

included here. This rate is clearly lower than the uctual rato.

If, indeed, only 221 children were likely to Le born in a

hundred marriages, that is to say by 100 married men and 100

married women, а 10 per cent. increase of the population could

te expected only after a whole generation had come and gone,

that is to say after 25-30 years, Even under present conditions,

however, such an inensase is completed much sooner. Anyhow,

the rate showing the ability to maintain children which is

 

indicated by the proportion of children living to the total

number of children born, displays interesting differences

according to religions and ten pet 1508. We shall give only two

instances: as to Jews the rate te 78.5 against the national

average of 67.4 per cent. , and among the occupations the rate

of agriculture is only 65,5 per cent. On the other hand, apart

from defence, the rate is yery high for intellectual

occupations: 75.3, ‘and for commerce, 74.6 per cent. Thus, the

limits of a murc favourable infant and juvenile mortality rate

can already te seen here.

*
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As far as the territorial distribution of surviving

c: ildren is concerned the highest rates are not in the North-

Nustern counties where thie most children are turn, but in

the much more cultured Northr Western counties vf Györ, Moson,

The other method of ascertaining the fertility of

marriages is to learn from Tries women by means of a

death questionnaire the number of children бога to the

deceased and how many have survivai. As the marriages in

question have come to a close and in the maj-rity of cases the

w.men die at an advanced age, the number of children per

100 married wimen will be decidedly higher than the fer-

tility rate ascertained at a census. moreover, this rate

has hardly changed in the course .f several decennia

during which particulars have root Cu llecteds previ. us to

„the War in the average vf the years 1909-1912 it was 408

per hundred marriages, in 1921 it was 386, and even up to

‚1952 it had only fallen $0 384. Thus, even in twenty years

the fall in the rate was not cunsideratle. This may be

explained ty the fact that even recently suchterminated

narriuges are being considered às had teen made before the

Great War when bipiie contre 1 was not so extensively prac-

tised as it is te -dey. me largeszt part of the marriages

in question мате& art oon of 3 20 SEO, and, if we

. Er up marriages асе таз пе to their duration, 1% will be

nteresting to see mich are the marriages where the
”.

4

fertility has declined the пос, The following table will

1 я

give ea g2.d idea f this:

  

PATE
R Sn

-

1) See further a very thorough study by Louis Thirring in
the Hungarian Statistical Review, year 1959, р. 667,



orages of the Average number per 100 Jf children b.rn in mar-

ra in whch tha riages .f a duration of

arridger were

terminated less than 5-9 years 10-19: years Over 20

5 years years

1919-1922 82 204 541 508

1923-1925 104 186 325 508

1926-1928 93 208 304 502

1929-1958 91 199 282 495

It is appurent that in the ccurse of time the rate had

changed considerably only with regard to the marriages <f a

duration of 10-19 years, whereas it has hardly varied for the

categories of the longest or of a short duration. As to mar-

riages of short duration, conditions have nut changed for the

reason that the first child as well as the second are brought

in to the world just as befurs. Marriages د1 а duration of over

20 years have the same rate د1 fertility as formerly, because

even though they only E to a closé now they originate from

a more prolific period. There is a heavy £611 in the fertility

of only thuse marriages which were made 10-19 years ago and

which could have been fruitful if the parents had not been

influenced ty the ideas vf modern times. It is interesting that

the rate of wholly sterile marriages is ulmóst the same now as

the rate ascertained for the ab ve mentioned categories, namely

17.6 per cent,

As far as the fertility rate in connecticn with occupa-

tions is concerned the prolificacy af the agricultural popula-

tion is proved by the above method $50. Fur instance in 1932

against the national averagè of 384 the fertility rate in agri-

culture was 421, and according to these data tou it is the

trading and the professional classes that show the lowest rates,

namely 298 and 289 respectively. The results of the two

different methods Jf collecting data light up the very same

phenomena.
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Ancther way о? escertsining the fertility of

mary .ages is to draw a parallel betwöen the number of births

par ycar and the number of women -f a productives age (see

Table XIV). This. method too can to applied only at the time
+4

0

of censuses, because it is only ut such moments th:t the

number of married women by age groups is available. The

method, however, does not indicate the general fertility

of marriages, but only the protatle number of births per

. year and per married woman.

At the.time of the census of 1930 the number of

married women of 15-50 years was 1,442,275, and in the

averages of the years 1930-51 they gave life to 193,959

children. Consequently there are 154 Lirths per 1000 married

women in this age group, which means that approximavely only

‘every. seventh married woman has a child every year. This
معيش

"مهم
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rate is very low, especially if we consider that in the

averages of the years 1920-21 the rate was almost 188, Thus,

‘within ten years the fertility decreased considerably.

Naturally, accorúing tv tha ages of women thereure great

differences with regard to the probatle number of births.

Whereas the fertility rate of married women under 20 is

A544,7; in. the next age-group of 20-24 years 297.5, with

married women of 25-29 it is 195.4, with those aged

50-59 the rate is 11.7, and finally the probable fertility,

of women aged 40-49 is only 19.6. Above the age of 40 у

atout every fiftieth married woman is likely to bring achild

into the world. |

It is interesting to cumpare how the rates by age-

roups have changed in ten years:
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Age group : Legitimate Decrease in rate

live births per 1000 in numbers percent.

married women in the

averages of the years

   

1920-21 1930-31”

15-19 years 554,8 544,7 16, 1 2,8

20224 Tim 389,6 . 297,5 92.5 2617
25-29 * 281.0 195,4 85.6 50,5
50-59...” 154.1 111,7 42,4 27.5
40-49

|

" 29.5 19.6 9,9 35,5

15-49 years 187.8 54.5 53.5 28,4

This table gives “a very sad picture of the exeeedingly

heavy fall in the marriage fertility. We see that tnere is e

fall in the fertility rate in every age group, even in the

youngest. If there were a decline in the fertility of thé

older age groups alone and not of the youngest ones, one could

suppose that a complete atstention from bringing children into

the world Has not come atout, ând that the first and the second

Child will be born just as before. But at present the fall in

the fertility rate of married women of 20-24 is relatively

not much lower than that of the older age-groups, which seems

to mean that in many modern marriages no chiidren are wanted at

all,

ve may examine the probable fertility rate of married

women in connection with occupations. The order of the rates is

stout the same as that of the fertility rates shown by the

census returns and by the particulars of population movement.

As against a national average of 108,2 (always computed per

1000 married women of 15-49 years) the rate of the women of

the agricultural population is 105.2. The rate of the wives

of miners and of day-labourers of various branches is even

somewhat higher, viz. 167.3 and 166,8 respectively. The
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largest oteupational group after agriculture - industry -

has a rate of only 127.7, transport 116.6, trade and

banking figure only 82.9, The last is only helf of the

rate of agriculture. But the rate of the civil service

group and professional vccupatisns - 1, ©. of the in-

telligentsia - is still lcwer and amounts to only 80.9.

This is alarmingly low as it means that among themarried

women of the intelligentsiaof a productive age thereis

yearly the probability of only every twelfth bringing a

Y
child into the world.

Natural increase.

The size of the population upon which power and

>ften economic strength and wealth depend, is certainly

assured first and foremost by the natural increase, that

is to say by the excess of births over deaths. Such en

excess undoubtedly still exists in Hungary, which is

apparent frum the foregoing, but in figures it is only

the half of what it used to te, The natural increase of

atout 50 thousand capita in recent years wil. certainly

assure for some time the size of the population as at

vrcsent it doubtless means an increase in numbers, but it

crings about a gradual aging of the population. The trouble

is, as we have already mentioned, that there is an absolute

decrease in the number of births, to such an extent that

even under the most favourable conditions as to infant and

juvenile mortality the rising,age-groups keep stepping in

in ever decreasing numbers. By the time these decreasing

age-groups grow up or at least will form the ma jority of

the population, it is a mathematical certainty that the



decrease of the population will have set in, This mathematical

certainty is, however, no certainty: it would only be that if

no changes occur in the present state of things, thot is to

say if there is a continued decline in the number of births,

which cannot te foretold. If statistics could reach back soms

centuries it would surely become evident that there were such

periods 10 the past also perhaps for generations, when on

account of calamities wrought by the elements or by an enemy,

or simply for the opposite reasons: wealth and luxur: , the

birth-rate declined for some time, and, when conditions changed,

it rose again. Political changes, the opening up of new possie

bilities of garning, verkaps radical governmental measures

could essentially change the present phase tarough which the

world seems tu be passing. The; could change it in the different
4 ot “ 3 x

countries or clss in general, Up till now it has been believed

that state intervention could hardly havs an influence on the

cirth-ratc, tut thc sxamplc of Germany has shown that by a

purpossful policy, by promoting marriag:s and by giving sub-

stantial rewards for bringing childron into the world, con-

siderable results may bc attaincd: Tnc example of Germany is

being followed by Italy but it is not possible as yet to Bee

the results there.

Just tacause we do nut kclicve that the copditions

of the population movement could nmct te improved, we do not

wish to prophesy as to the increase of the population of Huary

in 30, 40 or fifty yeurs, Such prophecies did not come true

>f old either, which is apparent when comparing present con-

ditions with predictions (sce lialthus). Thus, it is no good

uscless t¢ prophesy.
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It is uncertain to infer, on the basis of the natural

increase, the future growth of the population, for the reason

that the population is dependent not only on the natural in-

crease within a certain region or country, but also on migra-

tions. Thers have been and are re-ions, in fact whole sountries,

where ths total natural increase was lost through emigrätionse

Previous to the Great War when emigration to America,

which had not yet put restrictions on immigration, was possible,

there was a very strong tendency to emigrate in Buigary also,

which rendered null a consideratble part of the natural inercasc.

For instance, 'in the first decade of the century, when this

movement ‘had reached its climax, the Kingdom of Hungary lost

rough emigration no fewer than 646,540 souls, - 5.3 per cent.
© e Г }th

of her population. Actually the ‘emigration wus still greater,

for other data prove that at the same time there was immi=

gration into the country too. No doubt the present central area

was less affected by emigration than the other regions of the

country which ty virtue of the Treaty of Trianon wore subjected

to foreign rules After the Great War America put restrictions on

immisration, ‘Consequently the loss tu Hungary through emigration

in the post-war decade wus only 73,902 souls which is only 0.9

per cent. ‘of the population in the year 1920. The data on emigra-

tion of the years since the census show that there has been an

even greater fall in the number of emigrants, all the more

because ths United States паче kept gradually peducing the .

immigration quota. According to t:c data available from 1931

to 1937 the emigrants from Hungary nurtered only 7,734. During

the same period the number of re-micrations which cdmc to the
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knowledge of the Hunzarian authorities, was of the same vrder.

In the ycars 1952-1937 they amounted to 8,238, so that, accurd-

ia, to emigration statistics, emigration was balanced by immi-

gration, In fact, as the number of immigrants (13,897) is

‘Higher than that of emigrants, in the presentdecennium we

  

th an oxcess vf immigrations. At any
AILE Anettes

     

gctuallyhave to reckhonwi
rate only ths census of 1940 will decide the question, since

the emigration and immiration statistics only give general

information; tut they cannot te quite reliable,

48 Tar as the country of emigration is concerned,

hiterica still comes first but tesides the United States Canada3

t
rlays an important role. Among the European countrics,. France

and Bel. lum were 01811111181802 for larges quaters up till 1950,

tut, since then,, this emigration has almost completely stopped

and has given place to considerable re-immigration. Formerly

+
Lthe great majority of emigrants, Lofors restriction had been pu

n immigrations to America, were agricultural latourcrs. Recently

only 10-13 per cent. of the emigrants ars agriculturists, the

Ma jority being made up of mechanics and handicrafts, vf the

intelligentsia as well as persons of other occupations and women

“who erigrats in order to join their husbands. On the other hand

it has long been otscrved that acriculture is represented to a

smaller dogree among re-immigrants than among emigrants, because

à great number vf agriculturists become industrial workers or

miners in the new country. Ac fur as the immigrants are concerned

there are a remarkably large number of minors among them under

4the age 0£°30. Ае to occupations thoy mostly belong to the

intelligentsia; students and governesses figure in large numbers,

5 1 "> 1
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but quite a large number of Buigarian gardeners flow in as

well. Eet. out of 6,0653 foreigners Wid ad immigrated in

1977,583 haû come from Bulgaria and these arc almost with-

Thess data can give information only as to the balanee
E 3

of the population in the current decennium., In a previous

chapter ws have spoken in detail of the actual growth of the
WO

nonulation in the decemium after the Nar; we examined also

internal nigretions and especially the role played by the

ar

towns in this movement. We shall state once More here that

tho loss to Fungary resulting from emigretion is incomparably

smaller than it was before the war. Internal migration,

however, - which is not only a question of urban ag-regation -

is much more extensive than in p/e-war Gays. This was partly
4

brought about by the masses of relugce: who naturally did not

settle down in the places where they first arrived. The muti-

lation of the country stimulated internal migration in another

too: in as much as it severely afiscted the economic Life
Wa x

of the population, it deprivsü à creat many people of their

ral

livelihood, or else forced them to look for fresh means of

carning their living which they could do only by changing thelr

residence. The returns of the census of 1930 on the places

of tirth accordins to com.unities snow Lug sxtent of the move»

mont as overywhere therc was a heavy fall in the number of

persons torn in the place itself, whereas the number of those

torn in othervillages, or even in ‚thsr counties increased.
LL

These returns prove that a large part of thepooulation,
احول6

   

omen —— ——

 

estimated to amount to about one seventh, changed residence
  

in the course of the last dscenniun.
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Already when we spoke of the distribution ty religions

and the conditions of increase in the several denominations, we

mentioned that in the space of time Letween 1920 and 1930 the

hosviest losses by emigration wers incurred by the Jews, Out of

a loss of 73 thousand capita no fewer than 27 thousand were

misration of Jews since the census of 1930 may Le

calculated on the basis of migration statistics, which, however,

a£ we have already mentioned have only an informatory value,

Sines the last census the Jews nave nu doubt again incurred hca-

vicr 108898 by emigration than the othér denominations, as

thev continue to figure in larger proportions amung the

emigrants than among the re-imrigrants. Morcover only small

wumbers of them immicrate from abroad, as the authorities arc

now reluctant to give Jews a permit to settle. Since 1931 the

Jews figure with thc following numbers ‘among thc emigrants,

immigrants’ and re~immigrants:

Ysar Total Proportion of Jews
in numbers per cent.

Entarants

1921-37 | 7,734 14 72,293 29.6

Rue 4 imnigrants

1934-37 8,25 756 8,9

Im mi an vts05 в

1951-57 13,617 й 616 4.4

m

According to these figures, as against 2,293 emigrant

Jews, there ars 736 re-immicrants and 61€ im:igrants. Con-
) с ©

scquently, durin; the seven yssrs in quest ion, the Jews41

a loss ty emigration of at least 941 capita (2,295-1;352). Ever
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since then as.an effect of the two Acts concerning Jews,

tasy have certainly emigrated in much greater numbers,

As a consequence of migrations which meant & loss

for the country, in the post-war decennium the actual

increase in the population amounted to 698,117, that is

to say 6.7 per cent. Thus, out of a natural increase of

772,019 souls (9.8 per cent. }, in the space of the decade

75,902 souls + tkat is to say 0.9 per cent. of the popu-

lation - were lost. Considering this in comparison to

pre-war conditions there has been a heavy fall in the natural

increase; the actual increase itself was quite good as the

losses by cmigration were much smaller than before. Never-

theless the present area the population of which had con-

siderably increased in former times also by internal

migrations, could not attain a growth of population similar

to that before the War, after the surrounding regions had

been torn away from it. Previous to the War, with the

e¥ocotion of the year 1870, when thers was an epidemic of

cholera, the population of the Trianon area in every ten

ycars attained an increase well in excess of 10 por cent.

Over against this on the outskirts the actual increase wuS

incomparatly smaller as not only emigration but also migra-

tion towards the centre of the country reduced the popula-

sion. Those who wish to be thoroughly acquainted with the

~onGitions of the growth of population should never forgct

thc ‘extent of the fluctuation of the povulation at home.

The following data are convincing:
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Or mien:

Trianon

Pütache

18639 1910 Actual increase 18€9-191C

in numbers per cent.

t Croutia- |
1a) 13,579,129 18,264 , 535 4,685,404 54,5

ares 5,014,205 7,615,117 .2,600,914 51.8

à area 8 564 926 10,649,416 2,084,490 24.43
2

Accordingly, before the Gre t War in 41 years, the

 

population of the arca left by the Treaty of Trianon incrcasc

by 51.8 the

 

cr cent.

,

whereas population of the detached
             

territories did not increase half as much relatively, namely

  

tyonly 24.5 per cents The territory situated in the centre,

the population of which was considerably smaller in 1869 than

that of the detached area, had a much greater absolute increus

in population than the detached territories. Cunsequently its

participation in the country's population rose from 3€,9 per

cent. to 41.7 per cent, (without counting the autonomous

provinces). And as for the most part Hungarian was spoken on

this area, the proportion of the Hungarians had naturally to

increase considerably for this simple mathematical reason, The

incrzase in the ratio of tnc Hungarians during this period in

historic Hungary is about in keeping with the proportipnal in-

cregse which the central territory itself attained through it:

considerably grester growth of population. This circumstance

should not te left out of consideration, tecause through the

    

  mera knowledge of the fact the charge that the preponderance     

 

¢f the Hungarians is the result of artificial or forced

mesgyarizing is refuted.     

The post-war incrsuse in population of the Trianon are

although it did not attain the pre-war proportions, cannot te

considered unfavourable, especially if we look at the
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corresponding data for other Furopcan countries; since 1930,

however, the actual increase in the country's population is

much smaller, in spite of emigr: tion having almost completely

stopped, in fact there is very probably an excess of.immigra-

tion over emigration. Consequently we have to rockon with

the fact that since 1950 the whole natural increase has been

retained in the country. As in the years 1931-32 the natural

ncreasc.was roughly 450 thousand canita for the end of 1938

the population of the Trianon area may ke estimated at

9,158,000 sguls. To this must be added the strip of land in

Upper Hungary recovered by virtue of the Vienna Decision,

and which according to the census held in Decemter, 1938 has

a population of 1,041,000 souls. Further, Carpztho-Ruthenia

was recovered in March and April, 1939, and at the census

there in July 1939 the population wes estimeted to te €40

thousand persons. So the Trianon grea together with the

territories recovered has at present a populction of about

10,820,000 souls. In the space of the eight years which hav:

gons by. since the last census the increase in the population

af the Trisnon area was 450 thoussznd capita, that ls to say

5.2 per cent. If this rate continues till the census of 1940,

the result of the 10 years! increase will be €.5 per cent,

which is consideratly lower than that of the former decennium

Thors. is no doubt, however, that the inhabitants of the

srritorics newly recovered, especially those of Carpatho-

Ruthenia, are more prolific than the inhabitants of the

Trianon area, If we reckon the whole of the present territory,

the increase in population will, therefore, certainly te

somewhat higher.
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The question of overpopulation.

The average density of the population of Hungary of

to-ûay, = or rather of the arca fixed by the peace of Trianon, -

was 95.4 per square km. in 1980, This rate rose by the ena of

1938 on the Trianon area to 927.2, On the other hand if we in-

clude the r-covered territories too, as these are more thinly

populated, the density of population on the increased area 1s

92.4 (10,820,000 inhabitants per 117,160 square kms.). As the

density of the population of Europe is 46,4 per stuara km that

>f Hungary at present is almost twice as high as this average.

If we 4. nat. take Soviet-Russia into consideration, the density

of population of the cther parts vf Europe is even then only

72.5, and the density of population vf Hungary exceeds cons

sidersbly even this average. On thc other hand, there are

countries in Europe where the rate is much higher than in

Hungary. That of Belgium and Holland is well over 200, and that

‚f Great Britain also is very near to this figure. It is well

over 100 in Germany, Italy and Switzerland, whereas the Nor-

thern countries, with the exception of Denmark ere exceedingly

mthinly populated. As fer as the Danube States are concerned,

their density of population is between €0 and 70; it is there-

fore about the same as the density of ponulution of pre-war

historic Bungary.

If we merely look at the possibilities of the various

countries as regards the development of their populations, and

if we take os a Standard simply the average density of popula-

tion, it can be ascertained that the Danube States may attain

a 50 per cent. i.crease in their populations before their den-

sity of population will reach that of Hungary. Neither the
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density of population, nor the number vf inhabitants depend

only on the extent of the areu, because in thIs ‘case the

innabitants cf Belgium and Holland would not te able to find

a living on the present territory, whereas for instence the

population of the latter cues to increase comideretly.

There are consequently no signs of over-population. There is

a relative over-vonulation in so far as ths land which they

‘have at their disposal cannot provide their inhebitants with

facü-shifrs. But if ‘a Country has colonies,the ates and *

‘population’ of these should be added to the area and podulation

"of the mother country when computing the density of pcpulation.

Tt would 'töcome apvarent then that Belgium and Holland are really

thinly populated chantriss: the’ density of population of the first

is only 8.5 aná sf the latter 35,5. à country which grows “mure

fsod-stuffs than is necessary for the nourishment of her people,

a : > . = = ; : = $ : : >

can by no means Le considered as over-populated, even if the

ouls per square kilometre seems tu Le a high uns.unumberof

Ths density cf posulation varies very much within a

country also: this, however, is sf ns importance nowadeys

under the present conditions of transpurt which enable a uni-

form distribution of food-stuffs. The same is true of countries

which seem tó te overpopulcted, tut which have colcnics.

À country mey be considered over-populated, when, even

though the focd-atuffs ore sufficient for the imhebitante,

the agricultural population is toc numerous in proportion to

the ‘extent of cultivated land. Here tie over-population is

Visible in that the agricultural population dces not increase,

tut the surplus populction of agriculture eradually passes

Jver to industry. This is vartly the case in Hungary.
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In the first part of this study we spoke of the pro-

portion in the several counties of the non-urban vo ulation to

the extent of cultivable land. These rates, however, 140 not

quite express the density vf the agricultural population, becaus

- 38 we have slready mentioned tcfore und have also proved by

facts = Îhere is a fairly large non-agriculturel element in tire

rural population too. Hence, if we: wisn tv see clesrly ho! den

sity of tne agricultural populction, we must tompare the‘agri-

cultural‘ population with the whole area о? cultivable lend, ant

in the first place only with the eres which is ms ant for pro»

viding the population with fuvästuffs. Taking thus into con=

sideration arable land, gardens and vineyards, the cultívable
#,

area of Eungery is 5,944,000 hectares and the phpulation engaged

in agriculture numbers 4,499,353 souls. If we compare the agri-

cultural population with the «rea serving to grow focd-stuffs

ws shellfind that there are 74 persons occupied, or meking a

living from agrichifurs per 100 hectares (1 square km), But if

we only look at the number of persons cultivating the land, thot

is to sey the number of scarners, we can ¿Aly recken 2,031,500;

„nd the rete of these per 100 hecteres is only 34.3. This rate

is better suited for international comparison, tetause in the

varivus countries the population Of dependents is returned as a

global figure and not ty occupations: We have made u tabulation

on this basis of the European countrieswhich we find worth

quoting:
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Arca of cultivated land compared with size of population

geinfully cngeged in agriculture in the several European countries.

>>untry Cultivated area
(aratle land,
gardens, vine-

yards)
1000 hectares

Germany 21,204
Great

Britain 5,601
Belgium 1,269
Bulgarie 3,761
Donmark ; 21685
Spain 20,497

Esthonia 1,048
Finland 2,288
France 24,353
Gresce 1,932
Hungary 5,914
Irish Free В

State 1,813
ltaly 15,988

Latvia 1,948
Lithuanit 2, 750
Norway 17 790
Netherlands 997
Poland 19,102
Sweden 0,7668
Switzerland - 512
Yugoslavia 7,710

Agricultural
population of

carners

9,762,400

1,380,900
613,600

2,464,400
474,600

4,537,800
410,200

1,107,500
8,199,900
1,475,700
2,031,500

£77,900
8,065, 300

753,600
1,088,800
412,500
E55,200

10,269,900
1,058,400
415,500 -

4,839,700

Year of Number of

census

1925

1921
1920
1926
1921
1920
1922
1930
1926
1928
1936

1926
1930
1930
1923
1930
1930
1921
1920
1930
1921

agricultur-
ists gain-
fully em-
ployed per
100 ha of
cultivated

land

46,0

Ab. 7

48,3

65.5
18.1
22.1
29.1
45,4
55.7

76.5

34

44,8

50.5
38,6
39,6

50
65.7
53.8

‘28.3
80.7
со, 8

Genera.

density

of popu:
lation

per

square

km.
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45,€
132.9
29,0
38.7
8, 7

до). 4
70.0
13.2
98.7
55.9

Tho defact of this tabulation is unly that it was not

drawn up for exactly the same years, nor are the returns on

the cultivated arca frum the same years either, but only from

years close to each other. This circumstance, however, âves not

: impair the value vf the data which give sufficient information.

Tt is striking in the tatle that the density of the agricultural

population has almost nothing tc do with the density of the

total population. There are countries where the average

of the population is very high, and nevertheless in the

itsclf the proportion »f the agricultural population to

density

country

the area
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of cultivated land is very small. Or, converssly, thinly

inhabited countries have a too numerous agricultural populatio:

compared to tne cultivated area. If we look at the density Sf

only the agricultural povulation the rate we find in Hungary 1:

low, and there are lower rates only in Great Britain, in Den-

mark, Spain, Sweden anû France (there is only à very small

difference between the last three). It is interesting that

Danmark has the lowest density of agricultural population, Ker:

in comparison to the other European countries the peasants woul

àhave ample room to expand. We find the highest density of agri-

cultural population in Switzerland and in Greece} in both

countries the density of the agricultural pooulation is more

than twice as high as in Нипдагу. The second is, however, thin-

ly populated and it is interesting that the agricultural popu-

lation seems to be crowded in the other twc Balkan States tou,

in Bulgaria und iu Yugoslavia, although the average density of

pupulation of these countries is not high. The rate of Holland,

which is a very populous c.untry, is over 60, whereas the neigh

touring and also very populous Belgium is better off in this

rcsvect. It is interesting how similar conditions are in Ger-

many und Italy. The everage density of population is about the

same in both cuuntries and the situation of the agricultural

population is also abuut the same. In Germany there are 46.0

and in Italy 50.5 persuns engaged in طفهيناهد per 100 hec-

tares. It is a pity that the date for Rumania are missing, as

up to the present day this country has not published its census

returns with regard tu occupations. As, however, her data on

cultivated land are available, one may infer that the density

of her agricultural population is about 40-44, thus certainiy

higher than that of Hungary.
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There are many reasons for the density of the agri-

cultural Donation being so different in the various coun-

trics of Eunrops, — probably the distribution of landed proper-

tics teing the principal one. Where the landed properties

are divided up the density of the agricultural population is

undoubtedly much higher than where there are large estates,

Tat climate, the quality of the soil, intensive or extensive

methods of cultivating the land and other circumstances toc

may be of inf aante, It is certain that in Hungary ‘the pro-

portions of caltivated land to the total area is about the

highest in the wnole of Europe, and as we have seen, the agri-

cultural populationis small in comparison to the area of

cannot speak of an over-  cultivated land. Thus

 

in Hungary one

population of agricultura, daDie 5f the fact that the census

returns say almost the reverse, With a better distribution of

the tantes property, as we have proved, the dsutle of the

present art eulturel population could get settled and find a

living. The present Government are considering the question,

us it is a healthy state of things if the peasantry, which 1s

the backbone of the nation and which serves to the greatest

extent the growth and the development of the country's

population, retains its own occupatiun as far as pos>itle,

and if only a small part of the surplus population increases

the industrial population, - the growth of which with the

spreading of culture and with increasing consumption is

naturally also necessary.
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